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FACULTY

Our President
DWIGHT B. WALDO, A. M.. LL. D.
ADMINISTRATION
John C. Hoekje, Registrar and Director of Extension.
A. B. Hope College. University of Michigan.
Bertha S. Davis, Dean of Women.
Ray C. Pellett, Dean of Men.
A. B., A. M., University of Michigan.
Frank E. Ellsworth, Director of Training School.
Michigan State Normal College. A. B. Alma College.
Teachers College, Columbia University.
William H. Cain, Principal of Western State High School.
A. M., Columbia University.
Ernest Burnham, Ph. D.
Ph. B., A. M., Albion College.
Ph. D., Columbia University.
Anna L. French, Librarian.
Michigan State Normal College. Drexel Institute of Library
Science.
Roxanna Steele, Supervisor of Demonstration Schools.
B. S., A. M., Columbia University.
Paul V. Sangren, Ph. D., Director of Department of Research.
A. B., Michigan State Normal College. A. M., Ph. D., University
of Michigan.
AGRICULTURE
H. D. Corbus, Agriculture.
B. S., Michigan State College.
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ART
Elaine Stevenson, Fine Arts.
Western State Teachers College. Emma Church School of Design.
Quint Studio of Pottery.
Selina Anderson, Fine Arts.
Graduate of Chicago Art Institute.
Agnes L. Broemel, Art.
B. S., Oklahoma State College. B. A. E., Chicago Art Institute.
Verna Fenstermacher, Art Demonstration Schools.
Western State Teachers College.
Ruth Simon, Art.
Western State Teachers College.
BIOLOGY
Leslie Alva Kenoyer, Ph. D., Biology.
A. B., Campbell College. A. M., University of Kansas.
Ph. D., University of Chicago.
Henry Nevvell Goddard, Ph. D., Biology.
Ph. D., Ph. B., University of Michigan.
Jesse A. Place, Biology.
A. B., Ohio University. A. M., University of Chicago.
CHEMISTRY
William McCracken, Ph. D., Chemistry.
A. B., University of Michigan. Ph. D., University of Chicago.
Robert Eldridge, Chemistry.
B. S., Kalamazoo College. S. M., University of Chicago.
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*James Woodbury Boynton, Chemistry.
A. B., Western State Teachers College. University of Michigan.
COMMERCE
Eugene D. Pennell, Commerce.
Ferris Institute. University of Minnesota. University
of Michigan.
Emma Watson, Commerce.
Michigan State Teachers College. Gregg School. Columbia Uni
versity.
EDUCATION
Lavina Spindler, Education and Psychology.
A. B., University of Michigan. Teachers College,
Columbia University.
Manley M. Ellis, Ph. D., Education and Psychology.
Michigan State Normal College, A. B., A. M., Ph. D., University
of Michigan.
George H. Hilliard, Ph. D., Education and Psychology.
A. B., A. M., Ph. D., State University of Iowa.
Orrin E. Powell, Education and Psychology.
A. B., Kalamazoo College. A. M., Teachers College, Columbia
University.
RURAL EDUCATION
Anna L. Evans, Rural Education.
A. B., University of Michigan. A. M., University of
Chicago.
William McKinley Rortnsox, Director of Department of Rural
Education.
A. M., Teachers College, Columbia University.
Katherixe A. Mason, Education.
B. S., A. M., Teachers College, Columbia University.
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EARLY ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Efkie B. Phillips, Early Elementary Education.
B. S., University of Minnesota. A. M., Teachers College, Columbia
University.
Almira Martin, Ph. B., Early Elementary Education.
Ph. B., University of Chicago. Colonel Parker Graduate
Chicago Normal.
ECONOMICS
Howard Bigelow, Economics.
A. B., Wesleyan University. A. M., Harvard University.
William J. Rhynsburger, Economics.
Ph. B., Central College Iowa. A. M., University of
Michigan.
ENGLISH
George Sprau, English.
A. M., Ohio University. A. M., Harvard University.
William Robertson Brown, Ph. D., English.
A. B., University of Texas. A. M., Ph. D., Harvard
University.
Eleanor Rawlinson, English.
University of Chicago.
Louis Foley, English.
A. B., Ohio University. A. M., Ohio State University.
Universite de Dijon.
Helen E. Master, English.
A. B., A. M., University of Michigan.
Minnie Dezena Loutzenhiser, English.
A. B., Northwestern State Teachers College of Missouri.
A. M., University of Washington.
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Ruth Genevieve Van Horn, English.
A. B., A. M., University of Michigan.
Herbert Slusser, English.
A. B., A. M., University of Michigan.
Edith M. Eicher, English.
A. B., Morningside College. A. M., Columbia University.
Lorena Marsh Gary, English.
A. B., Western State Teachers College. University of
Chicago.
Francis Swain, English.
A. B., A. M., University of Michigan.
James R. Masterson, English.
A. B., Western State Teachers College. A. M., Harvard
University.
Frances Little, English.
A. B., Western State Teachers College.
GEOGRAPHY
Lucia Harrison, Geography.
A. B., University of Michigan, S. M., University of
Chicago.
Belle Strunk, Geography.
S. B., University of Chicago.
Louise Boswell, Geography.
S. B., University of Chicago.
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HISTORY
Smith Burnham, History.
A. B., A. M., Albion College.
Robert R. Russell, Ph. D., History.
A. B., McPherson College. A. M., University of Kansas.
Ph. D., University of Illinois.
Della B. Barnett, History.
A. B., Grinnell College. A. M., University of Chicago.
Oscar S. Trumble, History.
A. B., A. M., University of Michigan.
James Owen Knauss, Ph. D., History.
A. B., Lehigh University. A. M., Harvard University. Ph. D.,
Cornell University.
Elizabeth I. Barbour, History.
A. B., Wellesley College. A. M., School of Political
Science, Columbia University.
HOME ECONOMICS
Mary A. Moore, Home Economics.
Teachers College, Columbia University.
Ruth V. Schumacher, Home Economics.
B. S., Iowa State College. A. M., Teachers College,
Columbia University.
Frances Evelyn Walton, Home Economics.
A. B., University of Omaha. A. M., Teachers College, Columbia
University.
Cora Walker, Home Economics.
B. S., College of Industrial Arts, Denton, Texas. A. M.,
Teachers College, Columbia University.
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LANGUAGE
Elizabeth Zimmerman, Latin and German.
A. B., University of Michigan. A. M., University of Wisconsin.
University of Berlin. University of Heidelberg. American
Academy of Rome.
Amelia Hockenberry, French.
A. B., Wellesley College. Bordeaux University. French
Summer School, Middlebury, Vermont.
Zelma Lamb, Spanish.
A. B., University of Michigan. A. M., Teachers College, Columbia
University.
Undine M. Livaudais, French.
A. B., Louisiana State University. Lycee de Jeunes,
Filles, St. Germainen Laye. M. A., Teachers College
Columbia University.
Marie Mathilde Steckelberg, Latin.
A. B., University of Nebraska. A. M., Teachers College, Columbia
University.
MANUAL ARTS
Marion Sherwood, Manual Arts.
B. S., Teachers College, Columbia University.
Elmer Clair Weaver, Manual Arts.
Western State Teachers College. Teachers College, Columbia
University.
-
Fred S. Huff, Manual Arts.
A. B., Western State Teachers College. University of
Michigan.
Don O. Pullin, Manual Arts.
B. S., Detroit Teachers College.
MATHEMATICS
Harold Blair, Mathematics.
B. S., A. M., University of Michigan.
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Hugh Ackley, Mathematics.
A. B., Olivet College. A. M., University of Chicago.
Grover C. Bartoo, Mathematics.
A. B., A. M., University of Michigan.
Pearl L. Ford, Mathematics.
A. B., Western State Teachers College.
MUSIC
Harper C. A^aybee, Music.
Michigan State Normal College. Columbia University.
George E. Amos, Band and Orchestra.
Northwestern Normal. Bethany Conservatory of Music. Chicago
Musical College.
Dorothea Sage Snyder, Music.
Western State Teachers College.
Leoti C. Britton, Music.
Western State Teachers College. University of Pennsylvania.
Northwestern University. Teachers College, Columbia Uni
versity.
PENMANSHIP
Ethel Shimmel, Penmanship.
Western State Teachers College.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION (WOMEN)
Doris A. Hussey, Physical Education.
B. S.. Western State Teachers College.
Crystal Worner, Physical Education.
A. B., Michigan State Normal College. A. M., Uni
versity of Michigan.
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Marion Spalding, Physical Education.
Western State Teachers College, A. B.
Edith E. Mullen, Physical Education.
B. S., Teachers College, Columbia University.
Mary Bottje, Physical Education.
Western State Teachers College.
Columbia University.
Dorothy Vestal, Physical Education.
B. S., University of Michigan.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION (MEN)
Carl P. Schott, Ph. D., Physical Education.
B. E., State Normal, Peru, Nebraska. B. P. E., Y. M. C. A. Col
lege, Springfield, Massachusetts. B. S., M. A., Ph. D., Teach
ers College, Columbia University.
Earl Thomas Martineau, Physical Education.
A. B., University of Minnesota.
Herbert Read, Physical Education.
A. B., Western State Teachers College.
Judson Hyames, Physical Education.
A. B., Western State Teachers College.
Lloyd Jones, Physical Education.
A. B., Wichita. A. M., Teachers College, Columbia University.
Edward Norton, Physical Education.
Springfield Y. M. C. A. College.
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Charles Maher, Physical Education.
A. B., Western State Teachers College
PHYSICS
John Fox, Physics.
B. S., University of Chicago. A. M., University of Penn
sylvania.
Paul Rood, Physics.
A. B., Albion College. A. M., University of Michigan.
W. G. Mareurger, Physics.
A. B., University of Michigan. A. M., University of
Michigan.
POLITICAL SCIENCE
D. C. Shilling, Political Science.
Pd. B., Ohio Northern University. A. B., Miami University. A.
M., University of Wisconsin.
PUBLICITY
Blanche Draper, Editor of the Teachers College Herald.
Belmont Farley, Ph. D., Journalism.
Pd. B., Warrensburg State Normal. B. S., University of Missouri.
M. A., Ph. D., Columbia University.
SPEECH
Laura W. Shaw, Speech.
B. S., Ohio Wesleyan University. A. M., University of
Michigan.
Carrol P. Lahman, Speech.
A. B., Oberlin College.
Anna E. Lindblom, Speech.
A. B., A. M., University of Iowa.
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SOCIAL SCIENCE
Walter A. Terpenning, Ph. D., Sociology.
A. B., Kalamazoo College. Ph. D., University of Michigan.
Gerald Barnes, Ph. D., Sociology.
A. B., Amherst College. Ph. D., University of Michigan.
HIGH SCHOOL
Amelia Biscomb, English.
A. B., Kalamazoo College.
J. Lee Hart, Mathematics.
A. B., Western State Teachers College.
Ada Hoebeke, Languages.
A. B., Kalamazoo College, University of Michigan.
Grace Edith Seekell, History and Training.
School Course of Study. A. B., University of Michigan.
Beatrice Shaunding, Mathematics.
A. B., Western State Teachers College.
Louise Walker, English.
A. B., Albion College. A. M., Teachers College, Colum
bia University.
Myrtle Windsor, Modern Languages.
Merrill Wiseman, Biology.
A. B., Ohio Northern University.
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TRAINING SCHOOL
Jane Ann Blackburn, Grade 2.
B. Ed., Illinois State Normal. B. S., A. M., Teachers College,
Columbia University.
Verle F. Coppens, Kindergarten.
B. S., A. M., Columbia University.
Isabel Crane, Physical Education.
B. S., Battle Creek College.
Rowna Hansex, Grade 1.
B. S., Teachers College, Columbia University.
Ina Kelly, Grade 8.
A. B., Hillsdale College. A. M., Teachers College, Columbia Uni
versity.
Florence McLouth, Grade 5.
B. S., Teachers College, Columbia University. A. M.
University of Michigan.
Louise Steinway, Grade 7.
B. S., M. A., Teachers College, Columbia University.
Louise F. Struble, Art.
B. S., Western State Teachers College.
Thelma H. Tawney, Music.
G. M., Northwestern University.
Edward Woods, Manual Arts.
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HURD SCHOOL
Lois M. Clark, Hurd School.
A. B., Western State Teachers College.
PAW PAW TRAINING SCHOOL
Orin Kaye, Principal.
A. B., Olivet College.
James S. Ayars, Mathematics and Science.
B. S., Northwestern University.
Bess Baker, History.
Ph. B., University of Chicago.
Amelia Bauch, Mathematics.
B. S., A. B., Columbia University.
Arthur B. Castle, Science.
B. S., University of Michigan.
Helen M. Cooper, Grade 3.
B. S., Teachers College, Columbia University.
M. Louise Cooper, Grade 1.
B. S., Teachers College, Columbia University.
Bryan Emmert, Physical Education.
Ph. B., University of Chicago.
Hazel L. Jones, Grade 2.
Ph. B., University of Chicago.
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Agnes Keefe, Languages.
A. B., M. A., University of Minnesota.
Cornelius Keuzenkamp, Manual Training.
B. S., Kansas State Teachers College.
Ruth M. McNamara, Grades 2 and 3.
Elsie Mabee, Grade 4.
Pd. M., A. B., Colorado Teachers College. Ph. B., Uni
versity of Chicago.
Esther D. Nyland, History.
A. B., University of Michigan.
Reynold G. Oas, Science.
B. S., Michigan State College.
Anna C. Orcutt, Art and Music.
A. B., M. A., Western Reserve University.
Frances A. Pope, Penmanship.
Ph. B., University of Chicago.
Edson V. Root, Mathematics.
A. B., Western State Teachers College.
Arthur Secord, Public Speaking.
A. B., Western State Teachers College.
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Florence Smith, English.
A. B., University of Michigan.
Lillian B. Stenseth, Home Economics.
B. S., University of Minnesota.
Clella Stufft, Grade 6.
A. B., University of Nebraska. M. A., Teachers College, Columbia
University.
Lela C. Trager, Physical Education.
B. S., University of Iowa.
John M. Trytten, Commerce.
A. B., Luther College, Iowa.
Olive Turner, Grade 5.
A. B., University of Michigan.
Jean Vis, English.
A. B., Michigan State Normal College.
Marjorie H. Wylie, Kindergarten.
Ph. B., University of Chicago.
PORTAGE TRAINING SCHOOL
Cleora Skinner, Principal.
Genevieve H. Buchanan, Home Economics.
B. A., University of Michigan.
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Lewis D. Crawford, History.
A. B., Western State Teachers College.
P. J. Dunn, Science and Mathematics.
B. S., Michigan State College.
Sigrid Englund, History and English.
B. S., Kansas State Teachers College. A. M., Teachers College,
Columbia University.
Esther Fletcher, Kindergarten.
Marian I. Hall, Grades 7 and 8.
Constance Louise Herbst, Home Economics.
B. S., University of Pennsylvania. M. A., Columbia
University.
Trix Lamb, Grades 4 and 5.
Anna Catharina Lubke, Grade 1.
Eloise McCorkle, Science.
B. S., M. A., George Peabody College for Teachers.
Vera Pickard, Grade 2.
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Emma I. Richards, Grades 3 and 4.
RICHLAND TRAINING SCHOOL
Louise Buell Cornish, Grade 8.
B. S., Teachers College, Columbia University.
Mildred E. Gould, English and Speech.
B. A., Western State Teachers College.
Dorah M. Herrington, Kindergarten.
B. S., Columbia University.
Hazel Hicks, Grades 2 and 3.
A. B., Western State Teachers College.
Gladys Love, Speech and English.
B. S., Michigan State College.
Lela McDowell, Grade 7.
Ph. B., University of Chicago.
Ray Nellist, Science.
B. S., Michigan State College.
Eula L. Rethorn, Grade 4.
B. S., University of Illinois.
Clara Sohn, Grades 5 and 6.
A. B., Western State Teachers College.
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Thelma V. Taylor, History.
A. B., Western State Teachers College.
VINE STREET TRAINING SCHOOL
Kate H. Vick, Supervisor.
Ph. B., University of Chicago.
LIBRARY
Edith Clark, Library.
A. B., Western State Teachers College.
Phoebe Lumaree, Library.
Western State Teachers College.
OFFICES
Sara E. Ackley, Manager of Co-operative Store.
Eva Falk, Records Office.
Western State Teachers College.
Elizabeth M. Feather, Office of the Dean of Men.
Western State Teachers College.
Alice M. Haefner, Record Office.
Western State Teachers College.
Dorothy Haight, Records Office.
Western State Teachers College.
Helen V. Haight, Office of the Dean of Women.
Western State Teachers College.
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Bernice Hesselink, Financial Secretary.
Western State Teachers College.
Lloyd E. Jesson, Secretary to the President.
Western State Teachers College.
Mildred S. Jones, High School Office.
Western State Teachers College.
Cornellius MacDonald, Receiving Clerk.
Western State Teachers College.
Myrtle MacDonald, Office of Registrar.
Western State Teachers College.
Grace E. Moore, Manager, Teachers College Cafeteria.
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Alice Smith, Appointment Office.
Western State Teachers College.
Ardell Olds, Appointment Office.
Western State Teachers College.
Gretchen M. Switzer, Appointment Secretary.
Western State Teachers College.
Teachers College, Columbia University.
Leah M. Smith, Extension Secretary.
Western State Teachers College.
Ellis Janet Walker, College Nurse.
Mariox Adeline Wade, Office. Research Dept.
Ethel Hale Russell, Grade 4, Campus Training School.
B. S., M. A., University of Iowa.
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Lines Written in Appreciation of Our Faculty
TOO long have the members of our faculty gone "unwept, unhonored and
unsung'', and although in so doing, I am committing an act without precedent,
I am determined to pen my appreciation, however trifling a tribute it may
prove to be.
Friendships which we establish with members of the faculty are often of a
lasting and most beneficial nature. Acquaintances with these people often prove
a real aid in the appreciation of college and its spirit. Many a fellow classmate
can confirm the truth of what I say for, when a homesick Freshman, had he
lacked the sympathetic understanding advice of his instructors, he might have
given up in despair and left the "primrose path of learning" forever untrodden.
Xor did this friendly attitude forsake us when as Sophomores we pursued
with unnecessary vigor those activities not mentioned in the curricula. Once
more the faculty interest and ready enthusiasm proved victorious, and we as
Juniors saw a rosy future of earnest study before us. Seniors, we now are,
and the faculty stand back of us with unswerving loyalty, ready to proffer any
possible aid in our travels beyond the Commencement door. These doors are
now swinging open, and our college days are drawing to an end. When it is
all over, and we are Seniors no longer, but Alumni, what then will these Faculty
friendships mean ? Just a passing acquaintance, with a kindly word of advice
now and then, and a hand clasp or two thrown in for good measure? I think
not; contact with these men and women has meant more than that. It had added
polish to our culture, maturity to our judgments, logic to our theories, ballast
to our dreams, and veneer to our conduct.
In short, instructors and advisors, you are exerting a tremendous and last
ing influence over every boy and girl with whom you come in contact and in
the fourth year of my school career, I am beginning to realize and appreciate this
fact. Too, I am convinced that at some time, every student does likewise; and so,
my friends, "true worth must e'er be recognized".
A Senior
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CLASSES
SENIOR

Arthur Secord, East Jordan. A. B.
President, Senior Class
Delta Rho
Forum
Student Council
Alice Dines, Monroe. A. B.
Vice-president, Senior Class
Senate
Student Council, Vice-president
French Club
Virginia Myrick, Watervliet. A. B.
Secretary, Senior Class
Senate
Players
Delta Rho
Women's Varsity Debating
Theodore Hubbard, Merrill. A. B.
Treasurer, Senior Class
Players
Band
Glee Club
Tribunal
Grace Renwick, Kalamazoo. A. B.
Senate
Players
Student Council Representative
Frank Beck, Menominee. B. S.
"W" Club
Student Council Representative
Leonard Lundquist, Cadillac. B. S.
Student Council Representative
"W" Club
Fern Acmoody, Cold-water. B. S
Science Club
Marion Aldrich, Grand Rapids. B. S.
Sybil Allen, Kalamazoo. A. B.
Later El. Club
Senior High Club
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Irene Andrews, Lawton. B. S.
Home Economics Club
Y. W. C. A.
Ray Avery, Cadillac. A. B.
Student Council
"W" Club, President
Harold Bacon, Fremont. A. B.
Assistant Photographic Editor Brown and Gold
Drum Major
Vice-pres., Sigma Theta Gamma
Fred Bailey, Kalamazoo. B. S.
Forum
Y. M. C. A.
Science Club
Square and Compass
Frank Banach, Mcnominec. B. S.
Oteyokwa Club
"W" Club
Football, Captain
Track
Winifred Barnes, Lansing. A. B.
Y. W. C. A.
Eastern Star Club
Dennis Barstis, Grand Rapids. B. S.
Football
"W" Club
J. Milton Beam, Muskegon. B. S.
"W" Club
Football
S. W. Beauchamp, Ypsilanti. A. B.
Irma Bender, Shelby. A. B.
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Lois Bennett, Saugahick. A. B.
Science Club
Classical Club
Henry Betzing, Rich!and. A. B.
Carl Blose, Kalamasoo. A. B.
Country Life Club
Y. M. C. A.
N. Boers, Kalamasoo. A. B.
Edra Bowman, Kalamasoo. A. B.
Hazel Braddock, Wayland. A. B.
Country Life Club
Y. W. C. A.
Social Science
Jesse Bp.addock, Traverse City. A. B.
Helen Brown, Eaton Rapids. A. B.
Ted. Bugbee, Olivet. A. B.
Grace Butler, Alamo. B. S.
Country Life Club
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John Caley, Nashville. A. B.
Student Science Club, Treasurer
Y. M. C. A.
Mary Cavanaugh, Grand Haven. A. B.
Student Editor, Herald
Student Council
Players, President
Senate
Omer Christian, Hastings. B. S.
Y. M. C. A., Secretary
Abe Cohen, Kalamasoo. A. B.
Student Council, President
Football
Tribunal
"W" Club
Cecil Corey, Richland. B. S.
Gaylen Cronk, Nashville. A. B.
Y. M. C. A.
Country Life Club
Student Science Club
Allen Edwards, Plainwcll. B. S.
Y. M. C. A.
Forum
Earl English, Imlay City. A. B.
Student Council
Players
Herald
King Estes, Kalamasoo. A. B.
Tribunal
Student Social Committee
Wilma Fisher, New Richmond. B. S.
French Club
Student Science Club, Secretary
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Florence Flach, Scotts. B. S.
Country Life Club
Gerrit Fletcher, Portage. A. B.
Players
Social Science
Crandall Flogus, Lowell. B. S.
Basketball
Helen Fuller, Kalamazoo. A. B.
Y. W. C. A., President
Players
L. Gibson, Hastings. B. S.
Social Science
Science Club
Y. M. C. A.
Frederick Greene, Kalamasoo. A. B.
Science Club
Kenneth Gregory, Muskegon. A. B.
Esther Greve, Mason. A. B.
Women's League
Y. W. C. A.
Social Science Club
Senior High Club
Elwood Griffith, McBrides. A. B.
Ruth Hamilton, Three Oaks. A. B.
Women's League Council
Social Science Club
Y. W. C. A.
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Carl Hess, St. Joseph. A. B.
Tribunal
Commerce Club
Student Council
William Hornaday, Kalamasoo. B. S.
Guy Houston, Kalamasoo. B. S.
Beatrice Hutchins, Marshall. A. B.
Student Science
Social Science
Spanish
Kappa Rho Sigma
Harold Isaacson, Mattoon, III. B. S.
Garvase Jach, Manistee. B. S.
"W" Club
Newman Club
Jennie James, Grand Rapids. A. B.
Emma Johncock, Delton. B. S.
Home Economics Club
Senior High Club, President
Jessie Johnson, Kalamasoo. A. B.
Classical Club
Arthur Kaechele, Kalamasoo. A. B.
Country Life Club
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Roy Keefer, Alma. B. S.
Deo Kellogg, Athens. A. B.
Players
Margaret Kennedy, Kalamasoo. A. B.
Senior High Club
Katherine Kent, Petoskey. A. B.
Social Science
Classical Club
Marian Ketchum, Kalamazoo. B. S.
Physical Education Association
Dance Club
Bessie Kiefer, Marshall. A. B.
Eastern Star Club
Kenneth King, Pontiac. B. S.
Glee Club
F. Lester Knight, Buchanan. B. S.
Tribunal
Science
Y. M. C. A.
Frederick Kunzi, Hudsonville. A. B.
Commerce Club
Senior High Club
Y. M. C. A.
Agnes Landells, Marcellns. B. S.
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Shirley Lasha, Grand Rapids. A. B.
Y. W. C. A.
Senior High Club
Juanita Leard, Kalamasoo. A. B.
Eldorado
Muriel Lindsey, Dclion. A. B.
Y. W. Cabinet
Y. W. C. A.
Women's Chorus
Social Science
Lucille Lindsley, Lazvrence. A. B.
Academy
Eastern Star Club
Y. W. C. A.
Susa Lindsay, Montague. A. B.
Y. W. C. A.
Edith Linsley, Grand Rapids. A. B.
Y. W. C. A.
Inez Lintner, Galicn. A. B.
Y. W. C. A.
E. Oscar Swanson, Crystal Falls. A. B.
Asst. Picture Editor, Brown and Gold
Tribunal
Oteyokwa
Virgil Logan, Battle Creek. A. B.
Players, Vice-president
Senior High Club
Eileen Lowry, Centerville. A. B.
Dance Club
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Helen McMillen, Kalamasoo. B. S.
Home Economics Club
James McMonagle, Petoskey. A. B.
Varsity Debate
Cross Country Varsity
Tribunal, President
Delta Rho, President
Yell Leader
"W" Club
Players
Genevieve Maris, Holland. A. B.
Y. W. Cabinet
Vern Martin, Pentwater. B. S.
Square and Compass Club
Leslie Merritt, Sunfield. A. B.
Square and Compass
Theresa Meyer, Kalamasoo. A. B.
G. Miller, Kalamasoo. A. B.
Gertrude Moore, Allen. A. B.
Physical Education Association
Raymond Morley, Kalamasoo. A. B.
Football
Bernadine Mott, Kalamasoo. B. S.
Student Science
Y. W. Cabinet
Social Science
Le Cercle Francais
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Harold Mumbrue, Paw Paw. B. S.
Band
Square and Compass Club
Manual Arts Club
Albert Munk, Hillsdale. A. B.
Deputation
Y. M. C. A., President
Brown and Gold, Editor
Tribunal
Student Council
Forensic Board
Delta Rho
Kappa Rho Sigma
Harold Murphy, Kalamasoo. A. B.
Brown and Gold
Max Newkirk, Augusta. A. B.
Glee Club
Le Circle Francais
Music Study Club
Jasper Olendorf, Mihvaukee. B. S.
Football
Baseball
Basketball
"W" Club
Esther Orth, Grand Rapids. A. B.
Theo Parr, Maple Rapids. A. B.
Physical Education Association
Senate
Dance Club
W. A. A.
Willet Peterson, Muskegon. A. B.
Social Science Club
Forum
Lydia Phillips, Kalamaeoo. B. S.
Art Club
Social Science
L. Marjorie Pritchard, Kalamasoo. B. S.
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Charline Ransom, Alamo. A. B.
Herbert Reinhardt, Bridgman. A. B.
Thelma Reniff, Kalamazoo. A. B.
Le Cercle Francais
Wallace Ridgley, Three Rivers. A. B
Y. M. C. A.
Le Cercle Francais
Social Science Club
L. Roberts, Mendon. A. B.
Helen Roth, Doivagiac. B. S.
Senate
Carleton Sanders, Grand Haven. A. B.
Players
Grace Sanford, Jackson. A. B.
Social Science Club
Eastern Star Club
Everett Sawyer, Ayer, Mass. B. S.
Julia Sayles, Grand Rapids. A. B.
Y. W. C. A.
Debate Squad
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Colon Schaibly, Woodland. A. B.
Tribunal
Margaret Schalm, Sturgis. A. B.
Academy
Marion Schmiding, Muskegon. A. B.
Senior High Club
Y. W. C. A.
Cecil Scott, Greenville. A. B.
Tribunal
Social Science
Alma Server, Boyne City. A. B.
Later Elementary Club
Country Life Club
Y. W. C. A.
Lois Severance, Hastings. B. S.
Lawrence Shuemaker, Zeeland. B. S.
Claudia Siple, Sand Lake. B. S.
Social Science
Darl Sink, Covert. B. S.
Forum
Square and Compass
Brown and Gold Staff
Athletic Board
Mary Smith, Hubbardston. A. B.
Y. W. C. A.
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Wayne Smith, Kalamazoo. A. B.
Athletic Board
Rosa Smith, Cleveland, Ohio. B. S.
Y. W. C. A.
Home Economics Club
Le Cercle Francais
Bernard Spaulding, Petoskey. A. B.
Senior High Club
Social Science Club
Wilma Spaulding, Pazv Pazv. A. B.
Senior High Club
Eastern Star Club
Chorus
Classical Club
Arlene Spencer, Plainwell. B. S.
Eastern Star Club, President
Academy
Brown and Gold Picture Editor
Charles Spencer, Casnovia. A. B.
Senior High Club
Marjorie Starring, Kalamazoo. A. B.
Elbert Stieby, Kalamazoo. A. B.
Social Science
Helen Stenson, Covington. B. S.
Country Life Club
Oteyokwa Club
Eldorado
Viola Stevens, Kalamazoo. A. B.
Country Life Club
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Madeline Stoll, Constantine. A. B.
Le Cercle Francais
Esther Streeter, Coopcrsville. A. B.
Social Science Club
Senior High Club
Classical Club
Irene Stroh, Union City. A. B.
Howard Sundblad, Ishpemmg. A. B.
Oteyokwa Club
Social Science Club
Herbert Tag, Clinton. A. B.
Student Council
Debate, Varsity
Forum
Senior High Club
Forensic Club
Delta Rho
Jean Taylor, Richland. A. B.
Tribunal, President
Players
Beatrice Termeer, Grand Rapids. B. S.
Early El. Club
Eldorado Club
Debate Squad
Mary Teusink, Allegan. A. B.
Country Life Club
Frances Thomas, Tekonsha. A. B.
Science Club
Ferdinand Trevarthen, Crystal Falls. A. B.
Oteyokwa Club
Science Club, Director
Square and Compass, Treasurer
Football
Glee Club
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Marguerite Trickey, Three Rivers. B. S.
Home Economics Club
Y. W. C. A.
Women's Chorus
Suzanne Tulos, Grand Rapids. A. B.
Women's League
Le Cercle Francais
Jerrian Van Dellen, Grand Rapids. A. B.
Student Science
Harriet Virgo, Kalama-soo. A. B.
Marjorie Vose, Niles. A. B.
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet
Le Cercle Francais
Senior High Club
Thelma Waber, Hillsdale. A. B.
Mildred Wachter, Fremont. A. B.
Country Life Club
Y. W. C. A.
Edna Wadel, Ludington. A. B.
Helen Whitcombe, Hillsdale. B. S.
Home Economics Club
Elmer Wiseman, Kalamasoo. B. S.
Social Science Club
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The Senior
WONDER what it means to be a Senior? Does it mean just the coming
to a close of four autumns, four winters, four springs? Does it mean
merely a passing of time and a hoarding of experiences? Just memories
of eight o'clock classes, pep-meetings, election rallies and boarding house chatter
—are these all ?
The lovely little memories that are infinitely dear to the heart.—warm spring
nights, the rainbow fountain in the park, the popcorn wagon, a battered "Kam-
pus Kar", the low undertone of a drowsy classroom, the foamy coolness of a
malted milk after a set of tennis, a hard, brown football field on a crisp fall
day, the shrill whistle of the referee, the hushed murmur of the library, heated
hours of midnight cramming for exams, are these all?
Senior, now that you have achieved the austere sobriety of your commence
ment robes and the saucy sophistication of a cane; now that "Senior Swing Out
Day" has come and gone, and you are about to depart, leaving the fine old Senior
tradition to the endless trail of graduating classes to follow, have you attained
the goal? I once heard a world-weary Freshman say, "Graduation is the end
of all things", and an eager-eyed Senior answer her, "Commencement is the
beginning of all things." Isn't that what it means to be a Senior? A little older,
a little wiser perhaps, and with an ardent zest for life.
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juniors
Edward Zwergel, Niles. Special.
Class President, Juniors
Tribunal
Student Council
Evelyn Burke, Kalamasoo. A. B.
Players.
Vice-president, Junior Class
Academy
Helen Fox, Battle Creek. Commerce.
Secretary, Junior Class
Commerce Club, Vice-president
Women's League Council
Gordon Mandigo, Berrien Springs. A. B.
Treasurer, Junior Class
Tribunal
Players
Viola Sebald, Mt. Clemens. A. B.
Senate
Student Council, Representative
Players
Brewster Lewis, Marion. Junior High.
Student Council* Representative
Tribunal
Laura Abott, Holland. A. B.
Margaret Acker, Grand Rapids. Art.
Y. W. C. A.
Art Club
Helen Adriance, Paw Paw. A. B.
Eldorado Club
Classical Club
Ruby Alexander, Albion. A. B.
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Geraldine Aldrich, Remus. Physical Education.
Physical Ed. Association, President
Arthur Alquist, Iron Mountain. Manual Arts.
Tribunal
Otevokwa
Irene Arny, Coloma. Senior High.
Helen Barnes, Lansing. Senior High.
Frances Barner, South Haven. Art.
Ceola Bartlett, Miami, Fla. Home Economics.
Home Economics Club
Senate
Edith Beadle, Marcellus. A. B.
Le Cercle Francais
Social Science Club
Eldorado Club
Clare Bennett, Springport. Physical Education.
Band
Armando Bertolino, Kalamasoo. Senior High.
Virginia Bibbins, Galesburg. A. B.
Senior High Club
Social Science Club
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Marian Biddlecome, Kalamazoo. Home Economics.
Home Economics Club
Grant Bielfuss, Albion. Manual Arts.
Square and Compass Club
Forum
Alice Birdsey, St. Joseph. Commerce.
Commerce Club
Brown and Gold, Asst. Bus. Mgr.
Academy
Spanish Club
Marie Bixby, Petoskey. A. B.
Senior High Club
Wallace Blair, Galesburg. A. B.
William Blanding, Greenville. A. B.
Norma Bliss, Harbor Springs. A. B.
Academy
Debate Squad
John Bookholder. Grand Rapids. Manual Arts.
Manual Arts Club
Wallace Borgman, Kalamazoo. Special.
Forum
Winifred Botsford, Kalamazoo. A. B.
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Edmond Bradford, Sand Lake. Physical Education.
Baseball
Louis Bricker, Ionia. Special.
Players
Mary Brokaw, Sturgis. Home Economics.
Home Economics Club, President
Ann Brown, Grant. A. B.
Country Life Club
Irene Brown, Hillsdalc. Home Economics.
Home Economics Club
Kenneth Brown, Baroda. A. B.
Science Club
Track
Vera Brundage, Plainzvcll. Home Economics.
Home Economics Club
Dorothy Cady, Mt. Clemens. Home Economics.
Home Economics Club
Ethel Callard, Watcrvlict. Music.
Y. W. C. A.
Girls' Glee Club, Vice-president
Women's Chorus
Varsity Girls' Quartet
Charlotte Cameron, Kalamasoo. A. B.
Science Club
Senior High Club
1
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Kathryn Chase, Greenville. Commerce.
Commerce Club
Kenneth Clark, Muskegon. Manual Arts.
Forum
Square and Compass Club
Archery Club
Randolph Clark, Big Rapids. Manual Arts.
Band
Manual Arts Club
Y. M. C. A.
Burnadetta Cline, Kalamasoo. Physical Education.
Physical Education Association
Dance Club, Sec. and Treas.
John Coburn, Kalamasoo. A. B.
Brown and Gold, Photographic Editor
Helen Cocks, Kalamasoo. Art.
Art Club
Leona Colby, Alto. Physical Education.
Physical Education Association
Dance Club
Ervin Colemax, Kalamasoo. Senior High.
Track.
Raymond Comstock, Kalamasoo.
Forum
Trellis Conant, Belding. Later Elementary.
Later El. Club
Y. W. C. A.
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Marion Cook, Kalamasoo. Junior High.
Frances Corbat, Richmond. Physical Education.
"W" Club
Willard Cornell, Harbor Springs. B. S.
"W" Club
Football
Willus Crocker, Paw Paw. A. B.
Earnest R. Gulp, Kalamasoo. Special.
Commerce Club
Marjorie Cummins, Thompsonville. Physical Education.
Physical Education Association
Mary Crose, Kalamasoo. Later Elementary.
Stanley Czuchna, Wyandotte. B. S.
Band
Orchestra
Emma Dedrickson, Frankfort. Physical Education.
Physical Education Association
Dance Club
Iva De Long, Schoolcraft. Commerce.
Commerce Club
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Hazel De Meyer, Kalamasoo. A. B.
Norma Dickinson, Benton Harbor. Physical Education.
Geneva Dtxon, Grand Ledge. Home Economics.
Home Economics Club
Minnie Drescher, Port Huron. Senior High.
Commerce Club
Orchestra
Senior High Club
Russell Drodt, Ida. Manual Arts.
Manual Arts Club
Archery Club
Bessie Drummond, Elkton. Later Elementary.
Later El. Club
George Danser, Petoskey. B. S.
Brown and Gold, Ass't. Adv. Mgr.
Dorothy Eccles, Battle Creek. A. B.
Players, Secretary
Academy
Herald Staff, Literary Editor
Le Cercle Francais
Senior High Club
Elizabeth Edson. Pazv Paw. Commerce.
Commerce Club
Lewis Evans, Battle Creek. A. B.
Band
Orchestra
Tribunal
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Genevieve Evens, Kalamazoo. A. B.
Le Cercle Francais
Women's Chorus
Louisa Everest, Lake Odessa. Music.
Women's Glee Club
Orchestra
Women's Chorus
Music Study Club
Mixed Chorus
Walter Ewalt, Bcrrien Springs. B. S.
Science Club
Y. M. C. A.
Kappa Rho Sigma
Edward Ferguson, Bangor. B. S.
Y. M. C. A.
"W" Club
Junior High Club
Track
Robert Ferris, Kalamazoo. B. S.
Forum
Helen Field, Hillsdale. Later Elementary.
Country Life Club
I. K. Fisher, Hanover. Physical Education.
"W" Club
Claire Floutz, Three Rivers. Manual Arts.
Manual Arts Club
Elizabeth Forman, Nczvaygo. Commerce.
Eastern Star Club
Women's League Council
Commerce Club
Helene Frederick, Frankfort. Commerce.
Senate
Commerce Club
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Vera Ganzlin, South Haven. A. B.
Le Cercle Francais
Social Science Club
Y. W. C. A.
Deputation Team
Student Volunteers
Leo Gardner, River Rouge. Manual Arts.
Manual Arts Club
Fred Gee, Lyons. A. B.
Track
William Gelman, Chicago, III. A. B.
Science Club
Orchestra
Track
Donald Gerkey, Kalamazoo. B. S.
Archery Club
Russell Gebby, Moore Park. Manual Arts.
Manual Arts Club, Vice-president
Iva Gildert, Kalamasoo. Art.
Art Club, Secretary
Mary Gillette, Hudsonville. Senior High.
Y. W. C. A.
Senior High Club
Irene Gown, Lake Linden. Physical Education.
Physical Education Association
Dance Club
Louise Green, Kalamasoo. Home Economics.
Home Economics Club
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Evangeline Greenman, Kalamazoo. Music.
Women's Chorus.
Orchestra
Debate Squad
Music Club
William Griffiths, Honor. B. S.
Robert Hagen, Lake Linden. Manual Arts.
"W" Club
Oteyokwa Club
Robert Hale, Escanaba. Manual Arts.
Glenna Handley, Kalamasoo. B. S.
Art Club
Rose Hansex, Muskegon. B. S.
Lois Harder, Evanston, III. Later Elementary.
Margaret Harrington, Laurium. Senior High.
Cleo Harrison, Battle Creek. A. B.
Senior High Club
Elizabeth Hart, Hillsdalc. Junior High.
Junior High Club
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Frieda Hartlein, St. Clair. Home Economics.
Women's League Council
Home Economics Club
Jerald Hill, Kalamasoo. Senior High.
Forum
Debate Squad
Delta Rho
Forensic Board
Science Club
Kappa Rho Sigma
Harley Hodges, Hart. A. B.
Country Life Club
Junior High Club
Geralrine Holmes, Alma. Physical Education.
Physical Education Association
Ione Howe, Horton. Commerce.
Floyd Huggett, Bcllevuc. A. B.
Elizabeth Hull, Battle Creek. Senior High.
Le Cercle Francais
Grace Hull, Sodus. Art.
Art Club
Margaret Hunter, Lansing. Home Economics.
Home Economics Club
Orville Hurford, Ubly. A. B
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Ethel Huyck, Lansing. Music.
Women's Glee Club
Women's Chorus
Music Study Club
Metha Jackman, Sfurgis. A. B.
Women's League, President
Academy
Players
Paul Jackson, Lawrence. B. S.
Square and Compass Club
Baseball
Elizabeth Jacobs, Monroe. Music.
Mary Alice James, Lowell. Physical Education.
Physical Education Association
Dance Club
Jane Jennings, Grand Rapids. Early Elementary.
Early Elementary Club
Iva Jennings, Hillsdale. Music.
Women's Glee Club
Women's Chorus
Walter Jenvey, Lawrence.
Orchestra.
Band
Glee Club
Square and Compass Club, President
Mixed Chorus
String Quartette
Eline Johnson, Kalamazoo. A. B.
Eldorado Club
Edward Johnston, Wyandotte. Physical Education.
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David Jones, Kalamazoo. Special.
Glee Club
Y. M. C. A.
Eunice Jones, CentervUle. Commerce.
Academy
Commerce Club
Women's League Council
Eula Kelly, Kalcwiasoo. B. S.
Kappa Rho Sigma
Ruth Kelley, Allcgcm. Art.
Art Club
Jean Kelsey, Lakeview. A. B.
Eldorado Club
Howard Kimball, Ionia. Physical Education.
"W" Club
Marian Kinch, Kalamazoo. Music.
Glee Club
Carroll Klahn, Lowell. A. B.
Social Science Club, Treasurer
Gardner Kirsten, Harbor Beach. B. S.
Science Club
Kappa Rho Sigma
Bernard Knittel, Doxvagiac. A. B.
Debate Squad
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Waldo Koth, Albion. A. B.
Tribunal
Charles Lake, Flushing. Physical Education.
Y. M. C. A.
Kathryn Lancaster, Kalamasoo. Senior High.
Academy.
Floyd Lear, Grand Rapids.. Physical Education.
"W" Club
Football
Charles Leedham, Ludington. Manual Arts.
Orchestra
Band
Square and Compass Club
Lena Leiter, Buchanan. B. S.
Senate
Women's Chorus
Wayne Lemmox. Grand Rapids. Music.
Glee Club
Band
Orchestra
Stephen Lewis, Detroit. A. B.
Debate Squad
Players
Tennis, Captain
Donald Liermax, Imlay City. Special.
Helen Lloyd, St. Joseph. A. B.
Le Cercle Francais
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Claude Logan, Kalamasoo. Manual Arts.
Manual Arts Club
Square and Compass Club
Merrie Bowman
Cross Country
Wesley Logan, Flushing. A. B.
Orchestra
Homer Lowe, Litchfield. B. S.
Country Life Club
Iva Lundquist, Sunfield. Early Elementary.
Garolu McMillen, Lake Odessa. A. B.
Y. M. C. A. Deputation
Social Science Club
Dan McCarty, Fcnnville. Physical Education
"W" Club
Winifred McCamley, Vicksburg. B. S.
Jean McClave, Benton Harbor. Art
Art Club
Academy, Historian
Chorus
Debate
Marguerite McElwaine, Richldnd. Music.
Women's Chorus
Mixed Chorus
Eastern Star Club
Music Study Club
Vkra Mainone, Ravenna. A. B.
Orchestra
Chorus
Y. W. C. A.
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Laura Mallow, Penn. Home Economics.
Home Economics Club
Senior High Club
Physical Ed. Association
Donald Marshall, Kalamazoo. Physical Education.
Elmer Martens, Vicksburg. Special.
Y. M. C. A.
Science Club
Paul Martin, Kalamazoo. B. S.
Science Club.
Doris Marvin, Charlotte. Home Economics.
Home Economics Club
Muriel Masters, Jackson, Mo. A. B.
Willet Mathers, Central Lake. B. S.
Baseball
Country Life Club
Y. M. C. A.
Dorothy Matter, Kalamacoo. A. B.
Marguerite May, Lansing. Early Elementary.
Senate
Glee Club, Business Manager
Varsity Trio
Lawrence Mayer, Benton Harbor. A. B.
Tribunal
Y. M. C. A.
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Herbert Miller, Sparta. A. B.
Maxine Miner, Allegan. Home Economics.
Home Economics Club
Maude Minor, Battle Creek. Music.
Women's Chorus.
Loretta Mooney, Houghton. Art.
Art Club
Oteyokwa Club
Newman Club
Alva Moore, Hastings. B. S.
Manual Arts Club
Archery
Frances Moore, Allegan. Early Elementary,
Early El. Club
Mahlen Moore, BIan-chard. B. S.
Margaret Munton, Grand Rapids. Early Elementary.
Ethel Murphy, Othtmwa, Iowa, Senior High.
Senior High Club
Le Cercle Francais
Mary Murphy, Grand Rapids. Physical Education.
Physical Education Club
Dance Club
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Clyde Myers, Levering. B. S.
Hugh Myers, Otsego. B. S.
Science Club
Brown and Gold, Associate Editor
Kappa Rho Sigma
John Nelson, Alma. B. S.
Joe Newman, Wheaton, Illinois. A. B.
Kappa Rho Sigma
Virginia Olin, Richland. Physical Education.
Dance Club
James Opsata, St. Joseph. Manual Arts.
Irma Osborn, Dccatur. Junior High.
Darl Ostrander, Siockbridge. A. B.
Forum
Science Club
Debating
Delta Rho
Harriet Parker, Kalamasoo. Music.
Players
Music Study Club
Glee Club
Women's Chorus
Elmer Patzkowsky, St. Joseph. Manual Arts.
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Chrystal Pell, Cadillac. Physical Education.
Physical Education Association, Pres.
Dance Club
Gwendolyn Perkins, Scotts. A. B.
Alberta Phillips, Coldwater. Music.
Girls' Glee Club
Women's Chorus
Mixed Chorus
Y. W. C. A.
Florence Phillips, St. Johns. Music.
Women's Chorus
Mixed Chorus
Glee Club
Music Study Club
Lloyd Phillips, Hartford. A. B.
Science Club
Nell Phillips,
Milo Pomeroy, Brcckcnridge. Music.
Student Council
Men's Glee Club
Band, Business Manager
Orchestra
Music Study Club, Pres.
Crystal Post, Grand Rapids. Physical Education.
Physical Education Club.
Eastern Star Club
Dance Club
Dorothy Powers, St. Joseph. Physical Education.
Senate
Physical Education Association
Dance Club
Albert Pratt, Kalamasoo. A. B.
Players.
Debate
Senior High Club
Glee Club
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Lucille Quade, St. Joseph. Commerce.
Commerce Club
Winifred Ramsdell, Kalamazoo. A. B.
Irma Randall, Benton Harbor. Early El.
Early Elementary Club
Women's Chorus
Girl Scouts
Marion Rexford, Grand Rapids. Physical Education.
Physical Education Club
Dance Club
Wilifred Rice, Kalamazoo. A. B.
Junior High Club
Helen Rix, Kalamazoo. A. B.
Mrs. A. Robinson, Kalamasoo. Music.
Music Club
Clara Rook, Battle Creek.
Senate
Herald Staff
Dorothy Schmidt, White Pigeon. A. B.
Eastern Star Club
Early Elementary Club
Rose Schmidt, Grand Rapids. A. B.
L .
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Vera Secord, Alma. B. S.
Y. W. C. A.
Donna Shaunding, Allegan. Physical Education.
Physical Education Association
Lawrence Shilling, Coldwater. Manual Arts.
Manual Arts Club
Merrie Bowmen
Glee Club
Waneeta Simon, Tckonsha. Art.
Art Club
Mildred Sliter, Kalamasoo. A. B.
Anna Smith, Galesburg. Music.
Music Study Club
Women's Chorus
Mixed Chorus
Leila Smith, Paw Paw. A. B.
Pearl Smith, Coldzvater. A. B.
Y. M. C. A.
Myron Smith, Lake Odessa. Physical Education.
Cross Country
Carl Snow, Kalamasoo. B. S.
Track
Players, Treas.
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Roscoe Snyder, Kalamazoo. Special.
Forum
Band
Square and Compass Club
Florence Sommers, Pioneer. Commerce.
Commerce Club, Treasurer
Wallace Spafford, Kalamazoo. Special.
Jane Spearl, Kalamazoo. Junior High.
Doris Stanard, Jones. A. B.
Ralph Starring, Galesburg. A. B.
Russell Steffens, Clinton. Manual Arts.
Manual Arts Club
Forum
Josephine Steinback, Hancock. Physical Education.
Physical Education Association
Dance Club
Oteyokwa Club
Lucille Stewart, Flint. A. B.
Junior High Club
Social Science Club
Elmer Stillwell, Kalamazoo. A. B.
Social Science Club
Forum
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Lois Streeter, Marccllus. Art.
Art Club, Pres.
Brown and Gold, Art Editor
Alex Strokis, Grand Rapids. Physical Education.
"W" Club
Football
Esther Sullivan, Grand Rapids. Junior High.
Junior High Club
Maebelle Swartz, Schoolcraft. Physical Education.
Dance Club
Charles Sweet, Gregory. Manual Arts.
Manual Arts Club
Senior High Club
Forum
Adelheid Tetzlaff, Reed City. Physical Education.
Physical Education Association
Dance Club
Kathryn Theisen, Remus. Physical Education.
Physical Education Association
Dance Club
Avis Thrall, Allegan. Physical Education.
Academy
Physical Education Association
Dance Club
Rhea Tiffany, Athens. A. B.
Senate
Eastern Star Club
Y. W. C. A.
Adrian Trimpe, Holland. B. S.
Manual Arts Club
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Edwin Tryon, St. Joseph. A. B.
Spanish Club
Helen Twiss, Casnovia. A. B.
Women's Chorus
Getha VanderBrook, Kalamasoo. Art.
Art Club
Berle VanDyke, Holland. Physical Education.
Ben Van Leuven. Otsego. A. B.
Glee Club
Nellie Van Vleck, Charlotte. Music.
Music Club
Women's Chorus
Mixed Chorus
Orchestra
Eastern Star Club
Elizabeth Waldo, Kalamasoo. A. B.
Senate
Players
Herald Staff
Constance Walker, Escanaba. A. B.
Oteyokwa Club
Y. W. C. A.
Later El. Club
Chorus
Mae Doris Waring, Ezvcn. S. H.
Arminda Jean Warner, Pazu Pazv. Physical Education.
Physical Education Association
Dance Club
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Marion Wassman, Lawrence. Music.
Women's Chorus
Mixed Chorus
Music Club
Orchestra
Mary Agnes Woodruff, Watervliet. Later El.
Later El. Club
Y. W. C. A.
Emma Whipple, Tzvining. B. S.
Robert White, Sault Ste. Marie. Physical Education.
Track
Lorena Whitman, Grand Rapids. Physical Education.
Physical Education Association
Eastern Star Club
Dance Club
Frank Wigent, Watervliet. A. B.
Lucille Wilcox, Kalamasoo. A. B.
Lewis Wilder, Otscgo. A. B.
Eunice Wilson, Battle Creek. Art.
Art Club
Evelyn Wise, Allcgan. Commerce.
Student Council, Secretary
Academy, Secretary
Commerce Club, Program Chairman
Forensic Board
Spanish Club, Secretary
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Ruth Woodman, Woodland. A. B..
Women's Chorus
Classical Club
Y. W. C. A.
Eldorado Club
Muriel Wolkins, Buchanan. A. B.
Y. W. C. A.
Classical Club
Le Cercle Francais
Tracy Woodard, Muskegon. Manual Arts.
Manual Arts Club
Parnell Woodmansee, Doivling. A. B.
Georgia York, Galesburg. A. B.
Academy
Helena Young, Brookfield, III. Music.
Glee Club
Music Study Club
Academy
Nelson Young, Kalamasoo. A. B.
Forum
Delta Rho
Frances MacDonald, Deckerville. A. B.
Wallace Borgman, Kalamasoo. Special.
Velva Miller, Kalamasoo. A. B.
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Western
State
Teachers
College
Lincoln
School
Central
High
School
Central
High
School
Auditorium
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Robert Starring, Kalamaaoo. Senior High.
Tribunal
Herald
Sophomore Class President
Student Council
N. C. Dutt, St. Joseph. Special.
Track
Sophomore Class Vice-president
Sarajane Lininger, Flint. Senior High.
Debate
Forensic Board
Senate
Classical Club
Delta Rho
Secretary of Sophomore Class
Elvvvn Latham, Athens. A. B.
Tribunal
Sophomore Class Treasurer
Otto Grein, Reed City. B. S.
"W" Club
Basketball
Student Council Representative
Martelle Cushman, Kalamazoo. Rural High.
Rural Life Club
Track
Student Council Representative
Forum
Jeanette Johnson, Kalamazoo. Junior High.
Student Council Representative
Debate
Women's League Council
Rebah Abbey, Alma. Early El.
Early Elementary Club
Flossie Adrianson, Plainwell. Senior High.
Ruth Ahlberg, Grand Rapids. Early El.
Early Elementary Club
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Clariss Alman, Kalamasoo. Senior High.
Senior High Club
Le Cercle Francais
Morris Alpervitz, Escanaba. A. B.
Track
Oteyokwa
Lucille Ammon, Ionia. Early El.
Early El. Club
Chorus
Max Amos, Frccmont. Senior High.
Orchestra
Band
Dorothy Anderson, Kalamaaoo. Junior High.
Junior High Club
Emma Anderson, Breckenridge. Music.
Musjc Study Club
Glee Club
Quartette
Women's Chorus
Ethelyn Anderson, Grand Rapids. Early El.
Early El. Qub
George Anderson, Sault Ste. Marie. Special.
Oteyokwa Club, Treasurer
Minnie Andler, Middleville. Later El.
Later El. Club
Laura Annable, Three Oaks. Early El
Y. W. C. A
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Margaret Ansley, Athens. A. B.
Eastern Star Club
Elizabeth Anthony, Kalamasoo. Junior High.
Grace Anway, Lake Odessa. Early El.
Early El. Club
Eleanor Appeldoorn, Kalamazoo. Later El.
Later El. Club
Katherine Ardis, McBain. Art.
Art Club
Ethel Arehart, Otscgo. Senior High.
Eldorado
Sumner Ashton, Kalatnasoo. A. B.
Arlene Astling, Constantine. Later El.
Later El. Club
Le Cercle Francais
Ruth Atwood, Dowagiac. Later El.
Olivk Back hurst, St. Clair. Later El.
Later El. Club
Girl Scouts
Women's Physical Education Association
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Mina Bannon, Traverse City. Art.
Art Club
C. L. Barber, Cressey. Manual Arts.
Y. M. C. A.
Country Life Club
Elizabeth Barbour, Spring Lake. Junior High.
Mancelyn Barker, Paw Paw. Music and Art.
Art Club
Glee Club
Beatrice Barry, Hastings. Later El.
Y. W. C. A.
Donald Bartholomew, Laivton. A. B.
Lucile Bartlett, East Jordan. Early El.
Early El. Club
Beth Batchelor. Buchanan. Early El.
Brown and Gold Staff
Jennie Baxter, Kalamazoo. Senior High.
Gladys Baylon, Grand Rapids. Early El.
Early El. Club
Women's League
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Thelma Beach, Cedar Springs. Later El.'
Later El. Club
Robert Becker, Kahmacoo. Junior High.
Junior High Club
Alice Becker, Grandville. Senior High.
Y. W. C. A., Social Chairman
Senior High Club
Gladys Beebe, Fhushing. Junior High.
Junior High Club
Women's Chorus
Thelma Beebe, Portland. Later El.
Later El. Club
Marjory Beery, Portage. Home Economics.
Violet Bell, Mattawan. Senior High.
Classical Club
Alfred Beller, Battle Creek. Special.
Tennis
Players
Loraine Ben ham, Cedar Springs. Junior High.
Players
Orsie Benham, Cedar Springs. Later El.
Later El. Club
Page Ninety
Eleanore Bennink, Kalamazoo. Music.
Girl's Glee Club
Classical Club, Treas.
Iva Benson, Marshall. Later El.
Arthur Berg, Muskegon. Manual Arts.
Band
Men's Glee Club
Square and Compass Club
Chorus
Dorothy Bergin, Lowell. Later El.
Later El. Club
Ann Bergklint, Muskegon. Junior High.
Academy
Players
George Besemer, Coloma. Senior High.
Shirley Bettis. Ravenna. Later El.
Later El. Club
Arlene Bicknell, Marshall. Later El.
Later El. Club
Alden Bierman, Benton Harbor. A. B.
Y. M. C. A.
Lkoi.a Bigley, Seotts. Limited.
Page Ninety-one
Martha Bishop, Vicksburg. Music and Art.
Chorus
Art Club
Bernice Bissell, Jones. Later El.
Eastern Star Club
Marie Bixler, White Pigeon. Early El.
Early El. Club
Loirs Black, Kaiamasoo. Physical Education.
Opal Bi.aixk, Pazv Paw. Early El.
Early El. Club
Elizabeth Blair, Kalamasoo. Music.
Glee Club
Music Study Club
Senate
Orchestra
Women's Chorus
Mixed Chorus
Virginia Blodgett, Kalamasoo. A. B.
Le Cercle Francais.
Marguerite Blasen, Ionia. Early El.
Early El. Club
Ruth Boese, Grand Rapids. Physical Education.
Dance Club
Physical Education Association
Orchestra
Kathkyn Bogue, Cassofolis. Later El.
Later El. Club
Chorus
l'age Ninety-two
Lemoine Bogue, Coldzvater. Senior High.
Senior High Club
Eastern Star Club
Mable Bohn, Charlotte. A. B.
Classical Club
Le Cercle Francais
Senate
Ray Boh net, Kalamasoo. A. B.
Dorothy Bordner, Burr Oak. Home Economics.
Home Economics Club
Doris Boone, Hillsdale. A. B.
Debating
Beatrice Bosker, Kalamasoo. Later El.
Later El. Club
Pauline Botzner, Sturgis. Later El.
Later El. Club
Mabelle Bowdish, Stockbridge. Senior High.
Orchestra
Ruth Bowers, Lansing. Music.
Music Club
Chorus
Irene Bowersox, Schoohraft. Later E;
Later El. Club
Page Ninety-three
Jennie Boyce, Lansing. Junior High.
Y. W. C. A.
Bessie Bovn, Mendon. Later El.
Later El. Club
Bernice Brockie, Scotts. Later El.
Crystal Bragdon, Hastings. Rural Ed.
Country Life Club
Edith Bkam, Goshen, Ind. Later El.
Hiking Club
Later El. Club
Clark Brazee, Kalamasoo. Senior High.
Le Cercle Francais
Classical Club
Mildred Brochman, Pelision. Later El.
Later El. Club
Clara Brody, Lawton. Later El.
Later El. Club
Abbie Brouwer, Portage. Later El.
Helen Brown, Iron Mountain. Junior High.
Eastern Star Club
Otevokwa
Junior High Club
Page Ninety-four
Harriet Browning, Portland. Rural Ed.
Country Life Club
Virginia Bundy, Benton Harbor. Junior High.
Junior High Club
Girl Scouts
Howard Brumm, Nashville. Junior High.
Country Life Club
Junior High Club
Lucille Brye, Ltidington. Early El.
Early El. Club
Dorothy Buchanan, Grand Rapids. Physical Education.
Physical Education Association
Erma Buck, Lowell. Junior High.
Le Cercle Francais
Erma Buckhout, Kalamacoo. Later El.
Twila Buffington, Nashville. Early El.
Early El. Club
Joe Brozak, Crystal Falls. Physical Education.
Oteyokwa
Elva Bunnell, Lawrence. Early El.
Early El. Club
Page Ninety-five
Thelma Burdick, Muskcgon. Junior High.
junior High Club
Gerard Burghdorf, Rodney. Senior High.
Letah Burke, Colon. Later El.
Eastern Star Club
Casper Burklund, Cheboygan. Physical Education.
Mabel Byrne, Belding. Junior High.
E. Gertrude Calkins, Bronson. Senior High
Marie Carey, Grand Rapids. Early El.
Early El. Club
Bern ice Carl, Kalamazoo. Senior High.
Laura Caro, Grand Rapids. Early El.
Earlv El. Club
Virginia Carroll, Otsego Commerce
Commerce Club
Page Ninety-six
Alberta Case, Honor. Physical Education.
Physical Education Association
Dance Club
Harold Cass, Escanaba. A. B.
Brown and Gold Staff
Oteyokwa Club
Beatrice Cavanaugh, Kalamazoo. Early El.
Early El. Club
Cecilia Cederxa, Stambaugh. Junior High.
Oteyokwa Club
Junior High Club
Julius Chase, Grand Rapids. A. B.
Wayne Childs, Walkcrvillc. Rural High.
Country Life Club
Y. M. C. A.
Eva Church, Holton. Home Economics.
Home Economics Club
Mary Clark, Walkcrvillc. Senior High.
Country Life Club
Senior High Club
Classical Club
Women's Chorus
Mildred Clausox, Ludington. Later El.
Later El. Club
Bernyce Cleveland, Martin. Senior High.
Academy
Eldorado Club
Chorus
Page Ninety-seven
Stuart Cleveland, Imlay City. A. B.
Anna Clock, Otscgo. Early El.
Kathryn Clugg, Mancclona. Early El.
Early Elementary Club
Eastern Star Club
Elizabeth Clugg, Mancclona. Early El.
Early Elementary Club
Eastern Star Club
Carolyn Coady, Greenville. Later El.
Later Elementary Club
Helen Collins, Wolverine. Junior High.
Junior High Club
Ernest Compton, Saranac. Senior High.
Y. M. C. A.
Verrol Conklin, Honor. Manual Arts.
Eileen Cox nor, Sparta. Early El.
Early El. Club
Vera Connor, Cedar Springs. Later El.
Later Elementary Club
Page Ninety-eight
Violet Constantineau, Escanaba. Junior High.
Junior High Club, Vice-president
Helen Cook, Sturgis. Later El.
Later El. Club
Margaret Cook, Harbor Beach. Senior High.
Franklin Cooper, CharlevoLv. B. S.
Hazel Cooper, HMsdale. Junior High.
Elizabeth Cowham, Marcelhts. Early El.
Early El. Club
T helm a Cowles, Burr Oak. Junior High.
Frances Cramer, Lansing. Later El.
Y. W. C. A.
Genevra Crampton, Bclding. Junior High.
Junior High Club
Pauline Crissman, Coldwatcr. Early El.
Earlv El. Club
Page Ninety-nine
Myron Crook, Kalamasoo. Commerce.
Cross Country
Commerce Club
Debating
Gladys Crosby, Frankfort. Early El.
Early El. Club
Leona Crosry, Three Oaks. Later El.
Y. W. C. A.
Audrey Cushmax, South Haven. Early El.
Early El. Club, President
Women's League
Frances Dailor, Grand Rapids. Senior High.
Senate
Eldorado
Women's League Council
Dorothy Daniels, Jackson. Senior High.
Academy
Classical Club
Women's Chorus
Le Cercle Francais
Senior High Club
Eleanor Davis, Schoolcraft. Music.
Academy
Glee Club
Girls' Quartette, Pianist
Cora Davis, Camden. Limited.
Country Life Club
Maxim-: Davis, Schoolcraft. Early El.
Early El. Club
Nellie Davis, Muskcgon. Later El.
Women's Chorus
Page One Hundred
Dorothy Dayharsh, Hart. Later El.
Senate
Wanda Deal, Burr Oak. Later El.
Marion De Jong, Grand Rapids. Later El.
Later El. Club
Women's Chorus
Margaret De Leys, Dclton. Later El.
Russell De May, Kalaina.zoo. Special.
Dorothy Demmink, Grand Rapids. Later El.
Later El. Club
Marion Dennert, Hart. Senior High.
Senior High Club
Senate
Ruberta Densmore, HUlsdaJc. Later El.
Irene Dermott, Constantino. Early El.
Early El. Club
Chorus
Naomi Devvey, Cedar Springs. Early El.
Early El. Club
Page One Hundred One
Alice Diehl, Kalamasoo. Early El.
Marie Diehl, Charlotte. Senior High.
Le Cercle Francais
Grace Dole, Kalamasoo. B. S.
Home Economics Club
Wesley Doney, Calumet. Junior High.
Oteyokwa Club
Junior High Club
Clarence Dooley, Kalamasoo. Manual Arts.
Maurice Doran, Sault Ste. Marie. Junior High.
Junior High Club
Oteyokwa
Grace Drew, Hndsonville. Early El.
Early El. Club
Mary Dunlap, Edmore. Art.
Art Club
Eastern Star Club
Adelyn Dyke, Grand Rapids. Later El.
Later El. Club
Marjorik Eaman, Bcnton Harbor. Commerce.
Commerce Club
Academy
Page One Hundred Two
Louise Earl, Kalamazoo. Later El.
Later El. Club
Classical Club
Beatrice Edson, Hudsonville. Later El.
Dance Club
Later El. Club
Classical Club
Alice Elliott, Dowagiac. Early El.
Doris Elliott, Dotvagiac. Early El.
Eva Ellis, Buchanan. Junior High.
Eldorado Club
Junior High Club
Ruth Ellsworth, Kalamasoo. Senior High.
Academy. President
Gladys Ericksox. Crystal Falls. Commerce.
Commerce Club
Oteyokwa Club
Harkv Exdslky. Kalamasoo. Senior High.
Forum
Varsitv Debate
Victor Ericksox. Norway. A. B.
Oteyokwa Club
Russell Evans, Kalamazoo. Senior High.
Glee Club
Square and Compass
Page One Hundred Three
LeRoy Evarts. Colon. Senior High.
Y. M. C. A.
Jack Fraleigh, Casnovia. A. B.
Senior High Club
Mildred Fear, Allcgan. Later El.
Later El. Club
Ocki.ka Felton, Bremen, Ind. Later El.
Later El. Club
Rural life Club, Secretary
Women's League Council
Murdo Ferguson. Lansing. B. S.
Men's Glee Club
Maxine Fessenden, Nezvaygo. Music.
Womens' Chorus
Glee Club
Music Study Club
Yarsitv Trio
Lena Fetke. St. Joseph. Later El.
Later El. Club
Howard Finley, Dozvagiac. Rural Life.
Norma Finety, Pctoskcy. Senior High.
Senior High Club
Marjorie Fisher, Sparta. Early El.
Early El Club
Page One Hundred Four
Viola Fitch, Buchanan. Early El.
Early El. Club
Mildred Flagel, Coopersville. Early El.
Early El. Club
Elmo Flannery, Battle Creek. Physical Education.
Helen Fleckexstink, Kalamarjoo. Later El.
Elizabeth Flegal, Kalamasoo. Junior High.
Faith Fleser, Burnips. Senior High.
Women's Chorus
Y. W. C. A.
Terence Flower, McMillan. B. S.
Dorothy Tabbeber, Freeport. Commerce.
Commerce Club
Lucille Foeltzer, Benton Harbor. Early El.
Early El. Club
Women's Chorus
Lucile Forrester, Scotts. Early El.
Early El. Club
Page One Hundred Five
Bertha Foster, Lowell. Early El.
Early El. Club
Cora Foster, Lozvell. Later El.
Later El. Club
Richard Frankowski, Muskcgon. B. S.
"W" Club
Mildred Franz, Nties. Later El.
Later El. Club
Y. W. C. A.
Blanche Frink, Hesperia. Early El.
Early El. Club
Catherine Fulcher, Three Rivers. Early El.
Earlv El. Club
Mildred Funk, Bangor. Later El.
Y. W. C. A.
Edward Gaines, Detroit. Physical Education.
Track
M. June Gaxi.ev. Harbor Beach. Junior High.
Eva Garlinger, Lake Odessa. Junior High.
Junior High Club
Page One Hundred Six
Marikl Geer, Mattoon, III. Early El.
Early El. Club
Women's Chorus
Marion Gezon, Grand Rapids. Later El.
Later El. Club
Bessie Gilbert, Shelby. Early El.
Early El. Club
Le Cercle Francais
Harriet Gjestrum, Muskegon. Early El.
Early El. Club
Women's League Council
Robert Glostrick, Ionia. Junior High.
Tribunal
Junior High Club
Mildred Goertler, Mendon. Later El.
Later El. Club
Gladys Goodrich, Colon. Early El.
Clinton Gordon, Grand Rapids. Senior High.
Dorothy Gorsline, Battle Creek. Rural Life.
Country Life Club
Wacie Goss, Rockford. Later El.
Later El. Club
Page One Hundred Seven
Juliet Grace, Marshal. Early El.
Early El. Club
Ena Graves, Rockford. Junior High.
Junior High Club
Doris Gray, Traverse City. Early El.
Early El. Club
Mildred Guhl, Nezv Buffalo. Later El.
Later El. Club
Tage Guldbrandskn, Ludington. Special.
Science Club
Bessie Haan, Muskcgon. Later El.
Christine Haan, Kalamasoo. Junior High.
Marie Haan, Grand Rapids. Early El.
Early El. Club
Web Hagadone, Kalamasoo. Physical Education.
Dorothy Hak;ht, Ionia. Commerce.
Academy
Commerce Club
Delta Rho
Forensic Board
Page One Hundred Eight
Ruth Hall, Elberta. Early El.
Early El. Club
Vivian Hamill, Hartford. Junior High.
Junior High Club
Esthkr Hamilton, Three Oaks. Early El.
Y. W. C. A.
Hazel Hamilton, Ouster. Later El.
Ruth Hamilton, Detroit. Early El.
Le Cercle Francais
Earlv El. Club
Malde Hammond. Spring Lake. Later El.
Eastern Star Club
Charles Hampton, Kalamacoo. Junior High.
Players
Tribunal
Agnes Hamster, Kalamazoo. Junior High.
Helen Hanchett, Ccopersville. Early El.
Earlv El. Club
Eleanor Han sen, Pentwater. Early El.
Early El. Club
Page One Hundred Nine
Virginia Harbour, Kalamasoo. A. B.
Glema Harley, Jackson. Later El.
Later El. Club
Women's Chorus
Helen Harphan, Bloominydalc. Later El.
THerman Harris, Ironzvond. Senior High.
Forum
Delta Rho
Oteyokwa
Varsity Debate
Bkatrick Harrison, Ravenna. Junior High.
Junior High Club
Eastern Star Club
Dance Club
Fedelma Hart, Kalamazoo. Early El.
Earlv El. Club
Bernice Hartline, Galien. Later El.
Later El. Club
Y. W. C. A.
Cleo Hartwig, Portland. Art.
Women's League Council
Art Club
Academy
Players
Brown and Gold, Assistant Art Editor
Hazel Harvey, Old Mission, Later El.
Country Life Club
Harvey Hauer, Reading. Senior High.
Y. M. C. A.
Page One Hundred Ten
Margaret Heath, Hastings. Early El.
Early El. Club
Marguerite Heidrick, Alanson. Senior High.
Classical Club
Mirle Henry, Allegan. Physical Education.
Mary Heverly, Kalamasoo. Later El.
Margaret Hill, Battle Creek. Later El.
Eastern Star Club
Mildred Hinderliter, Athens. Senior High.
Academy
Science Club
Vera Henderson, Frecmont. Later El.
Esther Hinga, Kalamasoo. Later El.
Later El. Club
Le Cercle Francais
Women's Chorus
Charles Hirsch, Benton Harbor. Senior High.
Senior High Club
Vera Hockin, Elk Rapids. Early El.
Early El. Club
Page One Hundred Eleven
H. Edna Hoeksema, Grand Rapids. Later El.
Later El. Club
Etoile Hoffman, Kalamasoo. Early El.
Bf.knaiiixe Hoffman, Springport. Later El.
Later El. Club
Lucille Hoffman, Sunfield. Early El.
Doris Holdriijge, Augusta. Senior High.
Le Cercle Francais
Senior High Club
Lknx Holdriuge, Augusta. Junior High.
Anne Holkeroer, Holland. Early El.
Y. W. C. A.
Women's Chorus
Joy Hollinger, Battle Creek. Senior High.
Senior High Club
Le Cercle Francais
Players
Clara Holleman, Byron Center. Later El.
Women's Chorus
Later El. Club
Tren'e Holshuh, Sturgis. Later El.
Later El. Club
Page One Hundred Twelve
Alma Hoopingarner, Grass Lake. Senior High.
Leila Hoover, Kalamazoo. Junior High.
Mae Hoostman, Dowagiac. Junior High.
Junior High Club
Angela Horgan, Grand Rapids. Early El.
Early El. Club
Chorus
Phoebe Hornaday, Kalamasoo. Music.
Music Club
Edith Hosier, Kalkaska. Later El.
Later El. Club
Anne Howard, Lowell. Senior High.
Senate
Jane Howard, Mt. Clemens. Junior High.
Senate
Junior High Club
Physical Education Association
Evelyn Howe, Horton. Early El.
Harry Howell, River Rouge. A. B.
Page One Hundred Thirteen
Harold Hubbard, Kalamacoo. A. B.
Helen Humphrey, Cadillac. Home Economics.
Home Economics Club
Nellie Humphrey, Casnovia. Later El.
Later El. Club
Donald Hunsaker, Otsego. B. S.
Baseball
Men's Glee Club
Erma Hunt, Sturgis. Later El.
Later El. Club
Evelyn Hunt, Kalamasoo. Early El.
Players
Early El. Club
Elizabeth Hutchins, Coldivaicr. Music.
Glee Club
Women's League Council
Music Study Club
Trio
Ward Hynes, Freeport. Music.
Glee Club
Band
Orchestra
Music Club
James Iliff, Hopkins. B. S.
June Irland, Nashville. Later El.
Country Life Club
Y. W. C. A.
Page One Hundred Fourteen
Helen Irwin, Battle Creek. Later El.
Doris Jacobs, Three Rivers. Early El.
Early El. Club
Grace Jacobus, Kalamazoo. Later El.
Dorcas Jacokes, Grand Rapids. Early El.
Early El. Club
Y. W. C. A.
Lillian Jakeway, Grand Rapids. Later El.
Later El. Club
Gladys James, Galien. Later El.
Later El. Club
Wilfred James, Kalamasoo. Special.
Helen Janashak, Kalamasoo. Commerce.
Commerce Club
Archery Club
Margaret Jarvis, Bcnton Harbor. Early El.
Early El. Club
Gladys Jeffens, Albion. Rural Education.
Page One Hundred Fifteen
Helen Jennings, Kalamasoo. A. B.
Theodora Jenvey, Dowagiac. Early El.
Orchestra
Early El. Club
Lucille Jerome, Alma. Art.
Art Club
Edna Jesswein, New Carlisle. Commerce.
Commerce Club
Elvira Johnson, Fremont. Early El.
Early El. Club
Erwin Johnson, Harbor Springs. Junior High.
Y. M. C. A.
Forum
George Johnson, Crystal Falls. Commerce.
Oteyokwa Club
Commerce Club
Hazel Johnson, Manistee. Early El.
Earlv El. Club
Helen Johnson, Kalamazoo. Senior High.
Hildur Johnson, Manistique. Early El.
Oteyokwa Club
Girls' Glee Club
Chorus
Earlv El. Club
I'asc One Hundred Sixteen
J. C. Jones, Kalamasoo. A. B.
Men's Glee Club, President
Mixed Chorus
Pearl Jones, Kalamasoo. Early El.
Wilma Jones, Burr Oak. Later El.
Dorothy Joyce, Kalamasoo. Art.
Art Club. Treasurer
Le Cercle Francais
Caroline Kaiser, Three Oaks. Early El.
Early Elementary Club
Jerine Kaning, Holland. Junior High.
Josephine Kazunas, White Cloud. Later El.
Later Elementarv Club
Bonita Kegerreis, Grand Rapids. Early El.
Early Elementary Club
Dorothy Kellogg, Lake View. Early El.
Margaret Kennedy, Kalamasoo. Early El.
Pane One Hundred Seventeen
Mildred Kercher, Camden. Later El.
Later El. Club
Leora Kienath, Deerfield. Junior High.
Junior High Club
Eastern Star Club
Marjorie King, Grand Rapids* Early El.
Early El. Club
Chorus
Dorothy Kinney, Decatur. Senior High.
Senior High Club
Lora Kirby, Galcsburg. Physical Education.
Robert Kirby, Marcellus. Senior High. ,
Senior High Club
Eorrest Kissinger, Vicksburg. Physical Education.
Mary Klavinski, Branson. Lated El.
Later El. Club
Alberta Kline, Galicn. Early El.
Early El. Club
Y. W. C. A.
Margaret Klockner, Three Oaks. Early El.
Early El. Club
Page One Hundred Eighteen
Adeline Klose, Battle Creek. Early El.
Early El. Club
Catherine Knode, South Bend, Ind. Home Economics.
Home Economics Club
Wilmer Knoertzer, Alma. Special.
Student Manager, Freshmen Football
Brown and Gold, Advertising Manager
Tribunal
Varsity Debate
Orpha Knowles, Scottville. Home Economics.
Home Economics Club
Y. W. C. A.
Florence Knuth, Allegan. . Physical Education.
Physical Education Association
Anna Kochenderfer, Thotnpsonvillc. Early El.
Early El. Club
Eastern Star Club
Myrtle Koegler. Ludington. A. B.
Y. W. C. A.
Social Science
Lucille Koehlinger, Kalamasoo. Early El.
Early El. Club
Marcella Koehlinger, Kalamasoo. Early El.
Early El. Club
Women's League
Mildred Koenigshof, Buchanan. Later El.
Later El. Club
Eastern Star Club
Page One Hundred Nineteen
Frederick Koets, Kalamaizoo. A. B.
Dorothy Koth, Battle Creek. Junior High.
Junior High Club, President
Rein hart Krause, Grand Rapids. Manual Arts.
Manual Arts Club
Y. M. C. A.
Theodore Krieger, Galesburg. Special.
Ruth Kruiger, Sturgis. Later El.
Later El. Club
Elizabeth Kucks, Augusta. Junior High.
May Kujampa, Amasa. Later El.
Later El. Club
Oteyokwa
Girls' Chorus
Davena Kuhi.man, Grand Haven. Later El.
Later El. Club
Emma Laberdy, Ean Claire. Later El.
Later El. Club
Mildred Lachnidt, Three Oaks. Early El.
Y. W. C. A.
Early El. Club
Page One Hundred Twenty
Anna Lamb, Menominie. Early El.
Early El. Club
Delia Lampen, Hamilton. Rural Elementary.
Country Life Club
H. M. Lamphere, Grand Ledge. Art.
Academy
Art Club
Dorothy Lash, Benton Harbor. Physical Education.
Physical Education Association.
H. I. Latham, Battle Creek. Junior High.
Junior High Club
Y W. C. A.
Violet Latter, Whittemore. Later El.
Later El. Club
Y. W. C. A.
Cecil Laumen, Evart. Senior High.
Pauline LaVanway, Benton Harbor. Early El.
Y. W. C. A.
Early El. Club
Juanita Langston, Hastings. Home Economics.
Home Economics Club
Mary Lehmer, Howe. Later El.
Later El. Club
Page One Hundred Twenty-one
Helen Leonardson, Pittsford. Early El.
Eldorado
Early El. Club
Grace Letcher, Buchanan. Junior High.
Eldorado Club
Irma Levey, Elsie. Junior High.
Junior High Club
Frank Levine, Sault Ste. Marie. B. S.
Oteyokwa Club
Alice Lewis, Greenville. A. B.
Senate
Elsie Lewis, Kalamazoo. Later El.
Later El. Club
Orchestra
Howard Lewis, Kalamazoo. B. S.
Orchestra
Viola Lewis, Grand Rapids. Junior High.
Orchestra
Glee Club
Junior High Club
Vivian Lickley, Pittsford. Early El
Early El. Club
Raymond Lincolnhol, St. Joseph Art
Art Club
Page One Hundred Twenty-two
Irene Lockwood, Kalamazoo. Early El.
Early El. Club
Carl Loomis, Casnovia. Senior High.
Senior High Club
Helen Lott, Holt. Physical Education.
Physical Education Association
Dance Club
Ruth Lovell, Charlotte. Later El.
Eldorado Club
Later El. Club
Alvin Loving, Detroit. B. S.
Track
William Loving, Detroit. Physical Education.
Track
Basketball
Emil Ludermon, Reading. Senior High.
Bernice Luikens, Kalamazoo. A. B.
Helen Lumbert, Evart. Senior High.
Women's League
Women's Chorus
Y. W. C. A.
Classical Club
Ivan Jones, Middleville. Junior High.
Page One Hundred Twenty-three
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Dorothy McAfee, St. Joseph. Commerce.
Commerce Club
Eva McBride, East Jordan. Later El.
Later El. Club
Academy
Glenn McCaslin, Kalamasoo. Senior High.
Y. M. C. A.
Doris McCune, Kalamasoo. Later El.
Women's Chorus
Later El. Club
Ross McDougal, Sparta. B. S.
Doxald McGrady, Rockford. Special.
Brown and Gold, Asst. Adv. Manager
Mildred McGregor, Battle Creek. Junior High.
Junior High Club
Doris McIntyre, Nashville. Later El.
Later El. Club
Annie McKiddie, Dafter. Later El.
Oteyokwa Club
Later El. Club
Gordon McLese, Dccatur. Special.
Page One Hundred Tivciity-four
Jean McLonth, Hart. Later El.
Later El. Club
Laura McMurrav, Alamo. Senior High.
Classical Club
Helen McQueen, Three Rivers. Home Economics.
Home Economics Club
Lyle MacKellar, Decatur. Manual Arts.
Manual Arts Club
Alberta Maiden, Pontiac. Later El.
Wilma Mallo, Constantine, Rural Elementary.
Country Life Club
John Mally, Kalamasoo. A. B.
Dorothy Manthei, Manistee. Early El.
Early El. Club
Gwendolyn Markle, Lazuton. Later El.
Later El. Club
Winafred Marsh, Parma. Later El.
Later El. Club
■
Page One Hundred Twenty-five
Edgar Martin, Redruth, Eng. A. B.
Vivan Martin, Grand Rapids. Early El.
Early El. Club
Mildred Mason, Battle Creek. Early El.
Early El. Club
Eldorado Club
Will Masten, Port Hope. Senior High.
Mildred Master, Pctoskcy. Early El.
Early El. Club
Blanche Mathison, Gladstone. Junior High.
Junior High Club
Oteyokwa Club
Chorus
rRANCis Maus, Kalamasoo. Special.
Chorus
Catherine Mayo, Nashville. Earlv El.
Esther Meachum, Bangor. Early El.
Early El. Club
Y. W. C. A.
Dorothy Mead, Hastings. Later El.
Page One Hundred Twenty-six
Magdeline Mende, Sault Ste. Marie. Later El.
Oteyokwa
Later Elementary Club
Marion Merrill, Climax. Junior High.
Junior High Club
Y. W. C. A.
Laura Merritt, Constantine. Later El.
Later Elementary Club
Academy
Elsa Meyer, Mcars. Later El.
Jewel Mick, Clarksville. Senior High.
Senior High Club
Arthur Middleton, Kalamazoo. Junior High.
Brown and Gold, Ass't Advertising Manager
Don Miles, VermontvUle. A. B.
Flora Milhahm, Three Rivers. Early El.
Early Elementary Club
June Miljerich, Wakeficld. Physical Education.
Physical Education Association
Dancing
Oteyokwa
Dorothy Miller, Battle Creek. Later El.
Later Elementary Club
Page One Hundred Twenty-seven
Margaret Miller, Bangor. Junior High.
Senate
Classical Club
Junior High Club
Wava Miller, Colon. Senior High.
Senior High Club
Olive Miller, Hartford. A. B.
Ray Miller, Hartford. Special.
Hollis Miner, Allegan. Physical Education.
Doris Mitchell, Grand Rapids. Later El.
Women's Chorus
Later El. Club
Marie Mitchell, Marshall. Early El.
Early El. Club
Helen Molter, Millburg. Later El.
Later El. Club
Mable Montague, Traverse City. Early El.
Early El. Club
Mary Montgomery, Kent City. Senior High.
Page One Hundred Twenty-eight
R. Moog, Coldzvater. Later El.
Juanita Moore, Petoskey. Senior High.
Classical Club
Margaret Moorehouse, Mt. Clemens. Junior High.
Helene Moray, Augusta. Later El.
Inez Morin, Skanee. Later El.
Later El. Club
Oteyokwa Club
Women's Chorus
Dorothy Morris, Otsego. Home Economics.
Home Economics Club
David Morrison, Pickford. Rural High.
Tribunal
Country Life Club
Oteyokwa Club
Players
Dean Morton, Grand Haven. Special.
Tennis
Brown and Gold Staff
Helen Morton, Casnovia. Later El.
Later El. Club
Helen Mott, Hastings. Early El.
Early El. Club
Y. W. C. A.
Page One Hundred Twenty-nine
Ralph Mowry, Grand Rapids. Manual Arts.
Country Life Club
Manual Arts Club
Archery Club
Track
Dorothy Mulder, Benton Harbor. Rural High.
Country Life Club
Louise Mumbrue, Pazv Pazv. Senior High.
Eastern Star Club
Senior High Club
Harold Mumby, Sturgis. Manual Arts.
Isadora Munger, Belviderc. Commerce.
Chorus
Eastern Star Club
Commerce Club
Girl Scouts
Violet Munger, Martin. Senior High
Y. W. C. A.
Mixed Chorus
Social Science
Donna Munn, Schoolcraft. Later El.
Later El. Club
Dugald Munro, Elk Rapids. Special.
Edward Murdock, Gotten. Rural High.
Country Life Club
Irene Myers, Hartford. Early El.
Early El. Club
Page One Hundred Thirty
Gwendolyn Myner, Kalamazoo. A. B.
Glee Club
Chorus
Music Club
Elmer Nelson, Lud'mgton. Senior High.
Adeline Nelthorpe, Kalamazoo. Early El.
Theo Nesbitt, Schoolcraft. Senior High.
Alice Newberg, Ludington. Later El.
Women's Chorus
Mixed Chorus
Later Elementary Club
Dorothy Newton, Hastings. Physical Education.
Physical Education Association
Dancing Club
Chorus
Frieda Nickerson, Greenville. Home Economics.
Home Ec. Club
Paul Nielsen, Muskegon. Music.
Orchestra, Mgr.
Band
Glee Club
String Quartette
Music Club, Vice-president
Esther Noble, Grand Rapids. Junior High.
Junior High Club
Erma Noble, Grand Rapids. Early El.
Early Elementary Club
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Harriet Noble, South Bend, Ind. Physical Education.
Physical Education Association
Women's League Council
Maxine Noecker, Cassopolis. Senior High.
Senate
Elizabeth Noel, Grand Rapids. Later El.
Later El. Club
Y. W. C. A.
Lillian Oehlhaffen, Paw Paw. Junior High.
Junior High Club
Evelyn Ohman, Hesperia. Later El.
Later El. Club
Elmer Ojala, Crystal Falls. B. S.
Oteyokwa Club
Margaret Olthouse, Caledonia. Later El.
Later El. Club
Aino Osterberg, Hancock. A. B.
Aleta Ostrander, Niles. Early El.
Early El. Club
Eldorado Club
Bertha Owens, Berrien Springs. Early El.
Early El. Club
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Ruth Packer, Lazvton. Later El.
Later El. Club
Le Cercle Francais
Louis Pagel, Pctoskey. Senior High.
Senior High Club
Bern ice Parker, Kalamazoo. Junior High.
Junior High Club
Chorus
Marian Parker, Kalamasoo. Early El.
Players
Early El. Club
Ruth Parsons, Schoolcraft. Junior High.
Junior High Club
Ila Patterson, Ravenna. Junior High.
Junior High Club
E. Paul, Hartford. Senior High.
Senior High Club
Albert Peets, Grant. B. S.
Celia Penny, Kalamazoo. Junior High.
Classical Club
Junior High Club
Lucille Perry, Kalamasoo. Physical Education.
Physical Education Association, Vice-president
Dance Club
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Lleva Perry, Hastings. Early El.
Early El. Club
Christine Peter, Wolverine. Later El.
Later El. Club
Ethel Peters, Fruitport. Later El.
Later El. Club
Eunice Peters, Battle Creek. Senior High.
Senate
Classical Club
Agnes Peterson, Cadillac. Later El.
Later El. Club
Helga Peterson, Cadillac. Later El.
Later El. Club
Anna Pevic, Ferry. Senior High.
Classical Club
Senior High Club
Beulah Phelps, Manton. Later El.
Later El. Club
Y. W. C. A.
Mildred Phillips, Kalamacoo. Early El.
Early El. Club
James Philo, Hesperia. Rural Education.
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Dorothy Fierce. Martm. Later El.
Milla Piker, Coloma. Home Economics.
Home Economics Club
Women's League
Melvin Pipkorx, Hermansville. Commerce.
Commerce Club
Oteyokwa Club
Earl Post, Litchfield. Senior High.
Edna Priebe, Ravenna, Junior High.
Junior High Club
Eastern Star Club
Elsie Priester, Suttons Bay. Later El.
Later El. Club
Gertrtdf Prixce, Fcrrysburg. Junior High.
Alan Pritzel, Imlay City. Special.
Frieda Pumi1, Benton Harbor. Home Economics.
Home Economics Club
Dorothy Ragen, Bailey. Early El.
Earlv El. Club
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Beulah Ramsey, Harbor Beach. Senior High.
Bernice Rasmussen, Coppersz'ille. Commerce.
Commerce Club
Senate
Ruth Raub, Traverse City. Early El.
Early El. Club
Orchestra
Niilo Rantanen, Amasa. Physical Education.
Men's Glee Club
Irene Ray, Water-edict. Music.
Girls' Glee Club
Chorus
Margaret Radtke, Albion. Later El.
Y. W. C. A.
Later El. Club
Le Cercle Francais
Country Life Club
Dance Club
Zelma Reeg, South Whitlev. Later El.
Harold Rees, Kaiamazoo. Rural High.
Country Life Club
Alex Reisig, Berrien Springs. A. B.
Y. M. C. A.
Deputation Team
Country Life Club
Victor Reisig, Berrien Springs. A. B.
Y. M. C. A.
Deputation Team
Country Life Club
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Genevieve Rhoades, Hastings. Commerce.
Commerce Ciub
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet
Beatrice Richards, Flint. Junior High.
Junior High Club
Women's Chorus
Girl Scouts
Ardith Richardson, Kalamazoo. Later El.
Later El. Club
Clifford Riemersma, Middleville. Junior High.
Junior High Club
M. Riley, Buchanan. Later El.
Academy
Women's League Council
Later El. Club
Alyce Ritchey, Flint. Junior High.
Junior High Club
Women's Chorus
Girl Scouts
Helene Ritchey. Allegan. Early El.
Early El. Club
Lucille Rix, Mattawan. Senior High.
Y. W. C. A.
Margaret Roberts. Plainwell. Early El.
Early El. Club
Women's Chorus
Women's League Council
Doris Robinson, Big Rapids. Senior High.
Classical Club
Senior High Club
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Olivia Robinson. Petoskey. Senior High.
Classical Club
Winifred Robinson. Big Rapids. Early El.
Le Cercle Francais
Early El. Club
Chorus
Harriett Rode, Lndingion. Early El.
Delta Rho
Early El. Club
Bernice Roe, South Haven. Home Economics.
Home Economics Club
Bernice Rogers, Otsego. Home Economics.
Home Economics Club
Frances Rogers, East Jordan. Later El.
Physical Education Association
Later El. Club
Dorothy Rose, Niles. Early El.
Rosamund Haas. Kalmnasoo. A. B.
Eldorado
Paul Routson, Oshtcmo. Special.
Catherine Rowland, Marshall. Early El.
Early El. Club
Chorus
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H. Rowley, Ferndale. Manual Arts.
Men's Glee Club
Archery
Beatrice Ruddock, Marshall. Later El.
Later El. Club
Y. W. C. A.
Catherine Rupeks, Cadillac. Early El.
Early El. Club
Maxim-: Russell, Kalamasoo. Home Economics.
Orchestra
Home Economics Club
Adina Ryall, Kalamasoo. Junior High.
Y. W. C. A.
Social Science Club
Kryn Rynbrand, Kalamazoo. Senior High.
Senior High Club
Social Science Club
Gladys Sadler, Elwell. Art.
Art Club
Hannah Sall, Fremont. Early El.
Early El. Club
Y. W. C. A.
Chorus
Harold Salter. Three Oaks. Physical Education.
Jack Sanborn, Morenci. A. B
Band
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Leo Sanderson, Quincy. Senior High.
Square and Compass
Archery Club
Hazel Sanders, Bronson. Later El.
Later El. Club
Madaleen Santee, Charlotte. Later El.
Later El. Club
Beatrice Santinga, Kalamazoo. Later El.
R. Saunders, Charlevoix. Junior High
Mildred Saunders, South Haven. Early El.
Early El. Club
Margaret Sawyer, Grand Rapids. Early El.
Alfred Schalm, Sturgis. Manual Arts.
Helen Schroeder, Rothbury. Early El.
Early El. Club
Margaret Schroeder, Rothbury. Junior High.
Junior High Club
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John Schuring, Portage. Special.
Marion Schut, Hudsonville. Early El.
Early El. Club
Gladys Schemahorn, Hoivc. Later El.
Later El. Club
Marian Schrier, Kalamasoo. A. B.
Y. W. C. A
Cecile Scott, Omcna. Later El.
Eastern Star Club
Later El. Club
Thelma Scott, South Haven. Early El.
Early El. Club
Physical Education Association
Archery
Herman Seborg, Grand Rapids. Physical Education.
"W" Club
Players
Lorna Server, Boyne City. Junior High.
Junior High Club
Country Life Club
Helen Severance, Hastings. A. B.
Eldorado
Anna Seydel, Grand Rapids. Later El.
Later El. Club
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Tessora Seymour, Hart. Rural Education.
Country Life Club
Hellen Sharrer, Alma. Early El.
Earlv El. Club and Board
Ada Shaupe, Eau Claire. Senior High.
Senior High Club
Y. W. C. A.
Lenora Shea, Calumet. Early El.
Early El. Club
Oteyokwa Club
Mabel Shearman, JonesviUe. Early El.
Eastern Star Club
Carl Shedina, East Jordan. Manual Arts.
Archery Club
Glenna Shelton, Battle Creek. Early El.
Early El. Club
Chorus
Fancheon Shinn, Grand Rapids. Junior High.
Junior High Club
Alice Simpson, Mendon. Later El.
Orchestra
Chorus
Raymond Simpson, Vassar. Special.
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Tranquil Simpson, Hartford. Later El.
Later El. Club
Helen Skeels, Kalamasoo. Early El.
Earlv El. Club
Helen Skinner, Bcnton Harbor. Senior High.
Senior High Club
Le Cercle Francais
Hilma Slivensky, Crystal Falls. Junior High.
Fern Sloan, East Jordan. Later El.
Later El. Club
Kathryne Slye, Kalamasoo. Later El.
Players
Della Smith, Lansing. Music.
Glee Club
Music Study Club
Women's Chorus
G. Smith, Lapeer. Physical Education.
Orla Smith, Bronson. Rural Education.
Virgie Smith, Marshall. Senior High.
Science Club
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Wilma Smith, Union City. Junior High.
Junior High Club
Esthkr Snow, Kalamasoo. Home Economics.
Home Economics Club
Eldorado
Loraine Snyder, Rockford. Later El.
Later El. Club
Lorna Spence, Dowagiac. Later El.
Later El. Club
Evah Spencer, Belding. Later El.
Later El. Club
Gertrude Spencer, Caledonia. A. B.
Irene Spencer, Jonesviile. Early El.
Country Life Club
Early El. Club
B. Spooner, Battle Creek. Early El.
Early El. Club
Women's League
Margaret Sprague, Belding. Later El.
Later El. Club
Luella Sprow, Reading. Music.
Girls' Glee Club
Music Chorus
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Louis Sobleskey, Petoskey. Manual Arts.
Track
Helen Sorr, Alpine. Commerce.
Commerce Club
Dorothy Stauffer, Battle Creek. Later El.
Later El. Club
Hazel Stearns, Kalamazoo. Later El.
Players
Clara Steck, Vandalia. Later El.
Later El. Club
Gladys Stenholm, Northport. Later El.
Ruth Stevens, Michigan City, Ind. Early El.
Women's League
Early El. Club
Loraine Stevenson, Cascade. Junior High.
Women's League
Florence Stewart, Petoskey. Music and Art.
Music Club
Art Club
Eldorado
Mary Stimac, Paw Paw. Senior High.
Senior High Club
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Marguerite Stites, Ionia. Senior High.
Eastern Star Club
Lois Stoddard, Hartford. Senior High.
Fred Strong, Kalamazoo. A. B.
Marguerite Strong, Kalamasoo. Early El.
Early El. Club
Y. W. C. A.
Ruth Stroud, Charlevoix. Senior High.
Senior High Club
Y. W. C. A.
Roy Stuck, Alma. Senior High.
Senior High Club
Orchestra
Iva Suggitt, Dafter. Later El.
Oteyokwa Club
Later El. Club
Milton Summerfelt, Benton Harbor. Special.
Football
"W" Club
Melba Sutton, Boyne City. Junior High.
Junior High Club
Agnes Sweeney, Hillsdale. Junior High.
Junior High Club
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Velma Sweet, Kalamazoo. A. B.
Y. W. C. A.
Marjorie Taffee, Hastings. Early El.
Early El. Club
Chorus
David Ten Have, Zecland. A. B.
Le Cercle Francais
Y. M. C. A.
Cornelia Termeer, Grand Rapids. Early El.
Early El. Club
Women's League
Hazel Thiel, Grand Rapids. Junior High.
Junior High Club
Normon Thiel, Richland. Senior High.
Ethel Thompson, St. Ignace. Later El.
Oteyokwa Club
Iola Thompson, Freeport. Senior High.
Bettie Thurston, Union City. Later El.
Robert Titus, Kalamazoo. Special.
Student Science Club
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Maurine Todd, Montgomery. Later El.
Later El. Club
Y. W. C. A.
Maxixe Todd, Montgomery. Early El.
Early El. Club
Y. W. C. A.
Frances Toof. Decatur. Early El.
Edith Towne, Camden. Junior High.
William Trenary, Walkerville. Rural Education.
Country Life Club
Y. M. C. A.
Band
Esther Tripp, Allegan. Later El.
Country Life Club
Later El. Club
Ruth Truitt, Granger, Ind. Early El.
Early El. Club
Dorotha Tubbs, Charlotte. Early El.
Eastern Star Club
Early El. Club
Ethelyn Tucker, Kalamazoo. Junior High.
Jessie Usborne, Hastings. Physical Education.
Physical Education Association
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Helen Udell, Decatur. Commerce.
Commerce Club
Freda Van Antwerp, Dozvagiac. Junior High.
Junior High Club
Esther Vanden Berg, Grand Haven. Physical Education.
Physical Education Association
Herman Vanderbeek, Hudsonville. B. S.
Mabel Vanderstar, Rudyard. Senior High.
Wilma VanderVeer, Grand Rapids. Later El.
Henrietta VanderVen, Holland. Later El.
Later El. Club
Johanna VanderVen, Holland. Later El.
Later El. Club
Hazel VanHoven, Grand Rapids. Early El.
Early El. Club
Senate
Margaret VanPeenan, Kalamasoo. Early El.
Early El. Club
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Evelyn VanSickle, Grandville. Early El.
Frank VanSingle, Grand Rapids. Manual Arts.
Margaret VanVyven, Holland. Early El.
Early Elementary Club
Chorus
Glee Club
Ethel Veenhuis, Flint. Music.
Glee Club
Winnie Veenstra, Climax. Senior High.
Senior High Club
Junior High Club
Dorthea Verburg, Kalamasoo. Music and Art
Art Club
Maurine Vind, Kalamasoo. Later El.
Later Elementary Club
Catherine Vinsik, Stambaugh. Later El.
Later Elementary Club
Oteyokwa Club, Secretary
John Vydareny, Kibbie. Physical Ed.
Charles Wade, Port Huron. Senior High.
Senior High Club
Y. M. C. A.
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Jennie Wagner, Muskegon. Early El.
Early Elementary Club
Eastern Star Club
Gladys Waffle, Battle Creek. Later El.
Later Elementary Club
Y. W. C. A.
Myrtle Walgren, Baraga. Commerce.
Commerce Club
Chorus
Oteyokwa Club
Carroll Walker, Kalaniazoo. Art.
Art Club
Mildred Walker, Kalamazoo. Junior High.
Women's Chorus
Mixed Chorus
Marie Walkley, Glenn. Later El.
Later Elementary Club
Garth Warner, Lawton. A. B.
Louise Wassman, Lawrence. Early El.
Early Elementary Club
Women's Chorus
Mixed Chorus
Doris Weaver, Schoolcraft. Later El.
Later Elementary Club
Doris Webster, Kalamazoo. Later El.
Later Elementary Club
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Anna Weiss, Mt. Clemens. Junior High.
Junior High Club
Julien Welch, Traverse City. Junior High.
Marjorie Wellman, Walla Walla, Wash. Later El.
Illah West, Rockford. Early El.
Early Elementary Club
Virginia Westlake, Three Oaks. Early El.
Y. W. C. A.
Early Elementary Club
Dorothy Wetherbee, Vicksburg. A. B.
Senior High Club
Hollie Wheeler, Mears. Early El.
Marguerite Wheeler, East Lansing. Later El.
John Whitbeck, Fcnnvillc. Special.
Idah White, Scotts. Senior High.
Classical Club
Eastern Star Club
Senior High Club
Country Life Club
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Jessie White, Ovid. Early El.
Early Elementary Club
Ronald Whitney, Montgomery. Senior High.
Audrey Widner, Hartford. Later El.
Later Elementary Club
Maxine Wunderlich, Hastings. Senior High.
Eldorado Club
Doris Wicox, Traverse City. Later El.
Later Elementary Club
Dorothy Wilke, Albion. Later El.
Later Elementary Club
Dorothy Wilkins, Paw Paw. Senior High.
Classical Club
Lucille Williams, Alamo. B. S.
Science Club
Edna Willison, Hickory Corners. Later El.
Later Elementary Club
Women's Chorus
Mixed Chorus
Burdett Wilson, Nilcs. Special.
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Wilber Wiseman, Kalamasoo. A. B.
Harold Wolfe, Marion, Ind. A. B.
Basketball
M. Altadena Wolfe, Battle Creek. Junior High.
Junior High Club
Miriam Wood, Michigan City, Ind. Music.
Glee Club
Orchestra
Freshmen Trio
Women's Chorus
Mildred Wotring, Nashville. Music.
Senate
Glee Club
Girl's Quartette
Girl's Chorus
Evelyn Wright, Nashville. Music.
Glee Club
Chorus
Music Club
Margaret Wright, Battle Creek. Early El.
Early Elementary Club
Chorus
Country Life Club
Thetis Wright, Charlotte. Early El.
Early Elementary Club
Idabelle Yerger, Battle Creek. Junior High.
Junior High Club
Women's League Council
Erta Young, Dowagiac. Later El.
Later Elementary Club
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UNITE!
Dorothy Allanson, Mesick.
Country Life Club
Maxine Arnold, Hillsdale.
Country Life Club
Letha Bauman, Caledonia.
Vera Bent, Marcellus.
Anna Berry, Colon.
Country Life Club
Anna Blaine, Hopkins.
Country Life Club
Cena Bos, Zccland.
Country Life Club
Early Elementary Club
Harold Bowditch, Osseo.
Ethelyn Bradford, Moorcpark.
Country Life Club
Doris Brant, Covert.
Country Life Club
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Henrietta Brink, Hudsonville.
Country Life Club
Marie Buehner, Leland.
Country Life Club
Ellowyn Buttleman, Montague.
Country Life Club
Helen Byrne, Greenville.
Mary Carey, Ada.
Country Life Club
Junior High Club
Harriet Case, Benzonia.
Letha Clark, Grandville.
Country Life Club
Marjorie Clark, Casnovia.
Hazel Cole, Bellevue.
Country Life Club
Owen Converse, Elkhart, Indiana.
Square and Compass
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Mildrfd Corwin, Bcnton Harbot
Country Life Club
Bethel Davis, Galesbvrg,
Country Life Club
John DeWeerd, Zccland.
Gary Dewitt, Allegan.
Country Life Club
Ann Domnes, Lowell.
Country Life Club
Howard Dunn, Kalamazoo.
LORAINE DVGERT, AltO.
Gladys Earle, Vicksburg.
Country Life Club
Esther Edderneen, Hudsonville*
Florence Ehlke, Montague.
Country Life Club
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Dorothy Eitel, Bangor.
Country Life Club
Lester Fenwick, Kalamasoo.
Country Life Club
Zella Flintoff, Sand Lake.
Marvin Follo, Escanaba.
Square and Compass
Oteyokwa
Lura French, Buchanan.
Country Life Club
Elmer Fullerton, Colon.
Agnes Galliran, Traverse City.
Country Life Qub
Pauline Gerould, Kalamasoo.
Country Life Club
Allen Goldsmith, Kalamasoo.
Walter Gorsline, Fulton.
Country Life Club
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Gladys Guhl, New Buffalo.
Helena Hansen, Trufant.
Ila Harris, Muskegon.
Chorus
Country Life Club
Y. W. C. A.
Ruby Harris, Howe, Indiana.
Country Life Club
Ella Hoffman, Zeeland.
Country Life Club
Johanna Hop, Holland.
Country Life Club
Carol Huff, White Pigeon.
Girl Scouts
Annie Irmen, Breedsville
Ralph Josifek, East Jordan.
Glee Club
Orchestra
Marjorie Katz, Athens.
Country Life Club
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Cecil Komejan, Zecland.
Country Life Club
Jen.me Kort, Hudsonville.
Country Life Club
Helen Lamoreaux, Fennville.
Margaret Laxbright, Homer.
Country Life Club
Early Elementary Club
Lottie Leonard, Albion.
Bertha Lievexse, Holland.
Country Life Club
Valeria Lixebrixk, Camdcn.
Country Life Club
Marex Lokex, Fountain.
Country Life Club
Florexce McCarx, Fennville
Country Life Club
Early Elementary Club
Elizabeth McDoxoug, South Bend.
Country Life Club
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Clara McFarland, Hozve, Indiana.
Country Life Club
Cameron McIntyre, Nashville.
Donna McMahon, Deerfield.
Early Elementary Club
Ruth MacNaughton, Ada.
Edith Marsh, Clark Lake.
Wilda Martens, Battle Creek.
Country Life Club
Gordon May, Elkhart, Indiana.
Country Life Club
Art Club
Vera Meade, Grant.
Marjorie Miller, Burr Oak.
Country Life Club
Sarah Millimon, Burr Oak.
Country Life Gub
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Margaret Mitchell, Traverse City.
Country Life Club
Pauline Mitchell, Olivet.
Gladys Mowry, Sherwood.
Country Life Club
Lucile Nagelkirk, Caledonia.
Country Life Club
Harriet Neitring, Grand Haven.
Country Life Club
Josephine Nicolette, Grand Rapids.
Country Life Club
Bernice O'Barton, Sawyer.
Country Life Club
Clifton Odell, Allegan.
Country Life Club
Wilma Pelmear, Coldzvater.
Frances Pierce, Doster.
Country Life Club
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Muriel Potts, Howard City.
Jean Powers, Athens.
Martha Purchase, Grand Rapids.
Mary Randall, Covert.
Country Life Club
Vera Reamer, Leon idas.
Country Life Club
Lettie Rogusta, Sturgis.
Country Life Club
Norman Root, MarccHus.
Audrey Rowland, Coral.
Country Life Club
Lola Salesbury, Battle Creek.
Country Life Club
Edith Scott, Munica.
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Nina Shattuck, Vandalia.
Clare Shuix, Hart.
Country Life Club
Laceal Slock, White Pigeon.
Country Life Club
Edna Smeed, Fennville.
Country Life Club
Margaret Smith, Holland.
Country Life Club
Mildred Smith, Cedar Springs.
Martimer Snow, Paw Paw.
Pauline Spencer, Sherwood.
Country Life Club
Florence Stanton, Middleville.
Blanch Thurston, Union City.
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Maggie Tortellet, Sand Lake.
Country Life Club
Estelle Trierweiler, Westphalia.
Country Life Club
Mary Troy, Caledonia.
Mildred Fuhrman, Delton.
Country Life Club
Arthur Vanderbeek, Hudsonville.
Country Life Club
Elizabeth Van Fossen, Athens.
Country Life Club
Edward Van Horn, Holland.
Country Life Club
John Van Huizan, Grand Haven.
Country Life Club
Earl Van Sickle, Hart.
Country Life Club
Miriam Vink, Spring Lake.
Country Life Club
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Irene Vos, Spring Lake.
Donna Warner, Jones.
Mary Witten, Vandalia.
Orpha Wortley, Lake Odessa.
Hazel Wright, Kalamazoo.
Glee Club
Woman's Chorus
Opal Yircott, Colotna.
Country Life dub
Stephania Yurik. Whitehall.
Country Life Club
Chorus
Arthur Ford, Trenton.
Glenn Smith, Trenton.
Emma Garrison, Alamo.
Country Life Club
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FRESHMEN
Freshman Council
Virginia Carroll, Trazerse City. Later
El.
Vice- President, Freshman Class
Walter Wegerly, Detroit. Physical Frank Kissell, Benton Harbor. Senior
Ed. High.
President, Freshman Class Secretary, Freshman Class
Meredith Taylor, Crozvn Point. A. B. Arthur Sheldon, Lazvton. Commerce.
Treasurer. Freshman Class Representative, Freshman Class
Pat Malone, Stambangh, Physical Ed. Charles Ferguson, Ludington. A. B.
Representative, Freshman Class Representative, Freshman Class
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Ferguson, Persons, Wells, Martens, Mikle, Taylor
Becker, Romence, Folger, Arnett, Pratz, Conlan, Cowles, Spaulding
Hetler, Hawkins, Linderman, Williams, Johnston, Cameron, Wanchek, Rosemeier
Keyes, Ehrman, Stuart, Bassett, Jarvis, Frostic, Holcomb
First Year Degree
ON March 29, 1918 the State Board of Education authorized the normal
schools of the state to formulate a curriculum which would lead to the issuing
of Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Science degrees. The wisdom of this
act is proved by the enthusiasm with which students who wish to get degrees
have come to the normal schools.
Western State Teachers College has profited by the act and her scope of
interests has broadened. Every year an increasing number of students enroll in
the degree curriculum. In granting degrees, this college accomplishes a two fold
purpose. It trains the student for teaching, as well as for other professions which
require degrees, because no student can receive a degree unless he has first earned
a Life Certificate in some department.
Each June, a greater number of students graduate from Western State
Teachers College with degrees. It is to be hoped that some time in the near future
the value of degrees will be so keenly felt, that degree graduates will outnumber
those who receive Life Certificates.
Harrison
Schilling
ADVISORS
HlLLIARD
Sprau
Blair
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Kissell, Greene, Starks, Young, Hanna, Iehl, Morey, Barnes, Roberts
Watkins, Nicholson, Pitkanen, Young, Munn, Ross, Gornick, Anderson
Forbear, Harrison, Wilbur, Thrapp, Schmitz, Van Atta, Pierson, Flanders
Senior High Department
THE Senior High course qualifies those who elect it, to teach many subjects
in the curriculum of the tenth, eleventh and twelfth grades. They are taking
a general course, but specialize within it. The usual combination of special
izations are: Science and Mathematics, English and History, and English and
other languages.
At present the course requires two years of training, but due to the increasing
demand everywhere for high school instructors with degrees, it is practically
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Gibbs, Bailey, Thompson, Bennett, Schmidt, Schick, Marsh, Orcutt. Fisher
Haskins, Mattson, Bonine, Maybee, Bauman, Fry, Ryno, Norton
Stein, Cummings, Lane, Faunce, Frith, Schouten, Valentine, Smith
certain that the requirements for this course will be raised. The course may be
done away with altogether, however, due to the increasing difficulty its graduates
have in securing positions.
A distinct advantage of the Senior High course is its extreme adaptability to
a degree curriculum. Transitions to a degree course are easily made due to the
fact that so many of the subjects required in the Senior High course are applicable
on a degree. Frequent changes are made from a Senior High to a Degree course.
ADVISORS
Dr. Sangren Miss Eicher
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Gray, Buck, Gates, Wright, Kemp, Jackson, Dewey, Ferris
Swantusch, Merrill, Thomas, Sharpe, Stoute, Dubberke
Cowles, Bird, Finney, Johnson, Hartshorn, Osborne, Johnson
Junior High Department
THE Junior High School Department at Western State Teachers College is
representative of her progress and up-to-date methods. It is a comparatively
new step in education. The Junior High course requires two years at the
present time, but under the new ruling, will require three years training, which
shows recognition of the fact that the Junior High School is here to stay.
That there should be special training along this line is accepted. The Junior
High School years are transitional years in a child's life and for this reason special
psychological and educational courses are emphasized in the curriculum of Junior
High School teachers.
Requirements of this course are a major and minor subject besides consider
able work in psychology, education and English. Every Junior High School
teacher must be ready to teach four subjects should it be required.
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Minar, Brown, Howe, Turner, Parker, Van Dam, Hoebeke, Baumberger, Op't Holt, Stutzman
Mead, Lewis, Stewart, Buikema, Pinney, Smith, Bird, Mejeur, Roberts
Russell, Bosker, Meuman, Edderveen, Knatis, Reyer, Johnson, Wark
Campbell, Van Sickler, Mainone, Bilkert, Ronda, Crowell, White, Redmon
Later Elementary Department
THE Later Elementary Department has the second largest enrollment of any
department at Western State Teachers College. This department prepares
teachers for the third, fourth, fifth and sixth grades, and since it covers so
large a part of the grade school, it is not unusual that there are so many students
preparing for a Life Certificate in this particular field.
Courses in psychology, education, English art and music and three consecutive
courses in some subject taught in the later elementary curriculum are required.
The remainder of the term hours required is earned through electives which
include a well balanced variety of subjects.
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Packard, Putnam, Garthe, Neely, Koch, Eddy, Girard, Norton
Hornsby, Clark, McLouth, Childs, Adrianie, Anderson, Patterson, Jelinek, Ribe
Beardsley, Hogarth, Allen, Graham, Rynbrandt, Middleton, Samuel, Stutzman, Coldren
Stoner, Pohl, Walker, Hefferan, Holcomb, Hunt, Olmsted, Thompson
Members of this department have in the Later Elementary Club a very
strong organization which is supplementary to their regular school work. The
Club is of especial interest to freshmen and supplies them with valuable informa
tion additional to that received in the classroom.
Beginning with 1928, this department too will require a three year course
in order for its members to obtain a Life Certificate, and will probably gradually
require a degree. The importance of a degree in the lower grades as well as in
the High School is becoming realized more and more.
ADVISORS
Miss Spindler Miss Steele
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Griffiths, Hamm, Coon, Cordell, Jewell, Hull, Ebbert, Crego, Mitchell, Kiehne
Luck, Moore, Ayers, McMillen, Bennett, Clark, Lamb, Ball
Ferner, Eness, Engle, Salisbury, Lanbright, Schrader, Reeder, Leonard
Pratt, McMahon, Murray, Tucker, Wilcox, Ives, Garratt, Dayhuff
Early Elementary Department
THE Early Elementary Department has the largest enrollment of any depart
ment at Western. Its purpose is to train teachers to meet the problems pre
sented by children of pre-school, kindergarten, and primary ages. The
course of study is arranged to adapt teachers to meet these needs.
An entire year of work is required in child education, such as child psychology
and child hygiene. The early elementary curriculum places special emphasis on
social training, training in English, story telling, plays and games and methods
of teaching, reading, and literature. In fact, the entire program is planned to
develop an understanding of the younger child's needs and interests.
The old idea that teaching in the early elementary grades could be done
by anyone has disappeared. We are beginning to realize the importance of early
training, and what it means to the child later in life. Educators agree that the
training a child receives in his early years shapes his entire life. With these
facts in mind, the importance of properly trained early elementary teachers can
be seen. Theirs is an important work, and it is up to the early elementary de
partment to train them to perform it well.
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Rogers, Hoyt, Harvey, Boekhout, Belton, Ray, Costello, Potts, Christi, Taylor, Striegle
Hancock, King, Pelletier, Glossinger, Williams, Kelley, Cruse, Butler
Farnum, Halstead, Hill, Ferguson, Beardsley, Ball, Russell, Spink, Barnes, Brown
Martin, Feeney, Gustine, Davy, Canton, Smith, Koonter, Acker
The primary teacher must not become a mere master of subject matter, she
must be a specialist in child study, and a very competent one.
Miss Mason ADVISORS Mrs. Phillips
Teannot Lowing, Doty, Shulters, Ware, Mouw, Purvis, Luney, Hickin, Newcomb, Summerlott
Godfrey Kreager, Alleger, Rohlen, Putnam, Burling, Shepard, Walker, Holmes, Brinkert
Monroe' Rowe, Clark, Bronson, Leppard, McCuen, Ridout, O'Brien, Vandenbark, Ferguson
Michael', Samuelson, Casey, Raddatz, Whitbeck, Alleger, Green, Thomas, Struble
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Freeman, Burdick, Groff, White, Brooks, Seeley, Pierce, Jackson
Karman, Fowler, Draves, Johnson, Barnebee, Havers, Davis
Harris, Haines, Haggerson, Ellwood, Barnebee, Walter, Virgo
Home Economics Department
THE ideal of the Home Economics Department is to encourage within its
students a desire to apply the principles of right living to building up higher
standards of health and of home life. So important is this work considered
and so much does it cover that its curriculum has for the past few years, been so
extensive that three years is required of its students for a Life Certificate.
The Home Economics Department is one of the most co-operative in the
college. Its work is of such general value that home economics students have
served in many positions; they have been style show models, dressmakers, experts
in hygienic dress for children, and have taken charge of many of the school
banquets. In fact, practically every department in the school has at some time
or other called upon the Home Economics Department for aid.
Advisor: Miss Mary Moore
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Adams, Marion, Muma, Marks, Watters, Pintal, Williams
Maloy, Blair, Jessop, Harrsen, Reynolds, Ghainer, Mead
White, Olin, Martin, Dutt, Lamoreaux, Ewing
T
Manual Arts Department
HE Manual Arts Department carries on the work in an especially erected
Manual Arts building, fully equipped with everything that is required to train
its students in the Manual Arts.
The Manual Arts course requires two years for a life certificate but its cur
riculum is so arranged that it is adaptable to the requirements of a Bachelor of
Science degree. The aim of this department is to develop teachers efficient in the
useful arts. The classes are conducted by a laboratory method in order to en
courage individuality and practical experience as well as originality in production.
ADVISOR: Mr. Sherwood
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E. Rector, Kemp, Briggs, MacKellar, Andersen, Tait, Potts, Violetta, Forster, Cameron
Argall, White
R. Rector, Bush, Steffey, Bigelow, Brown, Lampe, Deloe, Pierce, Williams, Coe, Riley, Krolczyk
Steimle, Van Duren, Trautman, Alleger, Reagan, Morrow, Brouwer, Demchack,
Morningstar, Pembroke, Rasmussen
Maginn, Schwedler, Irwin, Cook, Teeters, Mater, Meier, Blackney, Wegerly, Gerth, Hackle
Physical Education Department
NINE years ago, fifteen men enrolled in Western's Men's Physical Education
Department. Since that time the enrollment has multiplied itself many
times, until now the department is one of the most vital and promising
on the campus. It has already become a three year course and it is the usual
thing for Physical Education men to desire and to secure a degree.
This department is very proud of its coaches and instructors, and if these
students follow in their footsteps, it is not to be wondered at that Western's
output of coaches and athletic instructors is in wide demand throughout the state.
Perhaps the best example of this is the tournament season; what an incentive
for a man to bring back to his Alma Mater a winning team of his own fashion
ing! The department is perhaps proudest of all of their new gymnasium, and
well they may be, for it is one of Western's finest buildings, and a tribute to this
new and important field of instruction.
ADVISORS
Dr. Schott Mr. Martineau
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FOREMSIO
LlNDBLOM LAHMAN
Tag Wise
Haight Hill Lininger Munk
Forensic Board
THE Forensic Board is the advisory board of intercollegiate and intramural
debating at Western State Teacher's College. The Board is composed of the
debate coaches, men's debate manager, women's debate manager, and one
representative from each debating society.
The Debate Loan and Scholarship fund, founded by the debating societies
and supported by the proceeds from the International debates, is controlled by
this Board. It is used to assist varsity debaters who are in need of financial aid.
.MEMBERS
Mr. Lahman Men's Debate Coach
Miss Lindblom Women's Debate Coach
Herbert Tag Debate Manager
Evelyn Wise Women's Debate Manager
Dorothy Haight Academy
Gerald Hill Forhim
Sarajane Lininger Senate
Albert Munk Tribunal
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Lewis
Darvall
Secord
Ramage
Endsley
Haddon
International Debate
Resolved: That the only effective attitude tozvard war is an uncompromising
pacifism.
National Union of Students, Affirmative Western, Negative
The only college in Michigan and the only teachers college in the United
States to meet the foreign team, Western State Teachers College engaged in its
third international debate on December 10, this year with a composite British
team representing the National Union of Students.
To prepare for the discussion of pacifism, the most serious of the topics so
far discussed with foreign visitors, six men worked on the squad during the fall
term: Arthur Secord. Stephen Lewis, Harry Endsley, Jerald Hill, John Gorr,
and Charles Ferguson. From this group the final team was chosen, consisting of
Secord '28, who had participated in the two previous international debates,
Lewis '29, who had met the Australians the preceding year, and Harry Endsley
'30, alternate in 1926.
Using the conversational style. Western's team parried thrusts concerning
Canada's "far-flung bottle line" and Big Bill Thompson of Chicago and pointed
out that uncompromising pacifism cannot be effective in ridding the world of
war because it is too theoretical for practical application, because it does not get
at the causes of war, and because an uncompromising attitude in human affairs
is irrational.
Balloting at the close of the debate indicated that Western had won in terms
of shifts, 447 people being less favorable to pacifism than before the debate as
compared with 369 more favorable. At the same time, an unbelievably large
number were willing to go the whole length in their opposition to war, with 307
believing in pacifism, 219 opposed, and 264 undecided.
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Knittel, Pratt, Endsley, Gorr, Ferguson, Hill, Cushman
Harris, Smith, Ostrander, McMonagle, Ridgley, Knoertzer, Roberts
Tag, Edwards, Wepman, Johnson, Lahman
Men's Intercollegiate Debating
Resolved: That our present Latin American policy should be condemned.
Resolved : That fie United States should cease to protect by armed force
capital invested abroad, except after formal declaration of zvar.
Viewed from the standpoint of judges' decisions won, 1927-28 was probably
the most successful year in the history of men's debating at W. S. T. C, the
record showing six victories out of seven decision contests. With the affirmative
team (McMonagle, Edwards, and Gorr) defeating Hope and Ypsi, and the neg
ative team (Endsley, Ostrander, and Lewis) gaining decisions over Calvin and
Albion, Western at the end of the Michigan Debate League schedule was the
only undefeated college among the nine member schools. Victories were also
scored over Purdue University, the first Big Ten school ever met in forensic
contest, and Waynesburg College of Pennsylvania, while the one defeat suf
fered was at the hands of Oshkosh State Teachers College on their floor.
In addition to the decision contests, thirteen other intercollegiate debates
were held, six of them in nearby towns. Some of these were decisionless; in
others the audience voted.
Particularly promising innovations were the four-man split-team debate with
Albion in Assembly and a cross-question debate with Carroll College.
Two especially attractive and satisfactory out-of-state trips marked the
season, an affirmative group of four men going to Wisconsin and Minnesota, and
a negative group invading Ohio and Indiana.
Out of the eighteen men on the squad, fifteen represented the Brown and
Gold in actual intercollegiate debates. Because of the number of experienced
men who will return next year, prospects for 1928-29 are bright for the new
coach who takes Mr. Lahman's place while the latter spends his sabbatical year
in study.
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EXDSLEY OSTRANDER Lewis Roberts
Opponents
Hope Lawrence (2)
Calvin Oshkosh
Ypsilanti Carroll
Albion (3) Olivet (2)
Waynesburg
Hamline
Carleton
Buffalo
W
Purdue
DePauw
estern Reserve
M. S. C.
MCMONAGLE Edwards Hill
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Tag Knokrtzer Harris Ridgley
1928 Awards
Fourth Year
James McMonagle
Third Year
Stephen Lewis
Second Year
Allen Edwards
Harry Endsley
Therman Harris
Jerald Hill
Darl Ostrander
Herbert Tag
First Year
Martelle Cushman
Charles Ferguson
John Gorr
WlLMER KNOERTZER
Wallace Ridgley
Louis Roberts
Joseph Wepman
Ferguson Cushman Wepman
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Women's Intercollegiate Debating
THE Women's Debate season this year began under very unusual circum
stances. In the first place no single question for women's debating could
be determined upon. It therefore became necessary to use two questions.
This, of course, resulted in an unusually large debate squad, totaling twenty-five,
the largest ever used in this institution. Of these, twelve engaged in intercol
legiate contests.
Another peculiar situation arose in that the colleges debated during the year
generally insisted on non-decision debates. The number of such debates was
six, the rest being decision debates. The season opened with an unanimous victory
over Calvin College. This was followed by a two to one decision in favor of the
Western State debaters against Ypsilanti, then a split decision defeat by Wheaton,
and finally a decisive victory by an audience vote in the debate with Oberlin.
This strenuous season closed successfully with more victories than defeats,
with a larger number of women debating than in any previous year, and with a
wider contact with good colleges than ever before.
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Lininger, Fuller, Renwick, San ford, Lamphere
Myrick, Hart, Haggerson, Bliss, Boone
Thompson, Schmidt, Lindsley, Daniels, McClave, Flach, Sliter, Edson
Ribe, Greenman, Lumbert, Sayles, Rode, Termeer, Johnson
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Johnson Ribe
Resolved: That too many people go to college.
Colleges debated: Calvin, Ypsilanti, and Albion.
First Year Awards
1. Dorothy Daniels
2. Lucille Lindsley
3. Viola Ribe
4. Josephine Schmidt
Schmidt
Second Year Awards
1. Jeannette Johnson
2. Harriet Rode
Danikls Rode Lindsley
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Fuller Lixinger Myrick
Resolved: That in time of war, the United States should conscript sufficient
wealth and profits to pay the current expenses of the war.
Colleges debated: North Central, Wheaton, Carroll, Lawrence, Oberlin.
First Year Awards
1. Doris Boone
2. Helen Fuller
Second Year Awards
1. Marian Lamphere
2. Sarajane Lininger
3. Grace Renwick
Third Year Awards
1. Deldee Myrick
Lamphere Booxe Renwick
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York Daniels Lindsley
Intramural Debates
KEEN competition for the silver cup awarded by the Kalamazoo County
Bar Association arouses our four forensic societies each fall to a renewed
interest in intra-mural debating. The question for this year, decided
upon by the forensic board, was "Resolved that too many people go to college."
In the preliminary debates the Academy defeated the Senate. The mem
bers of the Academy team were Dorothy Daniels, Georgia York, and Lucille
Lindsley and the members of the Senate team were: Viola Sebald, Dorothy
Dayharsh, and Eunice Peters. The Tribunal represented by John Knoertzer,
Joseph Wepman, and Charles Ferguson was victorious over the Forum represented
by Erwin Johnson, Elmer Stillwell and Louis Roberts.
The Academy upholding the negative met the Tribunal in the final debate
and the Academy team won the cup for its society for the second time. A lively
interest was shown in the debates this year and all societies look forward to next
fall's contest with anticipation.
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Charter Members
Endsley, Lamphere, Lahman, Lindblom, Lininger, Lewis
McMonagle, Myrick, Ostrander, Renwick, Secord, Young
Tau Kappa Alpha
WESTERN now boasts a national honorary fraternity, the first to be es
tablished on its campus—the forensic fraternity of Tau Kappa Alpha.
This organization is nation-wide, possessing over seventy chapters in
thirty-two states from coast to coast. Among them are those at the University
of Cincinnati, Clark University, Indiana University, Lawrence College, Miami
University, Cornell College, University of North Carolina, Purdue University,
University of Utah, University of Washington.
It is noteworthy that W. S. T. C. is the first teachers college to be admitted
to membership. It also is the only chapter in Michigan.
Membership in Tau Kappa Alpha is strictly limited and is granted for out
standing work in the field of intercollegiate forensics. When application was
made for a charter in the spring of 1928, all members of the petitioning group
were of at least Sophomore standing and had participated in three or more
intercollegiate debates. A similar standard holds for new initiates, both under
graduates and alumni.
It is the belief of faculty and students that the presence of Tau Kappa Alpha
at Western means much to the general standing of the college and to the en
couragement of intercollegiate public speaking.
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Young Rex wick
Home Extempore Speaking Contest
COINCIDENT with the organization by the Department of Speech of the
Extempore Speaking Association of Michigan High Schools, 1926-27 saw
the establishment on Western's campus of a similar all-school speech ac
tivity—the Home Extempore Speaking Contest. Though Western has attained
some prominence in the debate field, a need has been felt for other forms of com
petitive public speaking, and it was in answer to this need that the contest was
organized.
Staged on May 24 at the Assembly hour, the contest proved to be one of
the most successful programs of the year. There were five contestants chosen in
an elimination contest. Each spoke seven minutes on one of three topics drawn
an hour before from an unannounced list based on significant current affairs
discussed in the April and May issues of the Literary Digest, New Republic,
Review of Reviews, and World's Work.
The four men and one woman to compete spoke as follows:
Grace Renwick—Censorship of Press and Stage
Albert Becker—Al Smith and the Presidency
Eben Born—The Sacco-Vanzetti Case
Albert Pratt—The Nicaraguan Situation
Nelson Young—Naval Disarmament Here and Abroad
V. E. Simrell, debate coach at Kalamazoo College. D. J. Heathcote, principal
of Washington Junior High School, and Dr. Robert Cornell of Kalamazoo Col
lege acted as judges, awarding first prize of $15 and a specially designed gold
pin to Nelson Young '29, second prize of $10 and a silver pin to Grace Renwick
'28. and third prize of $5 to Albert Becker '27.
It is probable that hereafter two such contests will be held annually, one for
those who have never participated in intercollegiate public speaking, and the
other open to all students in school.
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THE ARTS
Paint Splashers
FOUR years ago the present Art Club, the Paint Splashers, was organized.
Its aim was, and is, to develop an appreciation and love of beauty among not
only its own members but all Western students. One of the first undertakings
was the decorating of the faculty lunch-room. Since then we have been kept
busy decorating for parties, making scenery for plays, decorating the club rooms,
making posters for all entertainments and meetings, working on the May Break
fast, and working on plates for the Brown and Gold.
We are an informal group and have many get-together meetings with novel
entertainments: sketching from costumed poses, clay modelling and soap carving,
tie and dye, and batik, gesso, and other craft work, pot-luck suppers and movies,
box suppers, unique parties such as an Auto Race, and talks on various art
subjects.
A tour of our "studios" at any time of the year would reveal many interesting
occupations. In one room you would find a group of students making posters for
the May Breakfast. In the next are some students from all departments making
baskets.
Indeed the "Paint Splashers" are a clever busy group and a great asset to
Western State.
MEMBERS
Streeter, Pros. Hill, V. Pres. Gilbert Sec. Joyce, Trcas. Arder Avery
Bannon Barker Bishop Cocks Dunlap
FlREHAMMER HaAS HARTWIG HeNDLEY JEROME
Lamphere Lincolnhill McClave May Otis
Perry Phillips Sadler Simon Stewart
VanderBrook Verburg Walker Weigand White Wilson
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The Girls Glee Club
THE Varsity Girls' Glee Club, under the direction of Dorothea Sage Snyder,
consists this year of thirty-five selected voices. This is an unusually large
number, but such an arrangement has made it possible for more girls to
enjoy the work and to profit by this musical experience.
The organization has had unusual success this year due, no doubt, to the
varied talent it possesses. The String Trio, a new group of musicians, and Flor
ence Brown, whistler, have added much to the programs.
The club has made concert trips to Nashville, Battle Creek, Schoolcraft,
Tekonsha, Cedar Springs, Parchment, Newaygo, Grand Rapids, Three Rivers
and Watervliet. During Spring vacation a tour was made through northern
Michigan which included Cadillac, Benzonia, Traverse City, Frankfort, and
Howard City.
Although this club exists for the purpose of developing musical appreciation,
nevertheless many good times have been enjoyed. The work and play of the
year culminated in a house party at Mrs. Snyder's cottage at Cora Lake in June.
The officers of the club for 1928 were:
President Marian Kinch
Vice-president Ethel Callard
Secretary Florence Phillips
Treasurer Eleanor Davis
Business Manager Marguerite May
Advertising Manager' Ethel Huyck
Accompanist of the Glee Club Marie Iliff
The Girls' Quartette
Mildred Wotring, Ethel Callard, Marie Iliff, Emma Anderson
Members of the String Trio
Viola Lewis, Helen Clark, Eleanor Davis
Personnel of the Girls' Trio
Maxine Fessenden, Marguerite May, Marian Kinch
Eleanore Davis, Accompanist
MEMBERS
Kinch Anderson Barker Bennink Blair
Brown Callard Clark Davis Everest Fessenden
Hackenberg Hutchins Huyck Jennings Johnson Lewis
May Myner Nelson Parker Phillips Phillips
Ray Smith Sprau Stewart Veenhuis Van Vynck
Van Vyven Whiting Wood W'otring Wright Wright(H)
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The Men's Glee Club
THE Men's Glee Club is an organization interested in the development of a
greater appreciation of music. It has become the custom of the club to take
two concert tours each year. Many programs are also given in neighboring
towns, and before Kalamazoo audiences.
During the season of 1926-1927 the club presented programs to more than
twenty high school audiences. The excellent publicity thus afforded the Teacher's
College has been of immense value in bringing students to Kalamazoo.
Each year there is an increasing number of men who try out for the club.
More finished results are obtained because of the growing interest of the members,
due partly to the high competition for places in the club.
This year, under the direction of Harper C. Maybee. programs of excep
tional musical value have been arranged and presented to audiences at Detroit,
Chicago, Grand Rapids, and Kalamazoo.
A string trio travelling with the club has been well received throughout the
state. The members of the trio are Clarence Roth, violin; Paul Nielson, cello;
and Max Newkirk, piano.
MEMBERS
Jones, Vice Prcs. Newkirk, Pros. Mr. Maybee, Director
Eagelton, Man. Evans, Sec.
Pomeroy Carpp Lamoreaux Virkus Lemmon Roth
Hynes Jenvey Burlington Brocato Anderson Sheldon
Neilson Ham mill Frieling Johnson Rowley Maybee
Tones Lowe Jessup Hubbard Stuck Ferguson
Dingler King Rautenen Shilling
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Pomeroy, Mumbrue, Trenary, Clay, Gates, Fry
Decker, Lamoreaux, Bennett, Amos, Roth, Linderman, Sanborn, Watkins, Ryno
Czuchina, Cline, Bauman, Burlington, Berg, L. Evans, Virkins, Jessop, Hubbard, Frieling,
Bielfuss, Williams
Bacon, Schulm, Maybe, Jenvey, Crum, Hine, Snyder, Freiman, Lemon, R. Evans, Ireg,
Ludham, Nielson, Hynes, Hackman, Carpp, Amos
Band
THE Western State Teachers College Band seems to increase in excellence
and in number of players at each year's passing. Although each spring the
band loses many of its older and more experienced players, each fall sees
many new musicians anxious to participate and to do their bit for the Band
and Western.
The band is one of the College's greatest institutions. It is the band which
furnishes the pep, the color, and the spirit at the athletic contests, election
rallies and get-together meetings. On Homecoming Day the band is no small
feature in the program. This organization, due to the direction of George
Amos, and to the enthusiasm and talents of its members, is always ready to
respond when called upon at any time to furnish life and music for any event.
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Cavanaugh, Pres.; Logan, V. Pres.; Eccles, Sec; Snow, Treas.; Ayers, Beller
Benham, Bergklint, Blackney, Bricker, Burke, DeBow
English, Feeney, Fletcher, Fuller, Hartwig
The Players
THE thirteenth year has proven itself one of unusual success for the Western
State Players. The dramatic activities of the club during this year have been
varied and numerous. Under the able and inspiring leadership of Miss Laura
Shaw, the faculty advisor, and Mary Cavanaugh, the president, the Players have
continued the splendid work of furthering drama on the campus, which has always
been the aim of the organization.
Tryouts which were held in the fall added the names of twenty-three new
members to the Player's secretarial book. These new members served a period
of pledgeship and probation lasting twelve weeks. During this time their efforts
and faithful work greatly aided the club in the extensive program that had been
planned.
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Hollinger, Hubbard, Humphrey, Hunt, Jackman, Kellogg
Langston, Little, Mandigo, Morrison, Myrick, O'Brien
Parker (H), Parker (M), Pitkanen, Pratt, Renwick
The usual club productions of the Players during the year, under the com
petent direction of Virgil Logan, vice-president, have included such one-act plays
as "Just Two Men", "Merry, Merry Cuckoo", and "The Giant Stairs". A number
of plays were given publicly for various occasions. In this group were such plays
as "The Passing of Chow-Chow", "The Eligible Mr. Bangs", and "Trifles".
The climax of the year's activities was reached in the annual midwinter play
which was held on February 10 at the Central High School Auditorium. After
searching diligently for a play which would meet the exacting requirements of this
dramatic organization, the club decided upon "You Never Can Tell" by Bernard
Shaw. Under the guidance of Miss Shaw this clever comedy wove itself into the
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Ridout, Russell, Sanders. Schaibly, Sebald, Secord
Slye, Smith, Steams, Lewis, Stewart, Taylor
Vandenbark, Waldo, Williams, Young
artistic production that has long been the standard of the club. A splendid cast
was chosen and worked untiringly in their successful efforts to create their indi
vidual characters. The various committees lent their necessary aid to the pro
duction and became valuable components of the perfect whole.
At the end of the scholastic year the Players closed their activities with the
public presentation of a one-act play during the Commencement week. Through
the splendid co-operation and efforts of the individual members of the congrega
tion, the Players have been able to make their thirteenth year a worthy successor
to the preceding successful years of this club.
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(Above) Dolly:
"Show M r . Cramp-
stones up." Parlor
Maid: "Madam?"
Dolly: "The old gen
tleman with the tooth
ache."
(Center) Valentine:
"Why did you never
get m air i e d, Mr.
Crampton? A wife
and children would
have taken some of
the hardness out of
you."
(Below) Mrs. Clan-
don: "Glad to see you
again, Mr. Valentine.
Fergus, will you take
the head of the table,
please?" Crampton
(bitterly): "The head
of the table!"
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(Left) Crampton: "Does nobody ask a
blessing in this household?" Philip:
"Let us first settle what we arc about to
receive. William!"
(Center) Crampton: "Home! Home!
Well?" Gloria: "I want to speak to
ou for a moment." Crampton: "In
deed? That's surprising. You meet
our father after eighteen years; and
ou actually want to speak to him for a
notnent! That's touching, isn't it?"
(Below) Waiter: "Cheer up, sir, cheer
up. Every man is frightened of mar
riage when it conies to the point, but it
often turns out very comfortable, very
enjoyable and happy indeed, sir—from
time to time. If I had my life to live
twice over, I'd do it again, I'd do it
again I assure you. You never can
tell, sir; you never can tell."
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Student Council
THE Student Council is composed of the four officers of the Student Associ
ation, the presidents of the four classes, three representatives from each
class elected by the student body, the editor-in-chief of the Brown and
Gold, the student auditor, the student editor of the Herald, the music manager,
the debate manager, and the publicity manager appointed by the council.
Every Thursday evening this group meets to discuss and take action upon
various projects for the best interests of the whole student body and of Western.
At the beginning of each year a budget is made out to meet the expenses
of organizations in music and debating which are supported by student fees. In
this respect it is the purpose of the council to appropriate these fees so that all
expenditures will be made wisely.
The Student Council also sponsors special features such as Homecoming
Day, a basketball booster trip, Conservation Day program, student elections, and
matinee dances. The council also has members working with the faculty repre
sentatives on the Assembly Program Committee.
This year the members of the council were very pleasantly entertained at a
dinner at the Park American Hotel by their faculty advisors, Mr. Hoekje, Miss
Spindler, Dr. Brown and Mr. Lahman.
MEMBERS
Cohen, Pres. Dines, V-pres. Wise, Sec. Avery, Treas Hess, Auditor-
Secord, Senior Pres. Renwick, Senior Rep. Lundouist, Senior Rep.
Munk, Editor of Brown and Gold Pomeroy, Music Manager
English, Publicity Manager Beck, Senior Rep.
Tag, Debate Manager Cavanaugh, Editor of Herald Zwergel, Junior Pres.
Sebald, Junior Rep. Lewis, Junior Rep. Grein, Soph. Rep.
Starring, Soph. Rep. Cushman, Soph. Rep.
Sheldon, Frosh. Rep. Wegerly, Frosh. Rep.
Ferguson, Frosh. Rep. Taylor, Frosh. Rep.
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Brown and Gold Staff
EEKS of consistent effort, of madly rushing about, of burning the mid
night oil—this is what the Brown and Gold Staff has to offer, along with
the 1928 publication of the Brown and Gold.
Early last Fall, this energetic group set to work to build this last memorial
to Western—the 1928 yearbook. It has meant co-operation and cleverness; per
sistence and pep; energy and enthusiasm; and a score of other attributes that
only those who attempt such a project as this, can realize and evaluate.
Has it been worthwhile? If this year's Brown and Gold accomplishes the
aim the Staff intended for it—a true record of college friendships, activities and
aspirations—then it has been worthwhile, and we feel the goal reached and the
year well spent.
MEMBERS
Munk; Editor in Chief; Myers, Associate Editor; Sink, Joke Editor;
Birdsey, Assistant Business Manager; Murphy, Business Manager
Spencer, Picture Editor; Swanson, Assistant Picture Editor;
Rowe, Assistant Picture Editor; Knoertzer, Advertising Manager
Streeter, Art Editor; Hartwig, Assistant Art Editor;
Perry, Assistant Art Editor; McGrady, Assistant Advertising Manager
Batchelor, Literary Editor; Schaibly, Assistant Literary Editor;
Lee, Assistant Literary Editor; Middleton, Assistant Advertising Manager
Coburn, Photographic Editor; Bacon, Assistant Photographic Editor;
Cass, Athletic Editor;
Morton, Assistant Athletic Editor; Danser, Assistant Advertising Manager
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Women's League
THE most noteworthy accomplishment of the Women's League during the
year was the adoption of a new constitution which provided for a council
consisting of all the house presidents, now about two hundred in number.
The group that was formerly known by that name is now called the "cabinet".
The purpose of this change was to establish a closer contact with all the women
in the school. This system was tested in the Benefit Show where great possi
bilities were indicated.
One of the most elaborate and memorable events of the year was the Leap
Year Frolic. Various other smaller but hardly less enjoyable affairs were held
throughout the year. In the fall a Who's Who afternoon party was held for the
purpose of acquainting the women with one another. A masquerade was held
later in the season and at Christmas time a tree was obtained and a chocolate and
matinee dance held in honor of the event. St. Patrick's Day received due recog
nition with a matinee party. The June Breakfast brought to a successful close
the year's social program.
Tea has been served every Wednesday afternoon, and has provided oppor
tunity for the women to meet informally, relax and really enjoy their club room.
The club room has received several improvements this year, including a desk
set and a lamp.
All in all it seems that the Women's League has this year succeeded in estab
lishing the feeling of unity and co-operation among the women of the school,
and has prepared the way for still greater accomplishments in the future.
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Jackman, Prcs. Johnson, Vice Pres. Foreman, Sec. Jones, Treas.
Dailor, Senior High Felton, Rural Ed.
Fox, Commerce Hamilton, A. B. Hartline, Home Ec.
Hartwig, Art Hutchins, Music
Noble, Phys. Ed. Riley, Later El. Roberts, Early El. Yerger, Junior High
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The Herald
CONTINUING its traditional policy of putting "the knot in the tie that binds",
the Herald has been a most successful and interesting publication during the
past year. Through the efforts of this school paper, published weekly, the
students have been kept well informed of the activities and plans of the school.
The Herald has at all times endeavored to publish the type of news, editorials, and
features that would prove of greatest interest as well as of greatest benefit to the
entire student body and to the individual organizations whose announcements are
made through its columns.
Miss Blanche Draper, assisted by Mary Cavanaugh, student editor, assembled
a staff at the beginning of the year which they considered well qualified to maintain
this policy. This staff was composed of the following: Betty Waldo, society;
Dorothy Eccles, literary; Clara Rook, Alumni; Robert Starring, sports; and
Earl English, columnist.
Cavanaugh
English
HERALD STAFF
Eccles
Rook
Waldo
Starring
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Myers
Ewalt
KlRSTEN
Fisher
Siple
Gelman
Newman
Hill
Young
Kappa Rho Sigma
EACH year a limited number of students who have majored in science and
mathematics and who have a record of high scholarship are elected to mem
bership in the honorary scientific society, Kappa Rho Sigma. This society
was organized by the Faculty Science Club, and is under its sponsorship. Elec
tion to its honors is by vote of the faculties of science and mathematics.
The initiation banquet is held every spring in the city Y. W. C. A. just pre
ceding the annual Science and Mathematics meeting. In this way many of the
old members of the society are able to attend.
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Student Science Club
THE Student Science Club, organized in the Fall of 1920, has passed its eighth
year of existence with success. With the purpose "to instill a spirit of scien
tific research" into members ; to awaken in them a desire and love for the
sciences, and to develop a scientific attitude of mind, the members have been un
swerving in their enthusiasm.
The club holds its meetings twice each month. The programs consist of
addresses given by members of the college faculty or well-known industrial scien
tists, and of student discussions. Some of the speakers who have favored the
club with talks are Professor Wood, Professor Ackley. Dr. McCracken, Dr. San-
gren, Professor Fox, and Dr. Kenoyer.
Among the student discussions have been the subjects "Rubber", "Iron", and
"Mathematical Symbols". These discussions are well prepared and the students
enter into the open forum with keen anticipation.
Besides the regular meetings, the club enjoys various social meetings. Every
Spring the club sponsors a picnic for all students of Science. The picnics always
prove successful, due to co-operation in the club, and to the large number of
students attending.
MEMBERS
Myers, Pres. Martin, V. P<{es. Fisher,, Sec. Caley, Treas. Trevarthen
Gelman Cameron Evans
Gibson Greene
HcjTCHINS KlRSTEN
Knight Martens Mott
OSTRANDER SMITH THOMAS TlTUS VanDeLLEN
Hill
EWALT
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Forum
THE Forum is Western's oldest debating society and is proud of its past. On
the anniversary of its eleventh year, true to tradition, the Forum lost, through
graduation many of its old members, whose places were competently taken
by new members.
The Forum upheld the affirmative side of the intramural question "Resolved
that too many people go to college". Johnson, Stillwell and Roberts worked hard
but were eliminated in the initial debate with the Tribunal.
The Forum sponsored a fall banquet at the Columbia hotel which met with
much success. This was followed by a midwinter banquet, held in the training
school cafeteria on February 27th.
The Forum Forensic party held on April 14th in the women's gym proved
to be a delightful event.
The Forum was more than well represented in the forensic activities on the
campus. Endsley and Secord participated in a verbal conflict with the Inter
national debate team, consisting of Englishmen. The varsity debate squad con
tained Tag (debate manager) Roberts, Ostrander, Hill, Edwards, Cushman and
Knittle.
The Forum annual again made its appearance in the spring term and met
with genuine enthusiasm.
To conclude a most successful year the traditional spring house party was
held at Gull Lake. This proved to be the climax of a year of forensic endeavors,
genuine fraternal spirit, and high standards.
MEMBERS
Young, Pres. Ostrander, V. Prcs. Ferris, Sec. Caley, Treas. Bailey
BlELFUSS BORGMAN BrOWN
Clark Comstock
Endsley
Cushman Edwards Evans Harris
Hill
Johnson Peterson
Roberts Secord Sink
Snyder Steffens Stillwell Sweet Tag
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Senate
THE Senate, the first woman's forensic society on Western's campus, was
founded in the fall of 1916. Each succeeding year it has contributed to the
fuller realization of the original aims of Senate: the promotion of forensic
activities, and the development of leadership. High standards of scholarship, a
genuine spirit of friendship, and loyalty and enthusiasm for every Senate activity
have carried the organization through its twelfth successful year.
The forensic activities this year have consisted of inter-collegiate and intra
mural debating. Five Senators have held positions on the Woman's Varsity
Debating Squad.
The programs for the meetings this year have consisted largely of music,
and talks and debates on topics of interest to the organization. Miss Loutzenhiser,
our advisor, has given stimulating talks at some of our meetings during the year.
In the "Senate Diary," in the Herald, are recorded all the Senate meetings and
social events, to keep alumnae, as well as people on the campus, in touch with
Senate activities.
The social affairs of the year have been varied and enjoyable. On Home
coming Day, Senate held a luncheon in Gilmore's Tea Room which was attended
by many alumnae. During the winter term, Senate gave a bridge party in the
Ladies' Library Building, to which members of the faculty and the student body
were invited. By far the most delightful social events of the year were the
houseparty, and the luncheon in June.
The Senate looks back with satisfaction upon the accomplishments and the
pleasures of the year.
MEMBERS
Renwick, Pres. Dines, V. Prcs. Rasmussen, Sec. VanHoyen, Treas. Bartlett
Bohn Blair Cavanaugh Clark Dailor Dayharsh
Denner Feather Howard Houard Leiter Lewis
Lininger Mainone May Miller Moorhouse Myrick
Noecher, Journalist Parr Peters Powers Rook Roth
Russell Schrier Sebald Tiffany Waldo Wotring
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Tribunal
THE same victorious and succeeding spirit that has distinguished Tribunal
on the campus ever since it was organized in October, 1920, has been in
strong evidence this past year. Tribunal is especially rich in traditions which
are perpetuated through the members. Every initiate must learn the history of
the club and the traditions, then faithfully observe them.
The Forensic party which the Tribunal sponsored in the fall term won the
commendation of all the societies present. The Forensic parties were instituted
by the Tribunal.
The Intramural debate between the Forum and the Tribunal ended in vic
tory for the latter. The Lawyer's cup, however, was won by the Academy.
For the fifth time out of seven elections, a Tribunal man was elected to the
position of Council President.
The Tribunal banquet in the Spring term was the memorable event of the
year's activities. Throughout the year the fraternity spirit, which has been a
characteristic of Tribunal men since the founding of the Club, has been in strong
evidence.
Officers for the second half of the year were:
Jean L. Taylor—President
Edward Zwergel—Vice-president
Colon L. Schaibley—Secretary
Gordon Mandigo—Treasurer
MEMBERS
McMonagle, Pres. Estes, V. Prcs. Starring, Sec. Zwergel, Treas. Alouist
Cohen Ferguson Glostric Hess Hubbard
Knight Knoertzer Koth Latham Lewis
Mandigo Mayer Morrison Munk Schaibly
Scott Swanson J. Taylor M. Taylor Wepman
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The Academy
TRUE to its accepted standard of leadership, scholarship, interest in forensics,
and personality, the Academy, organized in 1920, and Western's youngest
forensic society, has become a very definite and active unit in Western's for
ensic life.
To every Academite the outstanding event of this year was the intramural
debate. So proficient did the team become that the much coveted Lawyer's Cup
became the property of the Academy for the second time. The intramural team
was composed of Dorothy Daniels, Georgia York and Lucille Lindsey. The
Academy representatives on the 1927-28 varsity debate squad were Marion.
Lamphere, Norma Bliss, Lucille Lindsey, Laura Merritt, Dorothy Daniels, and
Jean McClave.
The traditional Academy "Letter Box" still continues its function as a
connecting link between the club and its numerous alumnae.
The year was not lacking in social activities. The Christmas Tea was a
delightful affair which more than fulfilled its purpose of allowing the Academites
to meet many girls who were interested in forensics. The three initiation banquets
and the forensic parties, at which the four debating societies in their respective
turns entertained the others, were among the most pleasant affairs on the year's
calendar. Perhaps the affair that will remain longest in the minds of each Acad
emite is that of the annual houseparty at Gull Lake.
The year came to a fitting close with the Academy Luncheon at the Columbia
Hotel at Commencement time. On this occasion the Academites were able to bid
farewell to those sister Academites who were leaving, to greet those old members
who had returned to make the reunion complete and to give promise of a still
greater future for Academy and for Western.
MEMBERS
McClaveThrall
Eaman, Treas.
Bliss Burke Cleaveland
Ellsworth, Pres. Wise, Sec.
Bergklindt, V. Pt*es.
Bates Becker Birdsey
Cum mings Daniels Davis Eccles
Hartwig
Ferner Haight Hinterliter Jackman
Jones Lamphere Lancaster Lindsley McBride Merritt
Powell Riley Schalm Spencer York Young
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Classical Club
THE Classical Club of Western State Teachers College was organized for
the purpose of promoting interest in Classics. Latin students, students of
mythology, and students of Greek and Roman history are eligible to mem
bership.
Programs which supplement class work are presented at each meeting. The
work of the club is accomplished by means of reports, discussions, talks, and
dramatizations. Frequently an interesting hour is spent in singing Latin songs
and in playing Latin games.
As is customary, a Roman banquet closed the successful year. Burning in
cense, flower be-decked tables, Roman togas and couches on which to recline
carried one back in imagination to the time of Caesar and the old Roman Empire.
MEMBERS
Lininger, Pres. Daniels, V. Pres. Bennink, Treas. Miller Adriance
Bennett Earl L. Heidrich Clark
Bohn
Earl Edson
McMurray Moore Orcutt
Penny Pevic
Peters
Ribe Robinson Schmitz Spaulding
Streeter White Williams Wolkins Woodma
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Square and Compass Club
THE Square and Compass Club is composed of faculty members and students
of Western who belong to some order of Free Masons, from the De Molays
to the Shriners. This club has been organized with a triple aim—to
carry out the ideals exemplified by the order of Free Masonry, into the everyday
life of Western's students; to promote and preserve the good fellowship among
its members; and, finally, to aid, by means of a loan fund, all worthy members
who need financial support. The fund is kept up by entrance fees of new mem
bers.
One of the outstanding events of the year was the annual "get together"
party staged in the reception parlor of the Armory, Oct. 14. During the winter
term a joint party with the Eastern Star was given in the little gym. As a
climax to the term's work the members paid a visit to the home of the newly mar
ried president to present him with a beautiful floor lamp and to offer congratula
tions. In the spring term the club gave a delightful "stag" at the Roto-Kiwan
Scout Camp and later on a picnic.
Jenvey Converse Ueilfuss Trevarthen
Berg Frostic Jackson Johnson
Logan Martin Merit Membrue
Roe Sanderson Sink Sunblad
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Schrier, Sec. Maris, Treas.
Fuller, Pros. Vose, Devotions
Rhoades, Deputation Rogers, Music Lindsey, Social Service Becker, Social Mott, Finance
Y W. C. A.
THE three fold purpose of our campus Y. W. C. A. is to unite in the desire
to realize full and creative life through a growing knowledge of God, to have
part in making this possihle for all people, and to understand Jesus and follow
Him in this task.
Some of our discussions have been, "What do the people of the world want?",
"Under what conditions do college girls find it hard to be Christians?", "What
should we choose?", and "Modern Woman". Our programs have included such
speakers as Dr. Dunning, Mrs. Ayling, Miss E. J. Walker, Mr. Wesley, Mr. Soo,
a Chinese student from Kalamazoo College, and Miss Wheaton from the Woman's
Home Missionary Society.
We have demonstrated our ability to grow socially and physically as well
as mentally and spiritually. Both the Fall Mixer and the Winter Banquet were
successful and pleasant affairs. We have had numerous outdoor roasts and also
organized a basketball team.
The association is now looking forward to many more interesting discussions
and meetings, and is also anticipationg the annual joy Xite and the spring Cab
inet Retreat.
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Spencer, Pres. Hoffmaster, Vice-Pres. Hill, Sec. Wagner, Treas.
Ackley, Advisor Lumaree, Advisor
Ainsley, Barnes, Bissell, Blackney, Bogue, Brown
Chase, Clugg, E.; Clugg, K.; Dunlap, Forbear
Eastern Star Club
THE Western State Teacher's College Eastern Star Club was organized in the
fall term of 1923. As its name implies, the Club is open to members of the
Order of the Eastern Star who are students at the Teacher's College. The
aim of the Club is to impart both the material, the spiritual ideals, and lessons
taught by the Chapter into the everyday life of the student and show that there
are greater things to be achieved.
In order to participate in the club activities, the student appears before the
examining committee, consisting of the advisor and three members, and is duly
received as a member.
The membership has increased from year to year, and at the present time
numbers sixty-one.
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Forman, Hammond, Harris. Hoeksma, Inglis, Iver
Keinoth, Kochcndeufer. Koenigshof, Lane, Lee, Lindsley
McLouth, J ; McLouth, L; Mumbrue, Munger
The Club has a loan fund which was founded during the spring term of 1928,
and has been substantially increased through the hearty co-operation of the mem
bers with the assistance of the Kalamazoo and Corinthian Chapters. This fund
may be used by any Eastern Star girl on the campus who, upon investigation, is
considered deserving of assistance.
It has been the custom of the Club to have a degree team represent the five
points of the Star and at times has been invited to exemplify the regular initiatory
Chapter ceremony.
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Post, Priebe, Sanders, Sanford, Schmidt, Scott
Shearman, Spaukling, Stites, Thrapp, Tiffany, Tubbs
VanVleck, Webber, White, York
The special meetings during the year have included various forms of entertain
ment. On one occasion the Club was invited to present the acceptance ceremony
at a special session of Corinthian Chapter. The Club was honored by a visit from
the Past Grand Matron, Mrs. Elizabeth Webster, of I>attle Creek, and the officers
of the Corinthian Chapter on March sixth.
The year's mark culminated in the traditional banquet, held in May. The
banquet was attended by officers of the Kalamazoo Chapter of the Eastern Star,
the campus members, and as many alumnae who could be present.
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Social Science Club
THE function of the Social Science Club is to provide a means whereby its
members may become better acquainted with one another, and to offer an
opportunity for better scholarship by securing speakers for the club who are
especially interested in work correlative to the social sciences.
Among many of the able speakers who have been secured for club programs
are; Attorney Joseph Folz, Mr. Smith Burnham. Dr. Boyes, Dr. Knauss, Major
Blaney, and Dr. Gerald Barnes.
The club has also enjoyed several social gatherings throughout the school year.
At the beginning of the fall term, an open social meeting was held in the Little
Gym for all those people interested in the club and its members. In the winter
term, the club enjoyed a party given by Ruth Hamilton and Claudia Siple.
Ten new members were admitted to the club during the winter term.
MEMBERS
Fletcher, Pros. Roberts, V. Pres. Hamilton, Sec. Klaiin, Trcas. Cronk
Greve Hoffman Kent
KOEGLER McMlLLEN
Mott Peterson Phillips
Reisig Ridgley
Ryall Sanford Scott
Siple Stefby Stillwell Streeter Wiseman
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The Oteyokwa Club
THE Oteyokwa Club, which is composed of students who come to Western
from the Upper Peninsula, was organized in November of 1920. Its Indian
name, Oteyokwa, which means "the gathering of friends in a strange land"
defines its purpose. The club has served as a means by which Upper Peninsula
students, united by mutual interests, may become better acquainted, thereby making
the Upper Peninsula better known at Western and Western better known in the
Upper Peninsula.
Under the leadership of Howard Sunblad, the year 1927-28 has proved one
of the club's most successful. The annual Christmas party held on Dec. 10 was
one of the outstanding events of the year, and came as a climax to a series of
social gatherings held throughout the Fall Term.
An increase in the club's membership to forty-eight is sufficient proof of the
merits of Oteyokwa and speaks for the progress that can be looked for in the
future.
MEMBERS
Sunblad, Pres. Doney, V. Prcs. Yinsik, Sec.
Anderson, Trcas. Alpervitz Brown
Brown Brozak Cederna Cass Erickson Erickson
Follo Hagen Johnson Johnson Kajampa Mathison
Miljerick Morin Malone Morrison Murray Pintal
Pjtkanen Reynolds Richards Samuel Sunblad Thompson
Thompson Trevarthen Violetta Waisaxen Walgrex Walker
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Eldorado Club
ECOGNIZING the need of a society of a purely literary nature on the
campus a small group of girls, interested in writing, brought about the
organization of the Eldorado club during the Winter term of last year.
Now in its second year the club shows every promise of maintaining itself
permanently on Western's campus. Membership of the club is limited to twenty-
five and new members are admitted upon faculty recommendation. Club meetings
are conducted informally and are devoted to the reading and discussion of papers
written by the members. The form of writing is not restricted; verse, short
stories, essays, plays, and sketches have all been attempted with some measure
cf success by club members. The faculty advisors, Miss Master and Miss Swain,
have been in no small measure, a source of ever helpful suggestion and con
structive criticism.
MEMBERS
Leard, Pi'cs. Crisman, Vice Pres. Arehart, Sec. Severance, Trcas. Adriance
Beadle Cleveland Dailor Dewey Ellis
Haas Humphry Johnson Johnston Kelsey
Letcher Lovell Minar Russell Schrier
Snow Stenson Stewart Termeer Wunderlich
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W" Club
THE "W" Club is composed of letter winners in the major sports. Every
year the club has exerted a greater influence in activities on the campus. Last
year two of its members, Abe Cohen and Ray Avery, were elected to the
highest positions on the Student Council, President and Treasurer. Other mem
bers are also on the Council.
Not only has the club been active in politics, but in social activities as well.
The Club members and their friends enjoyed a dinner-dance at the Park-American
in June, which was one of the most pleasant of the year's brilliant social events.
Pres. Waldo and Dr. Schott were the guests of honor.
Twelve members were initiated into membership of the club this year. The
initiation ordeals were very rigorous, the initiates having to put on Amateur acts
at the Fuller Theatre, and doing such difficult feats as carrying bricks or eggs all
day and walking up the steps backwards.
The Club has made a special effort to get in touch with and retain hold of
its Alumni. The Annual Home Coming day is an outgrowth of this.
The "W" Club has been contemplating a club-room for the benefit and
convenience of the members and Alumni. It will be in the Men's Gymnasium;
equipped by the club and subscriptions from the Alumni and friends.
MEMBERS
Avery, President Fulgoni, Vice-President Beck, Treasurer
Cohen , Corbat
Cornell
Ferguson Frankowski Jachs Grien
Hagen Lear Lundquist McCarty
McDoUGAL
mcmonagle olendorf
Roe Strokis Summerfelt
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Sigma Theta Gamma
SIGMA Theta Gamma is one of Western's new organizations. It was organ
ized during the winter term of 1928, under the supervision of Dr. Cad
Schott and Lloyd Jones of the Physical Education Department. The club
is composed of junior and senior men of the Physical Education Department,
and has as its purpose the development of a greater group solidarity, a more
professional attitude toward their work, and a spirit of service. These aims and
ideals are embodied in the well chosen name, "Sigma Theta Gamma," taken from
the Greek, and which means "Service, Health and Character."
An evening luncheon is held by the club once a month for the purpose of
discussion and various interesting talks. Among the speakers who have favored
the club, are Dr. Schott, Mr. Read, Mr. Hyames, Mr. Martineau of the Physical
Education department, and Dr. Leroy F. Sparks of the Kellogg Sanitarium at
Battle Creek.
The Sigma Theta Gamma is planning many worthwhile things for Western.
The club is endeavoring to bring prominent physical educators here to speak be
fore the student body. The Sigma Theta Gamma stands ready to sponsor any
movement that will help to make a bigger and better Western.
MEMBERS
Maher Hyames Jones Martineau
Bacon, V. Pres. Martin, Sec. Olendorf, Treas.
Bennett Bradford Bugbee Cohen
Fisher I. Flogus Fulgoni Houston
Kimball Lear Lundouist McCarthy
Sawyer Smith VanLewen VanDyke
Read Schott
Barstis Beam Beck
Corbat Cornell
Jach Johnston E.
Marshall Muma
Wiseman White
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Janashak, Bounds, Saile, Demme, McAfee, Chase, DeLong, Drescher
Jones, Rhoades, Powell, Lee, Udell, Hovey, Mac Donald
Bliss, Haight, Birdsey, Wise, McCummings, Jesswein, Keller
Commerce Club
THE Commerce Club is composed of about forty members of the departmentwho are interested in participating in the activities provided by the monthly
meetings of the club.
Programs for regular meetings and arrangements for other activities are
handled by an executive committee consisting of the officers of the club, the
program chairman, publicity manager, and class representatives. This year the
committee has made a special effort to provide informal social programs, as well
as musical numbers contributed by music students. Also many interesting reports
and book reviews have been given by club members.
Special social functions of the year have been the ''get-acquainted" party in
the early fall, the Christmas party, the Alumni Banquet, and the spring dinner
Page Two Hundred Sixty
Sack, Haas, Kline, Kresin, Pipkorn, Czuchna, Irey, Stilec, Johnson
Eaman, Rasmussen, Carroll, Sorr, Cornwall, Bloem, Smith, Greene, Sheldon
Forman, Walgren, Leiter, Tabberer, Edson, Fox, Haynes
meeting, at which Air. Trytten of the Commerce Department of ['aw Paw was
speaker.
During the winter term the club sponsored a general student party, which
proved to be one of the best attended of the many student parties.
One of the most interesting of the chili's activities was the annual state contest
in shorthand and typewriting. Club members co-operated with the faculty and
the administration to make this event a complete success. This year's contest,
which was held May 19, was probably the largest contest of its kind ever conducted
at Kalamazoo.
OFFICERS
Dorothy Haight, President Elizabeth Edson, Secretary
Helen Fox, Vice-President Florence Sommers, Treasurer
Evelyn Wise, Program Chairman
Mr. Pennell, Advisor
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Burlington, Hine, Irey, Hackman, Hale, Sheldon, Carpp
Pomeroy, Hamill, Everest, Wassman, Van Vleck, Greenman, Wright, Klein
Nielsen, Bowers, Wright, Robinson, Walker, Anderson, Blair
Iliff, Ray, A. Phillips. F. Phillips, Fessenden, Myner, McElwain
Music Study Club
THE Music Study Club is open to special music students. Glee Club members,
and those who are so fond of music as to be interested in the organization.
The club this year has held a series of twilight musicales, which have taken
the place of the former monthly meetings. At these musicales, programs have
been given by members of the club and other available talents.
This year the club has been active in interesting Western's students and the
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Virkus, Roth, Brocato, Eagelton, Newkirk, Jessup
Jenvey, Frieling, Whiting, Hackenberg, Kinch, Clark, Veenhuis, Stewart
Eckert, Fitzsimmons, Sprau, Hitzfield, Wotring, Smith, Davis
Nelson, Young, Hutchins, Barker, Hornaday, Jennings, Kovtan
Kalamazoo public in a series of concerts brought here under the sponsorship of
the music department. They were especially successful in their sale of tickets,
and from the profit derived, will send a chosen group from the music department
to the National Music Supervisor's Convention held in Chicago this Spring. The
big achievement of the club has been the furtherance of co-operation and com
radeship among the members of the music department.
FACULTY ADVISOR
Dorothea Sage Snyder
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Doney, Doran, Lyons, Sissala, Becker, Gorstman, Merrill, Patterson, Priebe, Wolfe
Riemersma, Latham, Johnson, Mathison, Yerger, Kemp, Koth, Sutton, Ellis, Smith
Finney, Noble, Shinn, Richards, Ritchey, Ramsey, Dewey, Veenstra, Collins. Johnson
Gray, Levey, Weiss, Cook, Slivensky, Cowles, Sweeney, Hart, Stewart
Junior High Club
THE Junior High Club of Western State Teachers College is intended not only
for members of the Junior High Department but for all students who are
interested in Junior High School Education. The year 1927-28 has been a
memorable year in the club's history. The officers were: Idabelle Yerger, pres
ident ; Dorothy Koth, vice-president; Marian Merrill, secretary; Maurice Doran,
treasurer and Mildred McGregor, Publicity Manager.
The first important event on the club's social calendar for the year was the
initiation of the freshmen members. These "poor unfortunates" were hiked out
to Hiker's Lodge, White's Lake, put through their paces, and formally welcomed
into the Junior High Club.
About the middle of the fall term a contest was conducted to obtain new
members. The losing side gave a Christmas party for the enjoyment of the
winners. At the present time the club has fifty three members on its roll.
Throughout the year, several interesting programs have been provided for
the enjoyment and instruction of the members. Miss Switzer gave a very inter
esting talk on "Wrhat Qualities Superintendents Look For When They Hire
Teachers". At the next meeting, Mr. Wilcox, Assistant Superintendent of Kal-
amazoo Public Schools, gave a talk on "What I Look For In Teachers". Miss
Mason, a member of our faculty, led a discussion on "Extra-Curricular Activities".
The outstanding social event of the club's spring program was the banquet
given in the late spring. This concluded the activities of the year and was a most
enjoyable and attractive function.
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DeWeerd, Dewitt, Childs, Trenary, Cushman, Burnham, Von Huizen, Smith, Brown, Bissell
Moberg, Irland, Bragdon, Bos, Pierce, Purchase, Neitring, Scott, Hop, Squire
Rogusta, Carey, Arnold, Mason, Smith, Komejan, Hoffman, Lievense, Seymour
Collegiate Country Life Club
THIS club, the senior member of campus organizations, is a strong auxiliary
of the Rural Department of the Teachers College. The purpose of the club
is to promote understanding of rural conditions, and to develop in its members
practical ideas for rural progress.
The Club sent its president, Mr. Roe, to the National meeting of Collegiate
Country Life Clubs and American Country Life Club Association at Lansing in
February.
Later in the term a bus load of club members, with the advisors, Dr. Robinson,
and Miss Evans, visited the Lansing Chapter of the Collegiate Country Life Club
where reports were given of the work that has been done on the topic, "Urban-
Rural Relations". In May, the Country Life Chapters of Michigan State, Ypsi-
lanti, and Detroit City College were entertained here.
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Clark, Warner, Blaine, Stanton, Corwin, Michell, Leonard, Witten, Davis, Mallo
Reisig, Haywood, Van Horn, Lampcn, Pelmear, Mock, Salisbury, Lambright, Schrader
Loken, Hamilton, Williams, Sanders, Buehrer, Murdock, Reisig, Miller
Gunthorpe, Slack, Powers, Katz, Harris, McFarland, Meade, Hansen
The regular meetings of the year have been marked by very instructive and
carefully arranged programs, while the social meetings have been equally success
ful in establishing a friendly relationship among the students and faculty members.
Blaine, Rhoades, Smith, Gorsline, Barr, Trenary, Darling, Vanderbeek, Brink, Kort
Clark, Garrison, Trierweiler, Buttleman, Sieb, Beardslee, Robinson, Dutcher, May
Williams, Vink, Ehlke, Nicolette, Kelly, Gorsline, Jeffers, FlintofT, Yircott, Reamer
Allanson, Samuelson. Michel, Gallivan, O'Barton, Spencer, Brant, Nyberg
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Van Sickle, Eitel, Block, Adams, Roe, Wheeler, Rees, Stenson, Blose
Earle, Irmen, Clark, Vos, Martens, Edderveen, Woodmansee, Stevens, Fenwick
Kaufman, Johnson, Mulder, Teusink, Butler, French, Whited, Stenson
Marsh, Mallo, McMahon, Berry, Evans, Wortley, Yurik, Spencer
The co-operation of the club members and of the Music, Home Economics,
Speecli and other departments of the school contributed largely to making County
Normal Day and Rural Progress Day successful and enjoyable.
OFFICERS
President—Forrest Roe
Vice-President—Carl I Jlose
Treasurer—Dorothy Mui.der
Secretary—( )cella Felton
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Jackson, Brokaw, Hunter, Mallow, Havers, Snow, Green, Beery, Johncock, Haggerson, Seeley
Pierce, Groff, White, Burdick, Roe, Welsh, Pump, Langston, Brown
Virgo, Cady, Dole, Fowler, Whitcombe, Haines, Draves, Knode, Nickerson
Davis, Walter, Humphrey, Ellwood, K. Barnebee, G. Barnebee, Brundage, Miner, Church
Home Economics Club
THE Home Economics Club was organized to further the interests of Home
Economics students and to promote good fellowship among them. In order
that this club might reach all the girls of the Home Economics Department,
the membership was made open to all, with the sole requirement of payment of
dues. In 1925, the club became affiliated with the American Home Economics
Association.
The activities of the club might be grouped under four general headings;
educational, co-operative, social or recreational, and financial. The educational
programs have consisted of addresses by special speakers and talks by instructors.
At Thanksgiving time the club gained much pleasure from providing baskets
for the poor. This organization also sponsored a General Student party on Feb
ruary 18, 1928.
At the first meeting of the school year, the club entertained the new students
with a supper which was followed by games. As a result the new girls have
entered more quickly into school life and taken a greater interest in the Home
Economics work.
So many desirable club activities require money that raising it is a vital part
of the club's work. Frequent food sales have been held for this purpose, and
have been so successful that they are now almost a club tradition.
OFFICERS
President—Mary Frances Brokaw Secretary—-Louise Green
Vice-President—Catherine Knode Treasurer—Helen Humphrey
ADVISORS
Miss Mary Moore Mrs. Ruth V. Shumacher
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TAmmon, Horgan, Crissman, Wheeler, Rose, West, Jewell, Coon, Cordell
Hockin, Hickin, Luck, Gilbert, Moore, Summerlott, Cushman, Davy, Canton
Klockner, Brye, Geer, Abbey, Hamm, Hull, Samuelson, Clark, Rowe
Rowland, Wilcox, Ives, Tucker, Murray, Pratt, Griffiths, Kiehne
Early Elementary Club
HE Early Elementary Club, whose members consist of students and faculty
interested in working with pre-school and elementary children, is the largest
club at Western.
Raub, Rupers, Ware, Shulters, Whitbeck, Raddatz, Hoffman, Lundquist, Nelthorpe
Carey, Johnson, Skeels, Kelley, Vandenbark, O'Brien, Feeney, Caro, Martin
Lachnidt, Young, Schraeder, Saunders, Anderson, Noble, Timmerman, Ahlberg, Vink, Miller
King, Foster, Montague, Acker, Koonter, Foeltzer, Gustine, Martin
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Randall, Schut, Dewey, Connor, Harvey, Brown, Hancock, Barnes, Crego, Boekhout
McMillen, Bennett, Todd, Van Sickle, Owens, Ragen, Sail, Struble, Van Hoven
Bartlett, Roberts, Masters, Ayers, Kline, Cruse, Butler, Ferner, Schrader
Drew, Doty, Thomas, Annable, Kaiser, Garrott, Spencer, Meachum
During the year 1927-28 a program of varied events has been carried out
successfully. One of the most interesting affairs was a tea given for alumni,
guests, faculty and students at Home-Coming. Other social meetings include the
backwards party and the Christmas party during the winter term, a student party
and the Annual Club Banquet at the Burdick Hotel in the Spring term.
The educational meetings have been very much worthwhile. Among the
well-known speakers secured have been Mrs. Dessalee Dudley, Assistant Super
intendent of Battle Creek schools, and Mrs. Sedonie Gruenberg, a widely known
authority on child training.
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Heath, Stevens, Strong, Shea, Fayester, Johnson, Ammerman, Fisher, Buffington, Jarvis
Michael, Lickley, Klose, Davis, Wagner, Spooner, B. Termeer, C. Termeer, Truitt, Kegerreis
Godfrey, Kreager, Jeannot, Lowing, Alleger, Rohlen, Putnam, Green, Burling
Haan, Hart, K. Clugg, E. Clugg, Eness, Shepard, Alleger, Sharrar
At Christmas time the club kept up its good work by collecting toys, books
and clothing and sending them to missionary workers to be distributed among the
people of Caney Creek settlement, Kentucky.
The club activities are planned by the officers with the aid of a cabinet
consisting of representatives from each early elementary class. Advisors consist
of instructors in the Early Elementary Department and of Early Elementary
critics in the training schools.
OFFICERS
President—Audrey Cushman
Vice-Prcsident—Edith Davy
Secretary—Marie Canton
Treasurer—Flora Milhahn
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Sherwood, Shilling, Hagen, Trimpe, Van Single, Bookholder, King
Woods, Gebby, Dooley, Borisoff, Clegg, Drapeau, Rees, Darling, Conklin
Huff, Jacobson, Levine, Drodt, Ghainer, Jessop, Rench, Steffens
Logan, Alquist, Ewing, Krause, Sweet, Howe, Gardner, Gerkey
Manual Arts Club
THE purpose of the Manual Arts Cluh is to afford an opportunity for its
members to become better acquainted with one another and also to come in
contact with the activities of other departments through speakers from outside
sources. Some of the subjects that have been touched upon in this year's talks
are travel, special methods of teaching, manufacturing processes and other topics
of general interest to the club members.
Initiations are held at the beginning of the winter and spring terms, at which
time, those Manual Art students who present satisfactory records of scholarship
and character, are taken into the organization.
The club is not lacking in social contacts. There is the annual "Open House",
to which the public and general student body are invited. On this occasion, the
visitors are given an opportunity to visit the Manual Arts laboratories and work
rooms.
The Manual Arts Club party was a big event of the year, due to the co
operation of the members, and the large number of alumni present. The Manual
Arts Club makes an especial attempt to keep in touch with its alumni and at this
and other times, the old members have rewarded the efforts of the club with a
loyalty rarely equalled.
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Hamilton, Willison, Young, Op't Holt, Brown, Merritt, Turner, Minor, Eddy
Spence, Gezon, Guhl, Waffle, Steck, Peterson, Hartline, Stauffer, Earl
Lewis, Stewart, James, Webster, Ohman, Beardsley, Hogarth, Allen, Graham, Hunt
Hefferan, Walker, Pohl, Patterson, Fear, Crowell, White, Sprague
T
Later Elementary Club
HE Later Elementary Club is counted as one of Western's most active and
successful organizations. Each year shows a great increase in membership,
and each year a larger number of students in the Later Elementary Depart-
Belkert, Ronda, Mainone, Gerard, Carroll, J. McLouth, L. McLouth, Clark, Cook, Connor
Koenigshof, Dejong, Childs, Russell, Buikema, Pinney, Smith, Beach, Mende
Brody, Brockman, Andler, Hoeksema, Radtke, Munn, Redmon, Buehrer, Burns
Ribe, Edson, Bicknell, Hoffman, Morin, Newberg, Olmsted, Markle
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Todd, Kercher, Lewis, Benham, Densmore, Roberts, Schemahorn, Richardson, Downes,
Mitchell, Bergin
Walkley, Wark, Astling, Knatis, Reyer, Ruddock, Latter, Mclntyre, Klavinski, Hennessy
Baumberger, Garthe, Jelinek, Rogers, Stutzman, Priester, Buckhout, Weaver, Bogue
Howe, Bird, Fetke, Riley, Foster, D. B. Mead, D. E. Mead, Sanders, Campbell
ment see the true value of becoming members of the club. The past year has
proved especially eventful, due very much, perhaps, to a competent staff of officers
consisting of Irene Holshuh, president; Dorothy Stauffer, vice-president; Ruth
Krieger, secretary; and Laura Merritt, treasurer. The cabinet members of the
club, and Miss Barton, Mrs. Russell, and Miss McLouth as advisors, have also
been important factors in the determining of the club's progress.
The first meeting of the year was a reception to the Freshmen, and was very
well attended. At the November meeting Mrs. Tawney gave a delightful talk on
"The Teaching of Music". On another occasion, the officers of the club demon
strated their dramatic ability by a playlet, "The Old Maids", a prophecy to the
members of the organization.
In March, the Early Elementary and Later Elementary Clubs both co-oper
ated in obtaining Mrs. Dudley, of Battle Creek, to speak before both groups. April
brought the initiation of new officers.
One of the important social events of the year was the formal tea given in
the winter term and sponsored by the advisors of the club. The tea was given
at Mrs. Russell's apartment. The crowning event, however, was the Later
Elementary Banquet in May, which came as a conclusion to an eventful and
pleasant year for the Later Elementary Club.
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Clark, Drodt, Sanderson, Logan, Sherwood, Drapeau, Pullin, Clegg
Moore, Schalm, Sherwood, Borisoff, Pintal
Janashak, Mead, Jacobson, Sweet, Gerkey, Bounds
Archery Club
IN THE winter of 1927, Mr. Pullin, who formerly was actively connected
with the development of archery in Detroit, sponsored the organization of
an Archery Club open to all Teachers College students
The aim of the club is two-fold: to revive the old, yet ever appealing art of
archery, and to instruct the members in the technique of "tackle" making. Inter
est in this sport is increasing throughout the state, and the training the members
of this club receive will enable them to form similar clubs in the public schools.
The clubs meets once a week at the Manual Arts Building, where the eve
ning is spent in shooting, and in the making of equipment for commercial purposes.
Twice every term an archery meet, which is open to the entire college, is spon
sored by the club. Tackle is awarded as prizes.
Another department of the club's work is the blue print service, which is
maintained for the purpose of encouraging archery through helpful information,
free upon application.
Next year the club hopes, through a system of eliminations, to form a rep
resentative team for interscholastic competition.
Faculty advisors are Mr. Pullin and Mr. Sherwood.
OFFICERS OF THE CLUB
President—Kenneth Clark Secretary and Treasurer—Donald Gerkey
Vice-president—Francis Clegg Reporter—Charles Sweet
Mascot—Carl Sherwood
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Blose, Maris, Ganzlin, Munger, Rhoades, Whitney
Edwards, Watkins, Reisig, McCaslin, Hauer
Ten Have, Munk, Ridgley, Reisig
Deputation and Y. M. C. A.
DEPUTATION work is one of the most important activities of the Y. M.
and Y. W. It consists in the sending out of Gospel teams to churches in
and around Kalamazoo. Almost every week a team is sent to conduct the
church services of some community. Some men serve as regular pastors of
churches which cannot afford a resident pastor.
Besides deputation work, the Y. M. C. A. brought to the campus some inter
esting speakers such as: Lofton Wesley, Intercollegiate Secretary of the Inter
national Prohibition Association; Dr. Dunning. Pastor of the First Presbyterian
Church; and Guy Lockwood, Socialist.
The aim of the Y. M. C. A. during the past year has been the development
of a well rounded personality of its members and of those with whom it came
into contact.
OFFICERS OF Y. M. C. A.
Albert Munk, President John Caley, Secretary
Allen Edwards, Vice President Lawrence Mayer, Treasurer
Carl Blose, Deputation Chairman
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Mattson, Reed, Kissell, Pagel, Pitkanen, Merritt, Greene, Nicholson
Cummings, Faunce, Iehl, Bogue, Kinney, Pevic, Daniels, Lane
Bixby, Server, Finety, Veenstra, Young, Drescher, Schmieding, Johncock
Forbear, Schmitz, Kennedy, Wetherbee, Thrapp, Hanna, Stein
Senior High Club
THE Senior High Club was organized by students who were interested in
founding a departmental club where problems and ideas of special interest
to prospective high school teachers might be discussed. Only the people
in the Senior High Department are eligible for membership.
This year the program committee succeeded in arranging the meetings
so that there was a satisfactory combination of informational and social meetings.
Faculty advisors of the club have taken an active part in meetings, both in
programs and acting as chaperones at the various meetings.
The club is looking forward to still greater success in all of its meetings, so
that its membership will include the total enrollment of the entire department,
thus bring to all the advantages and culture that a part has enjoyed this year.
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Holmes, Wicklund, Miljerich, Dickinson, Newton, Lott, Dedrickson, Swartz, Mallow, Newton
Jones, Freeburn, Olin, Cline, Noble, Lash, Thrall, Shaunding, Theisen, Cummins, Usborne
Whitman, Murphy, Ketchum, Parr, Klahn, Aldrich, Moore, Perry, Godin, Warner, Aldrich
Post, Kirby, Vanden Berg, van Vessem, Colby, Pell, Boese, Powers
Women's Physical Education Association
THE Physical Education Association has been growing rapidly for seven years,
and has been fulfilling its purpose to awaken a wider and more intelligent
interest in physical education; to acquire and disseminate knowledge concern
ing it; to labor for improvement and extension of gymnastics, games, athletics, and
aquatics; and to further work in health and citizenship. The honor point system
is a great aid in carrying out this aim. The system is a larger success than before
as is shown by the fact that most all people earning points are not physical
education girls. The association is open to all the girls of the school, and physical
education students automatically become members.
During the year several social meetings have been held. In the winter a
"Hard Times" party was given for all the women of the school. The Spring
term was marked by the annual houseparty, and also the luncheon held for all
members and alumnae as well.
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Waisanen, Hinckley, Hoeksema, Hayes, Munro, Olin, Redmond
Scott, Fouts, Brant, Andersen, Potts, Hoover, Hall, Wendell
Elkins, Baughman. White, Warshifshi, Huth, McConnell, Veatch
Clark, Black, Morse, Finlayson, Opal, Jones, Smith
Several interesting- talks have been given at the monthly meetings. Some of
the speakers have been: Miss Mullen of the Physical Education department, Miss
Troger, director of physical education in Paw Paw. and Mr. Henry Lightner,
playground director in Grand Rapids.
During the year plans have been made for a "shack". This will be a small
building where meetings and parties may be held, and is expected to be ready by
next fall.
OFFICERS
President—Chrystal Pell Vice-President—Lucille Perry
Treasurer—Gertrude Van Vessen Secretary—Leona Colby
Recorder—Dorothy Newton Freshmen Representatives—Mureen
Wendell, Margaret McConnel
ADVISORS
Miss Cranf Miss Hussey
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New
R. E. Olds
Building
at Kalamazoo
College
New Borgess Hospital
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ATHLETICS

Rkai
Nester
McCracken
Smith
Schott
Sink
Hyames
Lundquist
Athletic Board
THE athletic Board is the hoard which controls and supervises all of West
ern's athletic contests and contestants. This hoard rules on questions of
eligibility, schedules, awards, and other matters of this kind.
The board consists of: the Registrar (chairman ex-officio), two faculty
members appointed by the president, two students chosen by the Student Coun
cil, athletic coaches, and the captains of the major sport teams.
The following people have served on the Athletic Board during the past year;
Mr. Hoekj e Chairman
Dr. McCracken Faculty Representative
Dr. Schott Faculty Representative
Darl Sink Student Representative
Wayne Smith Student Representative
Herbert Read Basketball Coach
Judson Hyames Baseball Coach
Earl Martineau Football Coach
Wayne Nester Baseball Captain
Leonard Lundquist Basketball Captain
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Earl Martineau
Football and
Track Coach
Judson Hyames
Baseball Coach
Ass't Football Coach
Herbert Read
Basketball Coach
Freshmen Football Coach
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Dr. Carl P. Schott Director of Physical Education
Charles Maher
Cross Country Coach
Ass't Baseball Coach
Lloyd Jones
Instructor in Physical
Education
Guy Houston
Ass't Coach
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FOOTBALL
Scores
Western 6
Western 0
Western 12
Western 44
Western 19
Western 0
Western 19
Lombard 18
Notre Dame Reserves. ... 18
Mt. Pleasant 18
Detroit City College 0
Oshkosh .'. 6
Ypsilanti 6
Albion 6
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VARSITY FOOTBALL SQUAD
Coach Martineau, Manager Anderson, Pump, Beck, Strockis, Metras, Beam, Trainer Wiley,
Assistant Coach Houston
Seborg, Johnson, Welbus, Gordon, Barstis, Summerfelt, Cohen
Briggs, Corbat, Lear, Banach, Cornell, Frankowski
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Western 6 Lombard 18
WESTERN gridders met an 18-6 defeat in the season
opener, October 8, at the hands of Lombard College at
Galesburg, Illinois. In Lombard, Western met a team
of veterans who were in mid-season form, while we were play
ing our opening engagement under a new style of play and with
many green men in our line-up.
"Butch" Cornell opened up with passes in the first quarter
after Lombard had pushed over a touchdown. The Brown
and Gold passes bewildered the Universalists and we worked
the ball down the field; Cornell going over for a touchdown to
tie the score, but our men were no match for Coach Bell's men
and their
stars, Nesti
and Holer-
dige. who
punched
across two
more touch
downs for a
victory.
Fulgoni, Captain,
Backfield
Banach, Backfield Barstis, Tackle
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Western 0 Notre Dame 18
AFTER holding the strong Notre Dame Reserves to a
scoreless tie in the first half, Western dropped a loosely
played game 18-0. The flashy running of Byrne, Shay,
and Brannon was too much for the Brown and Gold warriors
and we were forced to meet our second defeat of the season.
Western had several chances to score but we lacked the
punch to put the sphere across. In the second quarter we had
the ball on the Irish's nineteen yard line but after three tries
with no gain, Frendt tried a place kick which failed. Again in
the last few minutes to play we had the ball on the five yard
line but we couldn't put it across.
Briggs, Guard
Beam, End Beck, Tackle
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Western 12 Mt. Pleasant 18
WESTERN lost its first Michigan Inter-Collegiate Con
ference game 18-12 at Mt. Pleasant before a home com
ing crowd at Tambling Field, October 22. The Hill-
toppers made the Bear cats look weak on defense against for
ward passes, while Mt. Pleasant smashed our line for three
touchdowns.
Western completed 11 out of 21 passes for a total gain of
196 yards but bad breaks in the form of penalties and fumbles
cost us a victory. Western got her first score when Strokis
got a 35 yard pass from Cornell and four downs later scored
on a fake kick. Frendt scored the
last marker after passing and buck
ing his way down the field.
Cornell, Backfield
Corbat, Backfield Cohen, Tackle
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Western 44 Detroit City College 0
WESTERN finally entered the win column when her re
vamped Hill-toppers swamped Detroit City College
44_0. Western displayed the best ball of the season,
the team finally coming into its own. Western displayed a
smooth working ofifense and an impregnable defense.
Regardless of the high score the game was in general devoid
of thrills except for Cornell's 70 yard run for a touchdown.
Fulgoni, Pump, Frendt, Corbat, Cornell and Morley all made
scores for Western. "Marty's" promise to revamp the team
came true; only Strokis, Frendt, Metras, and Fulgoni held the
place that they had had on the previous Saturday.
Frankowski,
Guard
Frendt, Backfield
Gordon, Guard
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Western 19 Oshkosh 6
ON November 5th the Hilltoppers invaded Oshkosh and
showed the Wisconsin city fans a true brand of Western
football. The team kept up the good work of the pre
vious Saturday and downed the Overall City 19-6.
The game was marked by the return to form of "Johnny"
Monson, a star of two years ago, and "Porky" Seborg, the
Freshman find of last year. It was a game of predominant line
play, all of Western's linemen fighting to their utmost. "Fat"
Morley made two touchdowns and ex-captain Banach scored
the other one.
Jachs, Backfield
Johnson, Tackle Lear, Backficld
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Western 0 Ypsi 6
WESTERN celebrated her homecoming in true fashion
on November 12, when we met the strong team from
Michigan State Normal, of Ypsilanti. The game was
witnessed by a crowd of 4.000 fans who saw the Western grid-
ders give all they had only to be defeated in the last quarter
when Morrow of Ypsi carried the ball over on a lateral pass
play.
Western was unable to take advantage of some of Ypsi's
breaks, and score. In the third quarter Corbat battered his
way to the Green and White 23 yard line but we were penalized
15 yards and we lost all hopes of scoring. "Dick" Corbat's
flashly running was the outstanding- feature of the game.
Monson, Cotter
McKee, Center Metras, Tackle
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Western 19 Albion 0
WESTERN closed her season with a 19-0 win over Al
bion on the Methodists' field Thanksgiving Day. West
ern displayed her best form of the year, making 15 first
downs to Albion's 5 and outplaying them in every phase of the
game. Albion was only able to make 15 yards through the line
in the entire afternoon.
Banach and Eulgoni and Beam made the scores for Western
State. Ten men had played their last game for the Brown and
Gold and had helped to defeat our greatest grid rival, who was
favored to win by a large majority. Western rang up the sea
son in great style with one of the greatest games of the season.
Morley, Backfield
Seborg, Guard Strokis, End
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WHEN the season opened Western seemed to have a
wealth of material but Old Lady Luck stepped in with
her injuries and bad breaks and handicapped us. In the
Lombard game we lost Captain Fulgoni and Banach due to in
juries that later hindered these two men all season. It was a
season of ups and downs but it showed that Brown and Gold
teams always "come back." After three reverses our team dis
played a fighting spirit that was unbeatable. Also after our
home coming defeat we played one of the
greatest games in the history of this
school.
Tait, End
Welbus, Guard
SUMMERFELDT,
Guard
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Freshmen Football
WESTERN had one of the best freshmen sqviads in the history of the school
in her first year under the freshmen ruling. The Frosh always gave the
varsity stiff competition and never let the varsity have things easy.
The Freshmen opened their season during Freshmen Days when they held
the varsity to a 6 to 0 score mid the cheering of the thousand or more of their
classmates for whom the game was staged. After the varsity game the yearlings
then took on the first year men from the University of Detroit and downed them
9 to 0 on Detroit's own field. After a few weeks layoff they defeated the Mus-
kegon Junior College 19 to 0 at Muskegon. The only defeat that the Readmen
received was at the hands of Grand Rapids Junior College when they lost 18 to 0
on a field covered with mud.
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BASKETBALL
Scores
Western. .53 Ferris 20
Western. . 33 Michigan B Team. . 29
Western. . 28 Detroit City College. 35
Western..37 Coe College 43
Western. .37 Manchester 40
Western. .25 Manchester 41
Western..46 Alboin 42
Western. . 21 Ypsilanti 23
Western. . 49 Hope 20
Western..40 Mt. Pleasant 24
Western. .27 Ferris 25
Western..27 Hope 25
Western. . 28 Albion 22
Western. .23 Mt. Pleasant 25
Western. .57 Lombard 29
Western. .44 Detroit City College.49
Western. . 59 Ypsilanti 33
VARSITY BASKETBALL
Wolfe, Taveggia, Olendorf, Flogus, Salter, Coach Read
Nester, Elias, Lundquist, Avery, Grein, Sebring
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Basket-Ball 1927-28
ASKET-BALL at Western this winter started out with a big problem on
"Buck's" hands. Henry Schrump, last year's captain, and Prendergast,
regular, did not return to school. The varsity squad members at the be
ginning of the season were Captain Lundquist, Nester, Grein, Elias, Avery, Olen-
dorf. Taveggia, Sebring, Roe, Frendt, Wolfe and
Seborg. Sebring was the only man who had
never played on a Western team but his early _~
season showing proved him to be of varsity
caliber.
Buck solved his problem by shifting Lund
quist to center and picking Avery to work oppo
site Elias at guard.
The yearly opener was with the Alumni stars
who could not cope with Western's speed and the
varsity won 45-16.
The next game with Ferris Institute gave
Buck a chance to use every man, winning easily
53-20.
With the close of the fall term, the boys took
a flying vacation home and came back early to get
in shape, for the winter term's openers were
tough trade.
With the first week, Western booked a game
Lundquist Guard witn tne University of Michigan's B team. Dedi- Nester, Forzvard
Captain eating the new Battle Creek Sanitarium Gym, Captain-elect
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Avery, Guard
Western showed the "Bees" how to play a little
smarter hall and climbed into a 33-29 lead as the
game ended. Lundquist, Nester and Sebring
showed their ability to meet strong opposition
coolly.
Western's first conference game in defense
of the title was lost the following week by a score
of 35-28 at the hands of Detroit City College.
The following week Western met Coe Col
lege on our floor and after two overtime periods,
Coe edged us out 43-37.
Western then took a trip to Indiana and a
trip it proved to be, for Manchester out-passed us
in turning in a 37-30 score against us. The next
week Manchester came here and showed the same
powerful offense in winning 41-25.
In the next game with Albion, Western
broke her losing streak, walking into a 4 point
lead to win 46-42.
The next night at Ypsilanti reversed West
ern again and we went behind two points to lose
23-21.
Elias, Guard
Hope came to Kazoo on the next Tuesday and were let down by a 49-20
score against them.
On a two day trip Western defeated Mt. Pleasant for their first conference
win. Nester was injured and it kept him out for most of the season. Ferris was
an easy mark, Western winning, 40-23.
A game with Hope at Holland ended up in Western's leading 28-25 at the
end.
On our booster trip, Western trimmed Al
bion 28-22 with a fast breaking offense.
Mt. Pleasant, the next night, slipped in a
basket as the gun popped forcing us into a 25-23
defeat.
The following Tuesday, the famous Lom
bard club bumped into an undefeatable Western
team, and were humbled to the tune of 57-28.
Detroit City College here the next week end,
cinched the conference title by beating us by a
49-44 score.
In the final game, Western, swinging into a
powerful offense, overcame Ypsilanti 59-33. It
was the last game for Captain Lundquist, Avery
Flogus, Guard and Olendorf. Grein, Center
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Olendorf, Guard
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Frosh.
Frosh.
Frosh.
Frosh.
Frosh.
Frosh.
Frosh,
Sebring, Forward
Freshmen Basketball
45 Albion Frosh
51 Hope Frosh
26 Ypsi Frosh .
30 Albion Frosh
58 Kazoo "Y" .
35 Hope Frosh .
46 Ypsi Frosh .
Taveggia, Forzvard
.27
20
.20
11
18
.22
.26
FRESHMEN BASKETBALL
Krolezyk, Morningstar, P. Grein, Byrum, Pembroke, Householder, Coach Houston
Lester, Williams, Lockwood, Hope, Blanchard, Wegerly, Blohm
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BASEBALL
Scores
Western 13
Western 12
Western 4
Western 9
Western 13
Western 1
Western 7
Western 2
Western 8
Western 6
Western 19
Hope 1
St. Viator 14
Albion 3
Ypsilanti 5
Mt. Pleasant 6
Butler 4
Ypsilanti 1
St. Viator 1
Albion 1
Mt. Pleasant 5
Valparaiso 1
VARSITY BASEBALL SQUAD
Perkins, Krause, Lake, Hornaday, English, Scholk, Mathers, Hunsaker, Grondin
Pritzel, Brotherston, Muma, Roe, Johnson, Frendt, Waters, Van Lewen, Swaffonal
Coach Read, Beauchamp, Nester, Captain Schrump, Hagen, Kimball, Olendorf, Coach Maher
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WESTERN opened its schedule with her traditional rival, Hope, and had
little trouble in downing the Hollanders 19-1. The game was a 3 to 0
affair until the seventh inning when Western got six runs and then came
back with four more in the eighth. Buck exhibited the cream of his pitching
staff, giving Beauchamp, Hagen, and Kimball all a
chance at mound duty.
After our opening game Buck took his team on a
three game trip and we had to come back with only
one game played because Old Man Weather forced the
Valparaiso and Lake Forest games to be called off.
Our only game on the trip was with St. Viator and we
dropped this contest 14-12. The weather was more
suitable for football than
baseball. Western had two
chances but our green team
was unable to hold the lead.
The Hilltoppers' next
game was with Albion
which we won 4 to 3 due to
a lucky break. With the
score tied 3 to 3 in the
eighth, McCarty, Western's
catcher, took first base on
Schrump, balls, stole second, and TSMFirst Base , '.,..' 1 hird Base(Capt.) brought in the winning run (Capt.-elect)
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in the last of the ninth when Gray, Albion's catcher, made no
attempt to recover a passed ball. "Sammy" Beauchamp was
on the mound for the Brown and Gold and he was effective
in the pinches.
Western won her first game in the M. C. C. when we
trounced Ypsi 9 to 5. Sammy was on the mound again and
he struck out eleven men and he showed his old ability to
squeeze out of tight places. On May 6 Western won her
second conference game from Mt. Pleasant
13-6. Western hitters got into action with
Nester, Brotherston and Johnson leading
our attack.
Buck's team lost their second game of
\ the season when Butler beat us 4-1. The
Ililltoppers lacked the needed punch to put
the runners across.
Beauchamp,
Pitcher
Brotherston,
Second Base
Corbat, Shortstop
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On May 2 we entertained St. Viator and defeated them
2-1 in one of the best ball games seen on the local lot in many a
year, and we were able to get revenge for the defeat we receivd
from them earlier in the season.
We next journeyed to Albion where, due to the masterful
pitching of "Bob" Hagen we were able to take the Methodists
into camp. Hagen was headed for a no-hit game until a single
in the eighth spoiled his efforts.
Hagen, Pitcher
Frendt, Outfield Johnson, Catcher
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Western closed her M. C. C. season by trimming Mt. Pleas
ant on the local diamond 6-5, in a game in which lefty Kimball
was the outstanding show. "Lefty" allowed only seven hits
and he knocked in four runs and scored one himself.
On June 2 we defeated Ypsilanti Normal 7-1 in which
game Beauchamp hooked up in a pitching duel with Zahm, until
Western scored three runs in the eighth and three more in the
ninth.
Muma, Outfield
McCarty, Catcher Kimball, Pitcher
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Western closed her collegiate season by downing Valpar
aiso 19-1 in a wild hit and run contest. McCarty and Johnson
each got a home run apiece. Western got 19 hits and scored
19 runs.
Olendorf, Outfield
Roe, Outfield Van Lewen, Outfield
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TRACK
Track Scores
OUTDOOR TRACK
Ohio Relays—1st in two mile, college class.
State Intercollegiate—Fourth place with 11 points.
Collegiate Conference Meet—Third place with 43^ points
Dual Meet—Western 84, Notre Dame Freshmen 47.
Dual Meet—Western 62y2, Ypsilanti 6Sy2.
INDOOR TRACK
Dual Meet—Western 42, Ypsilanti 60.
Dual Meet—Western 36, Ohio Wesleyan 67.
VARSITY TRACK SQUAD
Coach Martineau, Mowry, Powell, Dutt, McDougal, McDowell (captain), Murphy, Soblesky
Hodges, Alpervitz, Cush'man, Miller, Loving, Smith, VanMere
Troutman, Gee, Brown, Brooks, Fisher, Evans, Morrow
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OUTDOOR TRACK
WESTERN opened the outdoor track season by sending her
relay teams to the Ohio Relays held at Columbus, Ohio.
Our two mile relay team made up of Smith, Evans, Eisher,
and McDougal copped first place in the college division, running
the two miles in 8.24. Our medley relay team placed third in the
college class.
Our first dual meet was with the Notre Dame Freshmen held
on Western's
field. We had
little trouble in
downing the
Irish yearlings,
completely out-
McDowell,
Hurdles
(Captain)
Barnhill, Weights Brown,Distance Runs
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classing them 84-47. Western scored 11 first places to 4 for the
South Benders. The Brown and Gold showed a marked superior
ity in nearly all events, scoring slams in the 880 yard dash and in
the 120 yard high hurdles.
"Marty's" men met defeat in their other dual meet, being
nosed out by Ypsi 68>^ to 62^. Ypsi scored 9 first places to
Western's 6, but we gained more seconds and thirds to make up
this difference. At the start of the last three
events the Green and White had set up a 22 point
lead through a slam in the discus, but the Brown
and Gold thin dads cut down this margin to six
points.
On May 21, Western took fourth place in the
greatest state inter-collegiate meet ever held, all
but five records going to the boards. Michigan
State was first with 5iy% points, Detroit City Col
lege was second with 37 points, Ypsilanti third
with 31%
(points.
CUSHMAN,
Pole Vault
440
Fisher,
Yard Dash
Ferguson, Dashes
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After the state meet the Hilltoppers entered the Michigan
Collegiate Conference meet and again placed behind Ypsi and
Detroit City College. Western scored 41 ]A points but we only
took one first place and one tie for first, but gathered many
points on second and third places.
INDOOR TRACK
Western opened her 1928 indoor track season with a dual
meet with Ohio Wesleyan at Delaware,
Ohio, in which she was defeated 67-36. The
Brown and Gold tracksters got first in the
40 yard high hurdles, first in the 880 yard
dash and first in the shot put.
On March 7, at the Mid-West Relay
Carnival held at South Bend our relay team
Loving, Hurdles
High Jump
Gaines, Jumps
and 440 Yard Dash McDougal, Dashes
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placed second, Loving placed second in the high hurdles and
Gaines got third in the high jump.
Western lost her only home indoor meet to Ypsi 60-42.
The meet was close all the way but Ypsi had a marked supe
riority in the short dashes and in the weights.
Western closed her track season by sending her two mile
relay team to the Cleveland Relays where they took first place.
Morrow, Pole
Vault, High Jump
Miller, Javelin Richards, Jumps
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Shaeffer,
Pole Vault
Teeters, Half Mile
Smith, Distance Runs
Thurston
Half Mile Van Mere, Distance Runs
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Gaines, Snow, Rogers, Evans, Teeters
Two Mile Relay
WESTERN is the proud possessor of one of the best two mile relay teams
in the country. In 1927 we copped the two mile event at the Ohio Relays
and we repeated again in 1928. In the indoor season last year, our two
mile team won the state A. A. U. championship. In the 1927 Ohio Relays our
team ran the two mile in 8.24, setting a record for the college division. In 1928
we splashed and slid our way through a muddy track to win again. After our
1928 win, Coach Martineau took his team of Fisher, Evans, Gaines, and Rogers
to the Drake Relays held at Des Moines, Iowa. Our team placed third here in
one of the best two mile fields ever entered in this meet.
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McMonagle, Fisher, Rogers, Thibodeaux, Smith, Van Mere
Cross Country
WESTERN opened her cross country schedule by holding the Michigan
Collegiate Conference meet here. Ypsilanti placed first, Western was
second and Detroit City College finished third. Fisher of Western placed
first, Smith of Western placed second, Van Mere came in sixth and McMonagle
was seventh.
Coach Maher next took his men to the North Central Meet held in East
Lansing. Michigan State placed first, Michigan State Normal was second and
Western State came in third. Van Mere and Fisher placed in the first ten men
to finish.
The Hilltoppers closed her hill and dale by placing second in the state meet
held at East Lansing. Michigan Normal again placed first and we finished close
behind them. Smith of Western placed tenth, Fisher twelfth and Van Mere
finished sixteenth.
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TENNIS
Tennis, Spring 1927
Western 6
Western 5
Western 3
Western 6
Western 7
Western 3
Battle Creek Junior College. . 1
Albion 1
Grand Rapids Junior College. 3
Olivet 0
Rattle Creek Junior College. . 0
Detroit City College 5
Lewis and Beller, doubles, winners of M. C. C. Meet.
Bradford, Coach Hart, Beller
Miles, Morton, Lewis
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Lewis (Captain) Beller
• ■■■ ■
Bradford
Miles Morton
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Women s Athletic Association
THE W. A. A. was organized in the fall of 1927. Its aims are to enter every
woman of the school into some athletic activity which will afford recreation
now and also after school days are past. Another big purpose is to develop
better sportsmanship among women. This should be an outgrowth for very en
joyable "get-togethers," and by the fees paid enable them to increase the amount
of equipment and thereby give more opportunity for class as well as intramural
activities.
ment
Every woman of the school automatically becomes a member upon the pay-
: of her athletic fee. Resides the regular offices of President, Vice-President,
Secretary. Treasurer, Publicity Manager, Point Recorder, and Intramural Man
ager, there are managers for all the different sports.
OFFICERS
Mullen, Sponscr Parr, Intramural Manager
Johnson, Sec. and Trcas. Aldrich, Prcs. Colby, V. Pres.
Vestal, Sponser
Newton, Point Recorder
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Pelmear, Rogusta, Gunthorpe, Zavitz, Trierweiler, Bos
Women's Intra-mural Basketball
INTRA-MURAL basketball for women was organized under the management
of the W. A. A. as inter-club competition. Thirteen clubs were asked to
elect sport managers and to organize teams for the sport. Only seven teams,
however, played throughout the entire tournament.
Twenty-four games were played during the tournament with sixty-five girls
participating. The Early Elementary Club had the largest squad out for the
games. Later Elementary, Country Life and Junior High teams were the strong
est competing. Country Life won the tournament, winning seven games and
losing none. Carol Gunthorpe of Howe, Michigan, playing for the Country
Life Club, was high point winner of the series.
A trophy for basketball championship, in the form of a shield, will be en
graved each year with the name of the winning club team.
Manager—Mary Alice James
Advisors—Dorothy Vestal, Marian Spalding, Crystal Worner
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1Radtke, Hinga, Appledoorn, Vos, Penny
Hamster, Haan, Steck, Alman, Connors
V
Volley Ball Champions
OLLEY ball ended its third season of popularity. Each year the Women
of the school seem to find more real enjoyment in volley ball as a sport
in which to play away a few of winter's hours.
There was a round robin tournament in each of the eight classes with more
than five hundred women participating. The team winning the championship in
each class then entered the inter-class elimination tournament. Eleanor Apple-
doorn's team from the eight o'clock section won the school championship without
having sustained a single defeat during the tournament.
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Rexford, Boese, Radtke, Murphy, Whitman, C. Post, M. Newton, Olin, Buchanan, D. Newton
Lott, James, Perry, Parr, Powers, Pell, Aldrich
Vandenberg, Cline, Aldrich, Mullen, Swartz, Phillips, Steinback, Worner
T
The Dance Club
HE Dance Club was organized in the fall of this year. The club has been
very interested in the study of character, clogging and folk dances.
A delightful tea was given in the Women's League rooms December 9.
The program consisted of The History of Clogging, and The Life and Customs
of the Indian People. The social activity of the winter term was a banquet held
in the school Cafeteria. Dr. Terpenning spoke of his trip to Russia. Mildred
Wotring and Helen Session gave several delightful musical numbers.
The climax of the year's work was the presenting of "Spring Fancy," a
charming dance program given at the city auditorium May 22.
A social gathering in the form of a house party, May 25 concluded the
activities for the year.
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Lott, Miljevich, Boese, Swartz, Thrall, Godin, Olin, Pell, McConnell, Zavitz
Brown, McMillan, Colby, Klahn, Schmieding, Kirby
Vandenberg, Cline, Cummins, Gillette, Aldrich, Parr, James, Newton
T
Archery
HE Archery Club was organized under the W. A. A. in the winter term,
1928. Interest grew with every meeting and many of the women showed a
great deal of skill in the new sport.
At first the group was able to practise only twice a week on the indoor ranges
but during the spring term with the coming of fine weather and the opening of
the outdoor ranges the members devoted several hours each day to practice in
preparation for the matches.
President—Odene Gillette
Advisors—Dorothy Vestal, Edith Mullen
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Champion Soccer Team
M. Newton, Perry, Lash, D. Newton, Miljevich, Rexford, Freeburn
Kirby, Vandenberg, Usborne, Boese, Lott, Holmes
Life Saving Group
Laura Kibby, Marian Rexford, Lucille Perry, Esther Vandenberg
Harriet Noble, Dorothy Lash, Dorothy Powers, Josephine Steinback
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ADVERTISERS
Do you realize the enormous amount Western's Students spend each j
year in Kalamazoo?
Just figure it out, using 44 as the number of school weeks and 2316
students.
Board @ $5.00 per week—2316 X 44 X 5 = $ \
Room 0 $3.00 per week—2316 X 44 X 3_ = ?
Shows (a) $ .50 per week—2316 X 44 X 50c = ?
Clothing (5) $50.00 per year—2316X50= ?
Barber (a) $ .50 everv two weeks, 500 boys500 X 50c X 22 = ?
Beauty parlors Q $1.00, 15 times per year,
1816 girls—1816 X 15 = ?
Misc. Articles Q $2.00 per week—2316 X 2 X 44 = ?
Total ?
To this total you might add an estimate on gasoline and auto repairs
for 400 cars together with a faculty pay roll of about $750,000.
The following ads are from merchants whom we have reached in our
advertising campaign and who realize the value of our school to the city.
There are no doubt others who would advertise if we could have reached
them.
Patronize Our Advertisers
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Michael J. Leo
121 W. Main
-4
I
A Cash Store
Where Students Can Save Money
Ready-to-Wear for every Occasion
Jackson's
Flower Shop
Phone 2-1531 137 S. Rose St.
Students Faculty
For Prompt Service
Real Home Cooked Food
Eat At
The Western Inn
Brown and Gold House
Try our 30c meals
Save a Dollar on Our Meal Tickets
Northeast Corner of Campus
f "What kind of dress did Betty wear at the
j party last night?"
"I don't remember. I think it was checked."
Wayne S.: "Say, what kind of a party was
that?"
"Clothes give a man a lot of confidence."
"Yes, they certainly do. I go lots of places
with them that I wouldn't go without them."
STANDARD SCHOOL FIXTURES GO.
Specialise in
High Grade Equipment
LIBRARIES
For
LABORATORIES
KINDERGARTEN
CLASS ROOMS
DRAWING ROOMS
BLEACHERS AND STEEL FOLDING
CHAIRS for GYMNASIUMS
Murray Bldg.
Headquarters
Patronize Who Advertise
Grand Rapids, Mich.
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Jack Dold's State
Drug
New State Theatre Bldg.
High Class Toiletries
A Specialty
Jack Dold's Normal
Drug
Fountain Lunches
and Meals
A Specialty
Meal Tickets
$5.50 for $5.00
Him: "I love you as no one ever loved be
fore."
Co-ed: "I can't see much difference."
SLEEP ON, MacDUFF
Two Irishmen grew conversational over the
cup that cheers.
"Do ye belave in dhrames, Riley?"
"Oi do," was Riley's reply.
"Pwhat's it a sign of if a married man dhrames
he's a bachelor?"
"It's a sign that he's going to mate wid a great
disappointment when he wakes up."
Autographs
Patronize Who Advertise
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Allcock Barber Shop
and BEAUTY PARLOR
We give the LaMur permanent wave.
Dry cleaning, pressing and repairing
done on short notice.
W. J. Allcock, Prop.
429 Davis Dial 7566
i
!
I II Ii
J. G. Penney
154-158 So. Burdick St.
Dry Goods
Men's Furnishings
Clothing — Shoes
Ladies' Ready-to-Wear
Phone 5690
SOME LADY
She doesn't like a shady joke,
She doesn't hike, she doesn't smoke;
She doesn't swear, she never flirts,
She doesn^t wear those shortened skirts;
She doesn't dance, she doesn't sing,
And goofs in pants don't mean a thing;
She doesn't use those beauty salves,
But doesn't refuse to show her calves,
You ask her name? Well, that's a wow,
She's not a dame, she's just a cow.
Water Softeners
Fred J. Hotop
PLUMBING AND HEATING
NOKOL AUTOMATIC OIL
BURNERS
Pumps |
i
i
315 N. Church St. Phone 9632
Sofa song: Let the Lower Lights Be Burning.
T
Feminine Wearing
Apparel
Distinctive
in Style
Moderate in Price
Coats
Frocks
Suits
Millinery
Footwear
Patronize Who Advertise
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"--the school
that never lets out"
We, who supply you with Consumers Power
Service, are still going to school in many ways—and
school never lets out.
Constant study—continual research—goes on in
order that the work of betterment and improve
ment may be unceasing. The rapid development in
the electric and gas sciences makes old methods
and old equipment obsolete. In maintaining our
high standards of service, millions of dollars are
being expended from year to year to make available
to you the most modern equipment and resources
to assure you, your home, industry and com
munity, the advantages, the help and the conven
ience of economical, reliable service.
40,000 Citizen-Owners—
and Growing \
CONSUMERS POWER |
VOLTS—AMPERES—B.T.U.—CUBIC FEET—KILOWATTS
i
Patronize Who Advertise
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Your Appearance in One of
The Henderson-Ames
"Superior Quality"
Band or Cadet
UNIFORMS
Will Give You Prestige
and Popularity
Free Catalogs
The
Henderson-Ames Go.
KALAMAZOO, MICH.
i
■««—M- ■}•
I
Horton-Fiske Go.
i
Printers
Pythian Bldg.,
Kalamazoo, Mich.
Compliments
of
A FRIEND
•fl^n—ii-
Compliments
IIIVer West Bakery
320 South Burdick St.
Compliments
of
Oldsmobile
HAYES & DEFRANCE
137 E. Water St.
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Phone
4191
"Western" Students KNOW
The best in Laundry, Dry Cleaning and
Pressing comes from
BAXTER
119 West.
Kalamazoo
English Instructor: What is the "Order of the
Bath?"
Freshman: Pa first, then Ma, then us kids,
and then the hired girl.
Mother: "When I was your age, young lady, a
nice girl would never think of holding a young
man's hand ?"
Daughter: "But, mother, nowadays a nice girl
has to hold a young man's hand."
I
I A TreatI
1 To Eat
.m^iijt
I
Fair One: "Why the distance? 'Fraid I'll
scratch your fenders?"
Mid: "No, but I just had the body washed and s
polished." 1
Compliments
of
The Chocolate Shop
DetiBonle
QUALITY
FRUITS and VEGETABLES
A. W. Walsh Go.
WHOLESALE GROCERS
Distributors
Patronize Who Advertise
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When thirsty TRATHENS
GROCERY
613 Davis St.
Across From Normal
Groceries, Meats
and Delicatessens
Sam Folz Go.
120 E. Main St.
Clothes and Furnishings
for the College Man
Keep in Touch with Your Alma Mater
Through
TEACHERS COLLEGE
HERALD
It Puts the Knot in the
Tie That Binds
Subscribe before you leave school and
renew each year after.
Patronize Who Advertise
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BROWN and GOLD
829 W. Walnut
Western's Pioneer Eating House
Here Before The Rest
Always Best
Joe Schensul
O. Swanson: Do you believe that kissing is
unhealthy ?
A. Spencer: I couldn't say—I've never—
O. Swanson: Never been kissed?
A. Spencer: I've never been sick.
I
The Lewis Rapid
Transit Line
Abie Cohen pulled out his pistol and put it in
Roscnstein's face.
Just as he was about to fire, Rosenstein asked:
"How much do you want for the gun?"
Cohen, in telling the story, said: "And how
could I kill a man ven he vas talking beesness?"
Patronize Our Advertisers
Operating between
Kalamazoo - Allegan
Kalamazoo - Three Rivers
Kalamazoo - South Haven
A Specialty Made of Special Trips
For Information Phone 6617
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THE UPJOHN COMPANY
Makers of
Fine Pharmaceuticals
Home Office and Laboratories
KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN
Branch Houses :
NEW YORK CITY KANSAS CITY SAN FRANCISCO
Freshman Coed; "Good night! I can't get him to kiss me! Pa and ma will kid the life
out of me."
So she gave him a pain in the neck!
Patronize Our Advertisers
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Have it cleaned
Plain Dresses
Coats, Suits
CLEANED — BLOCKED
by the new Hoffman Method
ECONOMY
TAILORS-GLEANERS
$1.00
We call for and deliver
Cleaned
Westnedge at Vine and Pressed
Dial 2-5829
A long-legged sheep in the Himalayas is able
to run 40 miles an hour. That's the kind of
little lamb to follow Mary nowadays.
Murphy (to Secretary) : "Is the woman called
a conservative or a liberal?"
Secretary: "Very liberal, sir."
Murphy: "Show the lady in."
PETER PAN
Bread Today
Is even better
than ever—
The Peter Pan
Bakers
Paper....
Your Senior Class publishes a college annual
a new motor car is announced a
million folders are placed in the evening's
mail it is paper that carries the message,
paper the medium of civilization.
To the printer we furnish all grades pa
pers for books, advertising, correspondence
and business records. The book before you
is printed on Princess Enamel, one of our
fine papers modestly priced.
BERMINGHAM & PROSSER CO.
KALAMAZOO NEW YORK CHICAGO KANSAS CITY
Patronize Who Advertise
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VAN BOCHOVE
Home of
Good Flowers
Traffic Cop (to cause of jam) : "What are
you—a farmer ?"
Duffy: "No, but if I ever get out of here, I'm
going to be one."
Nick : "She's a bathing beauty."
Bob: "Does she swim?"
Nick: "O, yes; she hadn't been here twenty-
lour hours before she knew all the dives in
town."
223 S. BURDICK
Phone 2-7322
Compliments
of
Quality Baking
Company
808 So. Westncdge Ave.
KALAMAZOO
Mrs. Walt. J. (bride of two terms) : "I just
know you're going to like this, dear. Mother
says chicken salad and strawberry tarts are the
best things I make."
Walt: "And which is this, honey?"
Olsen & Ebann
240 So. Burdick
YOUR HAT PROBLEMS
Easily solved here. Our salesmen
will give you just the right hat for
your build and personality.
Specializing the $3.50 Value
The Hale Hat Store
108 W. Main St.
Diamonds ■— Watches
Kalamacoo's Oldest
Credit Jewelers
B. L. Steelman, Mgr.
Compliments
of
A FRIEND
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REETINGS from the world s
largest manufacturers of
paraffined folding cartons
"Proper Packaging Pays"
Sutherland Paper Company
KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN
Patronize Who A dvertise
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STUDENTS TAKE NOTICE
Every cent which you spend for Milk is a cent invested in
HEALTH ASSURANCE.
HEALTH is the basis of all real success. As you buy food,
invest for your future Health.
The Kalamazoo Creamery Co.
Phone 4115
Said one of the Gold Dust Twins : "Here's our 4»—"—■■—■
chance to make a cleaning!" f
"Nothing doing!" replied the other, "Lux
against us."
'Have you read 'Silk and Satins'?"
'No, but I have Red Flannels."
Wheeler-Blaney Co.
Plumbing, Heating and
Ventilating Engineers
Estimates furnished on application.
249 North Burdick St.
Phone 2-7932
KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN
Automatic Fire Protection
Equipments
Compliments
of
Lee and Cady
Kalamazoo Branch
Wholesale Grocers
1 Ti !
! i
! !
i i
! I
i !
Gifts That Last
Williams & Co.
(Successors to H. C. Pit2)
i
!
I
-4
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Women not only buy their clothes
on the installment plan—they wear
them the same way.
The world's greatest kidder:
THE STORK
Advice to young lovers :
So-fa and no fa-ther.
"Flowers for
Every
Occasion"
Lowest
Prices
Cut Flowers,
Blooming
Plants
and Ferns
VanderSalm's Flower Shop
123 Wall St. Phone 9022
Flowers Sent by Wire Anyiuhere
i
Visitor: "What a charming baby!
And how it does resemble your hus
band."
Mrs. Gerkey: "Gracious, you alarm
me, we adopted this baby."
u Mll j.
Compliments of
-I I14—
Kalamazoo, Michigan, U. S. A.
Makers of
Fine Fishing Tackle
Hl^—«•{•
Ruth: "Do you still run around with that little blonde?"
Ted : "She's married now."
Ruth : "Answer my question !"
Compliments
|
South Side Lumber 1
Go.
Phones 2-3821 and 2-8612
Miron D. Ellis
•—Jeweler—
124 East Main Street
Attracticc and Up-to-Date Jewelry
You can appear in Sport Clothes
without a Strap Watch, but you
can't prevent people from noticing
it.
i I
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uWestern State Teachers College
KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN
ATTRACTIVE ADVANTAGES
1. Carefully selected corps of specially trained instructors
2. Splendid campus of 56 acres including 15-acre athletic field
3. Modern buildings well equipped with adequate apparatus
4. New Library Building—unexcelled among the schools in the United
States
5. Well selected library material—200 magazines and periodicals re
ceived regularly
6. New Gymnasium for Men—a splendid structure carefully planned
7. Life Certificate Courses:
Art Manual Arts
Commerce Music
Early Elementary Grades Physical Education for Men
Home Economics Physical Education for Women
Junior High School Rural Education
Later Elementary Grades Senior High School
8. Four-year A. B. and B. S. Degree Courses
9. Appointment Bureau places graduates and alumni in desirable posi
tions free
10. Well equipped Cafeteria furnishes wholesome food at low rates
11. Co-operative store provides books and students' supplies reasonably
12. Fine democratic atmosphere and splendid school spirit
For annual catalog and further information address Registrar,
Western State Teachers College, Kalamazoo, Michigan
D. B. WALDO, JOHN C. HOEKJE,
President Registrar
]BI IEK
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RADIO PIANOS
Gable-Nelson
Piano Go.
j 154 W. Main St.
I High Class Musical Merchandise
j
Garment Cleaners & Dyers
F. KNOPF, Proprietor II
MEYER MUSIC STORE
224 W. Main Opp. Courthouse
Checkering
and other ivorld famous pianos
Orthophonic Victrolas Records
Musical Merchandise
Sheet Music
You Must Be Satisfied
Finleys
Dignified Credit Jewelers
113 E. Main St., Kalamazoo
Next to Grinncll's Music Store
A utographs
Patronize Who Advertise
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TITLE INSURANCE
IS PROTECTION against title defects (including forged deeds
forged release of mortgages, deeds by incompetents, or other ineffective
realty transfers, which the records do not show, which therefore could
not be shown on the best abstract ever compiled!)
IT IS THE GUARANTY of the Insuring Company that if ever
claims are made against your title, the GUARANTY COMPANY will
defend your title in Court, if necessary, at its own expense, reimbursing
you for loss thereon, up to the amount of your policy.
It is not expensive; and altho' new to Kalamazoo, it is a time-tested,
widely known, State approved, sensible method of Title Protection, which
the modern community demands, when it is fully understood.
Our connection as Title Company with the UNION TITLE AND
GUARANTY COMPANY, DETROIT, as Insuring Company guaran
tees to all Policy Holders, the safest form of title protection known!
Title, Bond and Mortgage Company of Kalamazoo
125 Exchange Place
Excellent Shirt and Collar
Work
Dry Cleaning
and
Dyeing
KALAMAZOO
LAUNDRY CO.
Phone 4161
"BEST BY EVERY TEST"
GUILTY!!!!
Judge: Did you or did you not strike this
woman?
Landlord: I only remarked that she was un
tidy about her rooms.
Judge: Two years for knocking her flat!
Next case.
"If I had your telephone number I would call
you up some time," said he.
"It's in the book," she replied.
"Fine—but what's your name?"
"That's in the student directory, too."
Minister: "Would you care to join us in the
new missionary movement?"
Co-ed: "I'm crazy to try it. Is it anything
like the Black Bottom?"
"It beats the devil," says grandma. "Soon as I
catch up on my installments to that face-lifting
surgeon, I find myself three payments behind
on the roadster."
"Our editor is the keeper of the conscience of
the B. & G. and should not try to put it in his
own name."
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Co-mplnnents
of
4.-..
"Porter, fifty cents for another pitcher of ice
water."
"Sorry suh, but if I takes any mo' ice, dat
corpse in de baggage car ain't going to keep."
206 S. Burdick St.
Phone 2-7623
Lundquist: "What's your favorite spring
sport?"
Avery : "Fencing. What's yours ?"
Lundquist: "Porch swinging."
"Say, Casey, did you ever make an idiot of
yourself over women?"
"An idjut, is ut? Sure I've made mesilf an
intoire asylum."
We offer
Our Most Sincere
Congratulations
To The Class of
1928
And invite them
And all other
Students
To Make This Store
Their Store
For everything in
Hardware — Housewares
and
Sporting Goodj
EDWARDS AND
CHAMBERLAIN
HARDWARE COMPANY
Compliments of
Taylor Produce Co
Distributors of
Fruits and Vegetables
t"
W. F. Stinson
BARBER SHOP
FOR
Ladies & Gents
Four Experienced Colored
Barbers
Opposite Capitol Theatre
Compliments of
Creamo Bread
Kalamazoo's Leading Loaf
of Bread
KALAMAZOO BREAD CO.
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KEWPEE HOTEL
MITY Nice Hamburgs
"Made Their Way—by the
Way They're Made"
139 E. South St.
Opposite Capitol Theatre
Special Chicken Sandwiches
What smells so around here? That's business; it's rotten.
Patronize Who Advertise
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Compliments of
REENDERS DAIRY
Phone 5371 601 Forest St.
India Umbrellas—"Ask the Man Who Loans
One."
The Anti-Saloon League—"99 and 44/100 per
cent pure; it gloats."
Djer-Kiss Face Powder—"Save the Surface
and You Save All."
Gilda Gray—"The Dear that Made Milwaukee
Famous."
College Humor—"Not a Laugh in a Carload."
Fokker Airplanes—"Good to the Last Drop."
Scotch Whiskies—"They Ossify."
Ziegfeld's Follies—"His Master's Vice."
Bootleg Liquor—"A Product of General Mut
ters."
Aunt Jemima's Pancake Flour—"There is No
Substitute for Leather."
Listerine—"The Flavor Lasts."
Colgate's Toilet Water—"What a Whale of a
Difference a Few Scents Make."
Bluejay Corn Plasters—"They Know Their
Bunions."
Phone 7454 Cor. North & Elm Sts.
GROVE DAIRY CO.
PRODUCTS
Milk, Cream & Butter-milk
Cottage Cheese & Butter
I !
1 i
I i
! I
I Ii i
Hershfield's
home of
Hart, Schaffner & Marx
Clothes
Stetson Hats and
Manhattan Shirts
135-41 East Main St.
Kalamazoo - Michigan
Kalamazoo's Foremost
New Asia Cafe
Best place to dine and dance.
After-Dinner parties and
Sunday dinners our specialty
Phone 2-1411 107-109 E. Main
The Co-op Store carries
a complete line of
THE
GOOD-RICH CANDIES
Sold by the
Goodrich Candy Co.
175 E. Water Phone 2-4331
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Home ,Made Fudge
Sold by Women's League
For Wholesale Prices, Address
Mrs. Mary M. Mead
Bellevue, Michigan
Oriental Cafe
First-Class
Chinese and American Restaurant
Dine and Dance
Monday Lunch 50c, from 11 to 2
Evening Dinner 90c, from 5 to 8
Sunday Dinner is our specialty
160 S. Burdick Phone 9631
Nurse (to mother in dispens
ary) : "Do you use baby talc on
your child?"
Mother (formerly a Normal
co-ed): "No, indeed! We use
only the very best English in
talking to him."
Phone 2-8021
"our service is as sure
as the tick of your clock"
Milk Products Go.
Milk Cream Butter
221 East Ransom St.
r
Horton-Beimer Press
PRINTING
Publications and
Catalogs a Specialty
119-121-123 Exchange Place
KALAMAZOO, MICH.
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Ij Congratulations
to Our
Graduates
GREETINGS
To All Friends of
The
"Go-op"
Store
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J. R. JONES' SONS & GO.
i
Congratulations
To the graduates of Western State Teachers College this store extends j
its heartiest congratulations.
We have enjoyed your stay in Kalamazoo, and appreciate your generous
patronage. Wherever you may go from here, remember this store is as
accessible to you as your nearest postbox. A letter will bring you the
merchandise you desire from our store on the very next mail or express.
To you all we extend our best wishes for success.
I
I 1
►■♦>
Autographs
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O'SHEA
Athletic Knitted Wear For Every Sport
OUR aim is to
make perfectly
any athletic
garment.
We maintain large
stocks of yarns in
standard college col-
We make our own
felt and chenille let
ters and emblems.
We deliver special
orders in ten days.
We are at your
service: Just write.
I HAVE found that
without a doubt
O'Shea Athletic
garments are of the
very best quality.
All knitted equip
ment for mv teams at
Western State has
been O'Shea and I
readily recommend
their use to each and
every coach.
Earl T. Martineau,
Coach,
Western State
Teachers College
O'Shea Knitting Mills
2414 No. Sacramento Ave.,
CHICAGO, ILL.
Compliments
Richard Early & Sons
Distributors
Royal Portable Typewriters
234 W. Main Phone 2-6511
We rent Typewriters
Special rates to students.
Compliments
of
Johnson-Howard
Co.
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WESSON OIL
For Salads and Cooking
A Pure Vegetable Salad Oil
SNOW DRIFT
For Cakes, Pies, Biscuits and for
Frying
A Pure Rich Creamy Vegetable
Shortening
SOUTHERN COTTON
OIL TRADING CO.
1464 West 37th St.
CHICAGO, ILL.
.§.-■'
EXIT OWNER
Sam—Where did you all git dat derbv
hat?
Bo—Hit's a surprise from mah wife.
Sam—How's dat?
Bo—Ah cums home de odder night unex
pected an' found hit on de table.
SCORE ONE!
Angry Prof—Some of you pedestrians
walk along just as if you owned the streets.
Irate Student—Yes, and some of you mo
torists drive around just as if you owned the
car.
Putt Printing Go.
Geo. J. Putt, Prop.
PRINTERS
140 So. Burdick St. Phone 2-8323
i I
The Best of Footwear
Alzvays At
Weber Bros.
220 East Main Street
Prices Reasonable
,i, ,m in, I,. ,,| .. , n
Ray A.: "What kind of lip stick do you use?"
Girl Friend: "Kissproof."
■—•»—»»—»4» Ray A.: "Well, rub it off, we got work to do."
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YOUR MONEY
In the Form of
Guaranteed Checks
An Obligation of the Kalamazoo National Hank
Will Give You
SAFETY RECEIPT OF EXPENDITURES
IDENTIFICATION RECORD OF EXPENDITURES
CONVENIENCE SAVING OF YOUR FUNDS
Kalamazoo National Bank
and Trust Company
Organized for Service Maintained by Service
«!,_,„__„_„ „__„__„ ,„ „„_,„__»» .. .„ ,„ ., ,„ „_„„ „ „ ,
A utographs
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For Prompt Taxicab and
Baggage Service
GALL
KALAMAZOO HACK AND
BUS CO.
Operators of Yellow Cabs
Phone 6151
3 -rn! I
I
Burdick Hotel
Fireproof Construction
250 Rooms
In the very heart of the City.
Finest Cafeteria in Michigan
"I'd certainly like to play football in heaven."
"Well, I wouldn't."
"Why not?"
"Well it certainly wouldn't be heaven to be dropped from the team."
"This story has a very interesting plot. Did
you write it all yourself?"
"Certainly, sir."
"I'm very glad to meet you, Mr. O. Henry, I
thought you had been dead for some time."
"Oh! that's all right, Prof. Come over to
the room and meet Patrick Henry." i
"I can't marry him, mother. He's an atheist, |
and doesn't believe in hell." j
"Marry him, my dear, and between us we'll j
Compliments
of
Garrison's News
Agency
convince him that he's wrong."
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SLOCUM BROTHERS
Photographers
123 S. Burdick St.
We have photographed 2316 students
so far this school year. There is a
reason.
The men who make Photographs
right are the right men to make your
Photographs.
We give the kind of service the Ap
pointment Office and Brown and Gold
require.
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When You Get
That Hungry Feeling
Think of Me
ROY ADAMS MARKET
722 Locust St.
.„+
Compliments
of
Home Savings Bank
Kalamazoo, Mich.
I I
I I
i i
I i
Riepma Brothers
I Groceries Fruits Vegetables
QUALITY. Always has first consid
eration here. You must not only be
pleased, but you will be.
SERVICE. Thirty years of it, and
still at it.
PRICES Always reasonable, never
high.
The Store That Serves You Best
6154 Phones 6155
—4» •§•——«—..
A popular brand of cigarettes advertisers that
there are no "ands or ifs" in their quality. There
are plenty of butts, tho.
A resort is a place where the natives live on
your vacation until next summer.
"Oh let's get married," said the man.
"About you I am wild."
"Two reasons why I can't,
"A husband and a child."
Co-ed: It's wrong any way you look at it.
Ed : Well, how about shutting the blinkers.
"May I kiss you, darling?"
"Mother said that I should never let young
men kiss me, but there are exceptions to every
rule."
Page Three Hundred Fifty
'Southwestern Michigan's Greatest Department Store"
Grows With the City
We are in business to make money, like
everybody else; but we are also in business to
make friends, and to help make this a bigger,
better, happier city. We are part of it, and its
prosperity and progress are bound up with ours.
Every time it does something especially broad-
visioned and far-seeing, we thrill with pride to
know that we have a useful place in such a
city, that we are ready every day to meet the
needs of every member of every family and
person in it. And even as Kalamazoo builds
for the future, so do we, on a foundation of
fair dealing, build a structure of ever growing
civic confidence and friendship.
We Invite Your Patronage
GILMORE BROTHERS
143-147 South Burdick St.
KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN
A utographs
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The Store With a Particular Appeal
To College People
Our Progressive Buying and Selling Policies
Enable You to Get Better Goods
at Lower Cost
STRENG AND ZINN CO.
Department Store
Lady at Door: "So you're taking subscriptions
to pay your way through college? You look
pretty old to be going to college."
Alumni: "Oh, I've already been through, lady,
but I'm still paying for it!"
She may not be your maple sugar, but you
will always be her sap.
The English law gives a man the right to open
his wife's letters. But it does not give him the
courage.
"I despise that woman, but I'm nice to her be
cause she knows it's because I hate her."
"So you're distantly related to the Baseball
Captain?"
"Well our dog is their dog's brother."
Dean P. (who had been run into a tele
phone post by a student's miniature limousine) :
"Young man, do you know who I am?"
"No, I can't say that I do, but if you can re
member your address I'll be glad to drive you
home."
People who show good form should live in
glass nouses.
A CO-ED'S PRAYER
O Lord, may he be tall and handsome. May
he have money and cars galore. May he dance
divinely and love me better than life. And, O
Lord, may I divorce him easily and find another.
This article probably should have been written
in June—the month when platinum rings are pur
chased at fancy prices and brides, wearing them,
are given away free ? ? ?
On second thought, however, it doesn't make
much difference when you talk of platinum. It
has a year round interest and fascination for
the women and a year round monthly installment
interest for man, generous hearted men.
Platinum, really, is an unusual metal. It looks
like pewter but it costs like hallelujah. Its very
high melting point and the fact that it doesn't
dissolve in nitric, hydrochloric, sulphuric, or
matrimonial acid makes it a valuable aid to sci
ence, industry and the home.
Prohibition—"It's Roasted."
True Story Magazine—"Chases Dirt."
"Oh,
Rip Van Winkle—"Aged in the Wood."
Helen (rapturously, in flower garden) :
isn't that Baby's Breath beautiful?"
Henry S. (the matter-of-fact boy friend) :
"Yes, dear, only you're a little previous. It isn't
Baby's Breath but Bridal Wreath."
Patronize Who Advertise
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She DE LUXE
MOTOR COACHES
INVITE YOU
AS A REGULAR PATRON OR FOR
SPECIAL PARTIES
and assure you a CLEAN, COMFORTABLE
and COURTEOUS TRIP in
FAGEOL SAFETY COACHES
Equipped with Westinghouse Air Brakes
and the Dependable
HALL-SCOTT 6-CYLINDER MOTORS
which lend safety to your journey
A Company backed by
MANY YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
IN TRANSPORTATION FOR
YOUR CONVENIENCE
j SOUTHERN MICHIGAN and RAPID [
| TRANSPORTATION COMPANIES |
j i
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Kalamazoo's Finest Restaurant
Stop at
Make Yourself at Home
162 E. Main St., Kalamazoo
Try Our Pies — They Are Home Made Phone 2-8315
PROFESSIONALS
A widower was to be married for the third
time, and his bride had been married once be
fore.
The groom-elect wrote across the bottom of
the wedding invitation sent to a friend: "Be sure
to come; this is no amateur performance."
Boss: "What are you two men doing walking
so slowly up these stairs?"
Avery: "We is workin', boss. We is carryin'
dis heah desk up de stairs."
Boss : "I don't see any desk."
Avery: "For de Lawd's sake, Leonard, we
done forgot de desk."
WE ARE SORRY
MORE SCOTCH
A Scot applied for a position as patrolman on
the London police force. Here is a question they
put to him in Scotland Yard and his answer:
"Suppose, Danser, you saw a crowd congre
gated at a certain point on your beat, how would
you disperse it, quickly with the least trouble?"
"1 would pass the hat."
"How is it that you, who are so lucky with
cards, always lose at horse racing?"
"Well, I can't shuffle the horses."
"Yes, Father, you may have the car tonight,"
said a son, generously, to his parent.
if you are leaving
and hope you will come back
Everything in Student Supplies
Doubleday Brothers and Company
241 EAST MAIN STREET
Printers - Bookbinders - Rulers - Office Outfitters
T "" "" w"^^»*'
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The South, North
and East Side
sections of Kalamazoo are desirable
communities, worth living in. And
the residents and business houses of
these neighborhoods may enjoy, at
our Branch in each of these sections,
any banking service which a down
town bank affords.
Here the man or woman who requires
them will find checking and savings
account facilities, certificates of de
posit, foreign exchange and invest
ment advice.
KALAMAZOO TRUST
AND SAVINGS BANK
Senior Cane Man: "Would you like to have a
one-eyed husband?"
Senior Umbrella Girl: "Certainly not."
"Then let me carry that umbrella."
I !
"If anyone knows any reason why this man
should not marry this lady, let him now speak, or
forever hold his peace."
(Voice from the rear) : "That's no lady,
that's my wife."
Dr. Henry (examining student) : "Have you
got any scars on you?"
"No, but I can give you a cigarette."
The maiden's prayer:
but finally a bride.
Never a bride's maid
Drugs Sodas
I i
Huntley Drug
Store
726 Locust St. and Vine
Magazines Stationery
I i
♦——
"I've never kissed a girl in my life," remarked
the painfully proper young freshman.
"Well, don't come buzzing around me," an
nounced the little practice teacher, "I am not
running a prep school."
SCOTCH—VARIANT NO. 1,8
Life would be perfect if the dear young things "That's what I call getting out of a tight
just wouldn't get the bloom of youth higher on place," said the world traveler as his train pulled
one cheek than on the other. out of Edinburgh.
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Largest
Bank
in
Kalamazoo
First National
Bank
"Waiter, there is a fly in my ice cream."
"Let him freeze and teach him a lesson. The
little rascal was in the soup last night."
Our cheer leader knows a guy so tight that
when we give three yells for the team he gives
only two.
"There little convulsion,
Don't you cry,
You'll be a dance step
Bye and bye."
Practice Teacher—And whose little boy are
you?
Sophisticated Willie—Be yourself! Whose
sweet mamma are you?
"Where are the shower baths?"
"I don't know, I've only been here three
weeks."
N. J. Baumann
Distributor
Hudson Essex
Motor CarsI
j 333 S. Burdick St. Phone 7118
! i
1 i
i i
i i! i
"Look here," he said, "I'm going to leave,
I've never seen such dirty towels in my life, and
I can never find any soap."
"But you've got a tongue in your head," was
the landlady's curt reply.
"Yes," was the quick response, "but I'm not a
cat."
Compliments
Standard Paper Go.
i
Judge (to officer who had arrested a man for I
not wearing any clothes)—"What is this man j
charged with?" •
Officer—"Impersonating a woman." ♦♦♦—<,.—„—■.,.■
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Jewfxer
124 East Main St.
Dependable Jcivcler for 23 years
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THE POWER TO PASS
That's
GAS
Your Patronage Is Appreciated
L. V. WHITE CO.
Kalamazoo's Own Oil Company
A utographs
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Two cave men discussing the weather
Were dressed up in bearskin and leather
Said one with a smile
"We are starting a style.
It's collegiate and I don't mean whether."
Our political science professor states:
"We were given to understand that when wo
men obtained the vote they would redress their
wrongs. We have not noticed much of the re
dressing."
M. B.—"Can you support my daughter in the
style to which she is accustomed."
Al.—"No, but I can accustom her to the style
in which I can support her."
THE OLD CYNIC SAYS
"I don't know who writes those bright, cheer
ful advertisements for the banks but I'll bet a
load of coal against a load of ashes that it ain't
the same fellow who makes the loans."
GREENE'S DRUG STORES
Confectionery — Lunches — Service
College Store at
foot of the hill
Store on the Corner
of West and Vine
Where Service and Quality Reign Supreme
Patronize Who Advertise
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1I HE MODERN CAB is now a recognized means
of local transportation, for it provides prompt
and convenient service accompanied by comfort,
safety and reasonable rates.
CHECKER CAB MANUFACTURING CORP.
Kalamazoo — U. S. A.
Largest Exclusive Cab Makers
Just between two sweet young girls :
"Allan Edwards took me straight home after the dance."
"Why, how inexperienced. I never knew there was another person like Al Munk on the
Campus."
The engagement period is solitaire confinement.
"Love me, hon?"
"Uh-huh."
"Love me a lot, hon?"
"Uh-huh."
"Love me an awful lot, hon?"
"Uh-huh."
"Then sit up. Your Senate pin's tearing my
necktie."
You can tell what she thinks of your dancing
if, after you pardon yourself for stepping on her
toe, she says, "Horses."
WILL IT COME TO THIS?
"Mamma! Mamma! Look quick! There's
a MAN with a cigarette!"
Dear Editor of B. & G.—I know you are a
good judge of women, knowing that you were
tbe sole judge of the beauty contest I would like
your advice. I am in love with a homely girl
but she doesn't seem to care for me, while a
pretty girl with lots of money wants to marry
me. What shall I do?
Marry the one you love and send me the name
and address of the other one.
HARDLY A CLEAN RECORD
Jeweler—If I employ you as night watchman,
I must be absolutely assured of your honesty.
Applicant—Oh, you needn't worry ; I worked
at the Turkish baths over a year and never
took a single bath.
A NEW BURBANK
Why are you running
Farmer—I'm trying to raise mashed potatoes.
Stranger—Wh a roller on
that field?
TRY ANOTHER
White—What is a dry dock?
Mule—A physician who won't give you a pre
scription.
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Autographs
Page Three Hundred Sixty
Congratulations
I
Graduates
ALLIED PAPER MILLS
KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN
Alex G. Gilman, President S. B. Monroe, Treasurer
j John A. Pyl, Vice-President G. S. Davis, Secretary
Capacity — 300 Tons Daily
This Book is Printed on our White Superfine Grade.
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Manufacturers of |
Coated and Uncoated \
Dependable
Papers
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1MUSTACHE
Dedicated to
Jeane Taylor
Fred Bailey
Doc Snyder
Firp. Trevarthen
C. Frendt
ONCE in every man's life that man tries to grow a mustache.
Why? Well, for very sallow young men a nice black mus
tache accentuates that sallowness, thus helping to produce a
blase appearance. And this appearance is very much desired by the
young men who gallop recklessly through the outskirts of the city,
seeking whom they may devour.
The young man who wears spats must have the mustache. Oth
erwise, he looks foot-heavy and not at all smart on top. This type
of young man usually continues to wear his mustache after it once
becomes permanent. Certain brands of mange cure are said to be
excellent in helping to retain the spat-mustache.
But the mustache that is most interesting is the bull-headed
mustache. This mustache is grown by young men simply because
they want to be obstinate. They like to fly in the face of conven
tion—that is, for their type. This type, incidentally, is about as
graceful in a mustache as it would be in the nude. No reason can
be asserted for mustaches grown by young men of this type, unless it
is the outcropping of a stray seam inherited by the young men from
their hairy forefathers. It may be prompted by instincts of the
caveman, which are long dormant, but suddenly have become active.
Or it may be caused by the same thing that makes the young rooster
sputter and squawk in an effort to crow, or that makes the bull calf
butt a clay bank and bellow and ball. Fortunately, young men of
the bull-head mustache grow wearly quickly and shave before they're
shot.
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Established 1869 Fifty-Nine Years of Success
Ihliivg Bros.F;verarp (p.
COMPLETE
PRINTING
SERVICE
ENTIRE BOOK is
a product of our plant,
where machinery and work
manship of the highest quality
rule. Take up your present
or contemplated Printing
Problems with us. :: :: ::
Write for Estimates-
KALAMAZOO. MICHIGAN
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( We Exist for Your Convenience
I
I
We try to make our
friendly services help
build Western
| THE NORMAL CAFETERIA |
o ,«,„„ „_,_,_ ,_,*
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$arfe American
John G: "Dead men tell no tales."
Stev.: "If they did, half the widows in the
world would never get a chance to remarry."
She: "'Is my nose shiny, dearie?"
"No, but your right knee is dusty.'
Js a homey place and
when we have said that—
when we have told you
that you are always
welcome
and that young men
and women of this world
have a warm place
in our hearts,
and that we really mean it,
—why
WE'VE SAID IT ALL
ERNEST McLEAN, Mgr.
"So you know Carl Hess personally?"
"Oh, yes."
"Have you ever met him?"
"Well, not exactly, but I was in St. Joe once.
And how."
"You don't say."
"Yes, but don't tell his girl."
Student: "Some day the World Court will be OUT OF PRACTICE
adopted." Who was that man I just danced with? He
Professor: "But, my gosh, who wants to neck hasn't said a word all evening,
all them foreign women?" Oh, that's one of Western's debaters.
Compliments
of
A FRIEND
Rood's Market
129 Oakland Drive
FOR QUALITY MEATS
and
FRESH DRESSED POULTRY
Phone 4494
Four Deliveries Daily
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For First Class Shoe Repairing Go To
The Progressive Shoe Shop
630 Locust Street
We Also Handle Gym Shoes and
Full Line of Rubbers
Garold M.—"I always kiss the stamps on your
letters because, I know that your lips have
touched them."
H. Fuller—"Oh, dear! and to think 1 dampen
them on Fido's nose."
JUST A NEW NAME
R. W.—Why is it that so many men have
nervous prostration these days ?
B. C.—They've always had it, only we used
to call it delirium tremens.
"Is this a blind date?
"No, we're leaving the liquor at home."
Many a fellow who was a hero for his
country is only a bust up in the Hall of Fame. men know).
Presbyterian Parson—What is Purgatory ?
Bobbie—I know! Children cry for it! (Fresh-
A utographs
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HINRIGHS JEWELRY STORE
W. J. Aelick
Optometrist
236 W. Main St.
Opposite
Courthouse
"Did you get on the team?"
"No, this is one of my off seasons."
The old-fashioned wife used to ask her hus
band to button up her back. The modern one
asks him to powder it.
"They tell me Kelley and his girl get along
famously."
"Whatcha mean ?
parking places?"
Everybody knows their
"Harry, dear, I am to be in an amateur theat
rical. What would folks say if I were to wear
tights ?'
"They would probably say that I married you
for your money."
"Remember, Senorita, this little pin—among
other things—gives me necking privileges for at
least as long as the two of us are in college."
Waiter: "Will you have some pie ?"
Stude : "Is it compulsory ?'
Waiter: "No, apple."
A utographs
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Direct to You
Compliments
of
KALAMAZOO STOVE COMPANY
75 Rochester Ave.
KALAMAZOO, MICH.
Greene's Drug Stores are introducing the wat
erproof wrist watch for Art Secord so he can
dip doughnuts in his coffee.
Badly Bruised Boxer—"I can hardly see him
"There goes the only man on the campus who
won nine letters in athletics."
"Gee, what a swell game of post office he
could play."
"How kind of you," said the sweet young thing
with a cosmetic blush, "to bring me these lovely
flowers. They are so beautiful and fresh. I
think there is some dew on them yet."
"Yes," said the young man with a great deal
of embarrassment, "but I am going to pay it
off tomorrow."
George says, "These girls just won't be out
stripped."
Landlady—"I saw the milkman kiss you this
morning. I'll take the milk in myself after this."
Co'ed—"It won't do any good, mum, he prom
ised to kiss nobody but me."
Dr. Barnes—"Never mind-
ory."
Boarding houses drive a lot of students into
-hit him from mem- matrimony and matrimony drives a lot of stu
dents back to boarding houses.
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BESTERVELT'S
Pure Food Stores
i i
325 S. Burdick 130 W. Water St. \
\
„ „_, . 1
Ice Cream
TRUTH IN ADVERTISING
We remember her as shinny little girl. Great,
shining eyes in a thin, pale face. She was flat
and her legs were shapeless. Men never noticed
her. She may as well have had no legs or have
worn cotton stockings.
To-day we saw her. "Can this be little Mag?"
we asked. She was plump and she was pretty.
A perfect thirty-six, her shape was shapely and
her smile reflected the glow of excellent health.
"Well, well, how did this happen, and what are
you doing, Mag?" we asked.
Mag replied: "I'm singing in grand opera now,
and it happened like this : For the past five years
I've been smoking Pittsburgh Stogies. They have
cleared my skin, developed my legs, given me
chest expansion, and my voice improves with
each stogie I smoke. I cannot recommend Pitts
burgh Stogies too highly."
HELEN OF TROY'S RIVALS
Rumor has it that since the Business Manager
is so attentive to the three Helens he hasn't time
to think of the Janes.
They were newly wedded and not in the best
of circumstances. Said he, "If things don't go
better with us, darling, I suppose your father
won't see us starve."
"No, poor dear," replied the young wife, "his
eyesight gets worse every day."
HIS CAR
"I bought a car yesterday."
"What kind is it?"
"It's an 'Ash.' "
"You mean a 'Nash,' don't you?"
"No; 'Ash'—second-hand 'Cole.'"
GOIN' SOUTH
The honeymooning couple were approaching
the first tunnel.
"Now remember, John," she said, "although
you are bound to me by law, your hands are not
tied."
Fuller Theatre
"Always The Most
For The Money"
Kiddie
10c
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Adults
30c
The cover for
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2857 N. Western Avenue
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DRY GOODS AND NOTIONS
Nearest to Normal
632 Locust Street
Kalamazoo, Mich.
IMMUNE
It had always been Sam's ambition to own a
W sweater, and after years of skimping he had
achieved it. On the first day of its possession,
as he was strutting down the street, a friend
approached him.
"Mo'nin', Sam," the friend remarked, his teeth
chattering from the wintry blasts. "Pretty col'
day, ain' she?"
Sam lifted his chin haughtily from the depths
of his huge collar.
"Ah really kain't tell 'bout the weather," he
replied carelessly. "Ah ain't looked at de paper
today."
*-
Telephone 2-5752
Godfrey Lumber
Company
Dealers in
LUMBER and BUILDING
MATERIAL
Offices and Yards
841 Third St.
KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN
Mead & True, Inc.
Firestone
i
i I
Tire Service
East Main at Walbridge
Osteopath: You had spinal adjustments now
for a month—do you find yourself improved.
Hess: Oh my, yes. My girl told me last night
I felt fine.
It begins to look as if the modern girl had
come to stray.
We still don't see why the Virgin Islands
should be turned over to the Navy for protec
tion.
The new road magnet picked up a jack knife
and five pounds of miscellaneous nails and other
metal the day we returned from Portland. It
missed three tacks and a horseshoe nail, but we
got those all right.
We suppose by this time the Marines must
have those Nicaraguan girls well in hand.
"Are you bothered much with things dancing
in front of your eyes?" inquired the eye doctor.
"Yes," admitted the plumber, "and those new
garters bother me some, too."
BELIEVE IT OR NOT
Bald Headed A4an—You say this is a good
hair tonic?
Drug Clerk—Very fine; we have a customer,
Mr. Bailey, who took the cork out of the bottle
with his teeth and the next day he had a mous
tache !
Compliments
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The
MOUNTAIN HOME GREENHOUSES
take this means to thank the Faculty
and students of Western State Teach
ers College for their very kind pat
ronage during this past year.
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Capitol Theatre
Always A Good Show
Follow the lights on South St.
from Burdick
A
W. S. BUTTERFIELI) THEATRE
The West Street
Market
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
FRESH, SALT and SMOKED
MEATS and FISH
Luyendyk Bros.
816 S. Westnedge Ave.
Phone 2-0291
i
We hear of a girl who is the living phonograph
of her mother.
FOR CHICKENS
An egg a day keeps the hatchet away.
COMPOSITION ON DUCKS
The duck is a low, underslung, heavyset bird,
composed mostly of meat, bill, and feathers. His
head rests on one end and he sits on the other.
There "ain't" no between to his toes, and he
carries a toy balloon in his stomach to keep from
sinking.
The duck has only two legs, and they are set
so far back on his running gear that they come
durn near missing his body.
Some ducks, when they get big, are called
drakes. Drakes don't have to set or hatch—just
loaf, go swimming, and eat. If I had to be a
duck, I'd rather be a drake every time. Ducks
don't give milk, but eggs : but as for me, give
me liberty or give me death.
A hardened motorist ran down a pedestrian.
"Hey," he shouted, "while you're under there,
take a look at my brake rods."
BUSINESS IS BUSINESS
Joe W. was dying, there was no doubt about
it. His family had anxiously gathered about his
bedside. Suddently his eyes opened. His wife
leaned over and said tenderly, "Joe, do you
know me?"
"Ach, what foolishments; sure I know you,
you're Rebecca, my wife."
"And these peoples, do you know them?"
"Ya, Jake, my son; Isadore, my nephew; Ro-
sie, my daughter; Simon, my son and my broth
er,' David—Ach, Gott, who's tending store?"
OR POSSIBLY HER RADIATOR
Little Johnny, a city boy, in the country for
the first time, saw the milking of a cow.
"Now you know where the milk comes from,
don't you?" he was asked.
"Sure!" replied Johnny. "You give her some
breakfast food and water and then drain her
crankcase."
OH ! WHAT A MISTAKE
J. Taylor—A burglar got into my house at
three o'clock this morning, when I was on my
way home from the club.
Waters—Did he get anything?
"He certainly did ! The poor beggar is in the
hospital. My wife thought it was me."
FORETHOUGHT
Sweet young thing, snorting along the road in
a powerful roadster, is pulled in by a motorcycle
cop. "You were making 45 miles an hour; I'll
have to pinch you," said the cop. "Oh.Jf you
must, do it where it won't show, please," purrs
Lucille W.
IHLINGRROSFvERARDg>
"¥va\amaTooY>w\fovm Co.
Kalamazoo,
Michigan
UNIFORM YOUR
BAND — for a band
without a uniform is
like a debutante with
out an evening dress.
APPROPRIATE
DESIGNS FOR
ALL TYPES OF
BANDS.
Free Catalogs
Please state if for
professional, school or
industrial.
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MAIN CAFE
Kalamazoo's Most Popular Eating Place
Where Quality and Service Count
I
140 W. Main St. Dial 2-6915
•{• —mi^—m .—.4.
Bylle S.: "Marriage changes a man."
Landlady : "Doesn't it ? Take my husband, for instance: he used to offer me a penny
for my thoughts and now he offers me fifty dollars to shut up."
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IT'S ONLY PAPA
Often things of everyday experience—things
that come closest home—once we understand
their portent, are surprising. Consider the case
of Mrs. H., whose daughter, Theresa, thought
to play an "April Fool" joke.
Bursting into the parlor, where, on the after
noon of May 1, Mrs. H. was entertaining "so
ciety dames," Theresa exclaimed, excitedly: "Oh,
mamma! There's a strange man in our kitchen!
I peeped through the keyhole—an' he has Mary,
our maid, on his knees, an' he's pettin' her an'
kissin' her!"
Excusing herself, Mrs. H. started for the
kitchen, to put an end to such carryings-on in
her chaste household. Whereupon Theresa
danced up and down in glee, crying:
"April fool, mamma! It's no strange man at
all. It's only papa I"
FOR HEAVIES
Dora—"I want a pair of bloomers to wear
around my gymnasium."
Salesman—'"Yes, ma'am! And what size is
your gymnasium?"
DO YOU GET IT?
Teacher—"Who can give me a sentence using
the word 'avaunt'?"
Little Abie—"Avaunt what avaunt when
avaunt it."
Female Patient—"What shall I do for water
on the knee, Doctor?"
Doctor—"Wear pumps."
A SAD TUNE
John—I've got a new attachment on my piano.
Jones—That's nothing! I've got one on my
house.
SWEDISH
Oscar S. came into a Minnesota village one
day and inquired at a drug store if they had any
"squirrel" whisky.
"No," said the clerk, "but I can slip you a
little 'Old Crow.'"
"Aye don't vant to fly," said Oscar, "Aye yust
wan to yump around a little."
ALL OFF!
Man (in search of his wife)—"Bridget, do
you know anything of my wife's whereabouts?"
Bridget—"Yes, sor, I put them in the wash."
THE REASON
"There's something wrong with these rabbits
you sold me. They have the hiccoughs."
"My dear sir, they are Belchin' hares."
PA'S FULL NAME
Census Taker—"Your husband's name, please."
Mrs. Grogan—"Pat."
Census Taker—"I want his name in full."
Mrs. Grogan—"Well, sir, when he's full he
thinks he's Gene Tunney, but when I lay my
hands on him he's just plain Pat again."
A DIRTY DIG, MEN
She—"The Lord made us beautiful and dumb."
He—"How is that?"
She—"Beautiful, so the men would love us—
and dumb so that we could love them."
PRINCE OF WAILS?
English Rector (to parishioner)—"Good morn
ing, Thompson. I hear you have a son and heir."
"Yes, sir; our household now represents the
United Kingdom."
Rector—"How so?"
Parishioner—"Why. you see, I am English,
my wife's Irish, the nurse is Scotch, and the
baby wails."
QUALITY AND SERVICE
Grace R.—I've been fired from better places
than this.
Dr. B.—Yes, but never any quicker.
SLIGHT OMISSION
A man was standing in front of his burning
house, watching the firemen put out the flames,
when a neighbor remarked that he must have
been excited when he discovered the blaze. "Not
at all," he replied. "I took my time in dressing,
even to the extent of putting on my collar and
tie, you see." "Yes, I see," returned the neigh
bor, "But why didn't you take a little more time
and put on your pants."
RUDE INTERRUPTION
"Would you mind getting up for just a min
ute, miss?"
"Why?"
"I want to hang up this notice, 'Wet Paint'."
TRUE ROMANCE
He—Will you marry me?
She—No! "
And they both lived happily ever after.
Earl E.: "That fellow you just danced with
is in my class."
Girl Friend : "You flatter yourself."
Lester Knight: "Do you girls really like con
ceited men better than the other kind?"
Miss Abbott: "What other kind?"
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